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Volume 23 No.1

About Our Cover William Jewett's "The Promised Land"
When Andrew Grayson, the "Audubon ofthe Pacific," brought his
family west in 1864, he joined the myriads seeking the promise of
California. He began his trip with the Donner Party; he left that group
to take a more fortunate route. His work in California and Mexico
brought personal misfortune yet his career brought him distinction.
At his death he was the leading authority on the birds of western
North America, and an artist of note.
Grayson commissioned "The Promised Land" in early 1850. The
artist, William Jewett, represented the Graysons on a Sierra summit,
emerging from the wilderness, viewing the great Central Valley.
Here is the progress of civilization west. Jewett put Grayson's
reminiscences to canvas. The proud look of the successful pioneer,
the terrible mountains, the generous valley. Grayson wears buckskins
fashioned by his wife. Her horse and saddle, the gear and gun, were
family items speaking to the requirements ofthe trek westward. They
also speak symbolically to the requirements of those who dared the
venture. This historic composition is at once portrait and landscape. It
has been said that this painting begins the California genre.
"The Promised Land" has always been a successful painting .
Pioneers recognized the historic statement which the artist captured.
The public, at the First Industrial Exhibition of the Mechanic's
Institute of 1857 in San Francisco, · voiced admiration and
appreciation. When the painting passed from family hands in 1952, it
returned to California from New York to the Pony Express Museum
and Retreat in San Rafael. Col. Waddell F. Smith, grandson of
William Waddell, founder of the Pony Express, recognized the
painting for its value to the State's history. From that time to the
present, "The Promised Land" has graced the pages of books and
periodicals including America As Art, American Civilization, The
Westerners, and American Heritage . Most recently it was featured at
the Smithsonian Institution as a part of the Bicentennial Program.
The painting is now on loan to the Holt-Atherton Pacific Center for
Western Studies through the generosity of Mrs. Waddell F. Smith
and Waddell F. Smith, Jr.
James M. Shebl
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Colonel Harris Weinstock
Photo courtesy of Isabelle Chapdelain Towne
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Born in London on September 18, 1854, Harris Weinstock was
brought to America when he was six weeks old. His father became a
citizen in Charleston, South Carolina, but Harris was educated in
New York until the age of twelve. In 1869, he came to the West Coast
with little or no capital. He and his half-brother, David Lubin, opened
a men's clothing store financed by Janette Levy, Lubin's sister. Mrs.
Levy owned a store in San Francisco and Harris Weinstock was a
clerk there in 1872. David Lubin was sent from the store as a
salesman through the mines. The first Sacramento store was a small
room, 15 by 20 feet on "K" Street near 4th. From this humble
beginning, the store branched out to a general department store
known as the Mechanics Store. This store became the largest
department store in proportion to the population in the country. The
mail order department was the most extensive in the West .
Catalogues of the firm went to all Western states. In 1888, the
business was legally incorporated under the Weinstock Lubin and
Company name. Harris Weinstock was the Vice President and such
growth occurred that in 1890, the "Big White Store" was built at 4th
and "L" Streets. Within a few years an Annex was added because of
the demands of business. On January 31, 1903, however, fire
completely destroyed the buildings. Business was resumed in the
Pavillion at 6th and "M" Streets and in the Annex at 4th and "L"
Streets. Meanwhile, at 4th and "K" Streets, a modern brick and
mortar building was built. Buyers had gone to New York to purchase
goods for Spring and one member of the firm had visited Europe for
choice novelties.
The concern for the welfare of the staff by both Weinstock and
Lubin was typical. In the building were "clean, sunshiny, brick
reading and schoolrooms and a kitchen" provided for the employees
to give them a ''business home in which work shall become
a pleasure."
In 1908, Harris Weinstock left the active management of the
Weinstock Lubin Company and went to San Francisco where he
became interested in an automobile accessory firm of WeinstockNichols with his son, Robert . At this time, he was Vice-President of
Weinstock-Lubin Real Estate Company; Director of the National Bank
of D.O . Mills; served from private through grades to Lt. Colonel of
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the California National Guard (1881 -1895). He was often referred to
as Colonel Weinstock. He founded the Barbara Weinstock
Lectureship of Morals at the University of California, was a member
of the Board of Trustees of the State Library of California, and of the
State Board of Horticulture, 1895. He was appointed a special labor
commissioner by Governor Gillette to investigate the Industrial
Workers of the World (I.W.W .); appointed as a commission member
to study European systems of rural credits and was elected
Vice-President of that body; he was appointed by President Wilson a
member of the Industrial Relations Commission; and by Governor
Johnson as a member of the Industrial Accident' Commission . He was
also a member of the State Rural Credit Commission, State Market
Director , National Civic Federation and he instituted the State Fish
Exchange for the regulation of the price of fish to consumers .
He was the Author of "Jesus the Jew" (1902) and "Strikes and
Lockouts" (1909).
Colonel Weinstock was a founder of the Commonwealth Club of
California, and he served as president for several years. His first
public office had been trustee ofthe State Library in 1887. In 1891, he
was elected a fr e eholder of Sacramento . In 1908, he went abroad to
study labor conditions in Europe and Russia. Later he made a similar
study of economic and labor conditions in Japan, China, Korea and
India. These studies had begun when Governor Gillette had
appointed him to investigate labor laws and conditions in foreign
countries. In 1915, he was appointed market director by Governor
Hiram Johnson. In 1917, Governor Stephens reappointed him. For six
years, he was Market Commissioner. Through his effort, legislation
was enacted permitting the organization of grower's cooperative
marketing associations which have become a powerful influence in
the commercial and political life of California.
Colonel Weinstock and his half-brother and partner, David Lubin,
were also widely known as founders of the International Farming
Institute now known as the International Institute of Agriculture
under the United Nations, headquartered in Rome.
On February 24, 1879, Weinstock married Barbara Felsenthal in
San Francisco . Mrs . Weinstock had been born in Georgetown, El
Dorado County, but she had spent her girlhood in San Francisco and
was educated there . Her husband devoted his life to government
appointments of state and national importance and was recognized as
one of California's foremost citizens. Barbara with her beauty, grace
and intelligence, stood beside her husband as he rose. They had four
children: Alice Weinstock, who married Burton A. Towne; Helen
Weinstock, wife of Samuel Frankenheimer; Robert Weinstock, who
married Dorothy Hill of San Francisco, and Walter Weinstock.
(The material in this account of the life of Harris Weinstock is taken
from the Towne geneology, compiled by Edwin Eugene Towne, 1901)
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Reprinted by permission from Women and Men on the Overland Trail
by John Mack Faragher. Published by Yale University Press, 1979

by John Mack Faragher

Men's and Women's Work on the Overland Trail
The routines offarm life and the sexual division of farm labor were
translated smoothly into the work of the trail. By contrast, in all -male
parties the assignments of trail duty were a source of conflict. As
Noah Brooks remembered,
At the onset none knew who should drive the oxen, who should do the cooking, or
whose ingenuity would be taxed to mend broken wagons or tattered clothing.
Gradually. and not altogether without grumbling and objection each man filled his own
proper place ... Indeed, the division oflabor in a party of emigrants was a prolific cause
of quarrel... We saw not a little fighting in the camps or others who sometimes jogged
along the trail in our company, and these bloody fisticuffs were invariably the outcome
of disputes over the disivions of labor .1

Likewise Rebecca Ketcham, traveling without family in a volunteer
party of men and couples, noted after almost two months on the trail
and considerable shifting of jobs, "I believe the day's work is pretty
regularly laid out now.' ' 2
For family parties this division of labor was more easily
accomplished; it was assumed that men would drive the oxen and
mend the wagons, that women would cook and sew. We might expect
that the extraordinary conditions of the trip would have disturbed the
standard patterns, but as both men and women recorded in the
diaries, journals, and reminiscences of the emigration, from the
preparations for the journey right through to arrival on the Pacific
Coast, responsibilities were apportioned in strict adherence to the
traditional sexual division.
As far as the preparations were concerned, the first necessity was
raising the cash for the outfit. The first task, then, was men's: the
sale of the farm property. Although a cash sale might not realize the
farm's full value, demand for midwestertn farm property was high
enough that nearly all emigrants were able to sell their farms without
much difficulty. William Thompson, a boy of ten in 1852,
remembered years later that "in February a gentleman came to our
house and after dinner he and my father rode over the plantation. The
next morning they rode over to Bollivar, the county seat. Returning in
the evening my father announced that the plantation was sold.' In
nearly all accounts, women were absent from this process.
Frequently men sold the farm equipment and household effects as
well~ Since very little could be taken, the object was to liquidate the
property and accumulate all the cash possible. Reverend Neill
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Johnson spent several weeks circulating among his Mount Pleasant,
Iowa, parishioners collecting outstanding debts to supplement his
stake:s Men than had to procure the necessary provisions from town.
If after purchasing the necessary supplies there was a little cash to
spare, they might convert it to cattle or sheep to drive to the coast;
this was an investment they determined would pay off handsomely at
inflated Pacific prices. At any rate most men wanted good, fresh
yokes of oxen to pull the wagons . After lengthy haggling over prices
and numerous trips to town, there were wagons to build or modify,
running gear to make ready, storage boxes to construct, and oxen to
break to wagon load and yoke.•
January, February, and March were normally quiet months on the
farm, bu-t now they bristled with activity as family members readied
themselves for the move. As Mary Ellen Todd remembered,
After we decided to go to Oregon we found there were many things to be thought about
and done in order to prepare for such a journey. As time went on I noticed that father
was not taking his customary five or ten minutes just before mealtime for reading his
favorite books; and I did not get my lessens quite so regularly , nor commit so much of
Bobby Burnes or other poets ... Sometimes father and mother were calling to me at the
vary same time. I heard, first, "Marry Ellen, bring me the saw, or the hammer, or take
this to mother." or "Help the baby down , or take this little bucket and get some
water;'' again from mother, ''Mary Ellen, won't you finish this churning while I get my
soap to boiling: we'll need a lot of soap you know; also I must finish spinning all those
rolls that we have been carding, as we just must take with us plenty of yarn." 7

Soapmaking was an important preparatory task. A family of four
required at least ten pounds of washing and body soap for the trip. It
was, however, clothing manufacture that most preoccupied women in
those days of preparation. The family needed appropriate clothing for
the strenuous work of six long months, during which time there ·would
be no chance for manufacture and only incidental opportunities for
mending. Weight limitations, of course, required that clothing like
everything else be restricted to a minimum, and some clothes,
already made, could be packed. Nonetheless, a great deal of the
family's clothing had to be made especially for the trip. The standard
wardrobe included two or three changes for each person. Men needed
cotton or lin en shirts, gathered at the waist by a broad leather belt,
coarse and roomy fustian of Iinsey-woolsey pantaloons, heavy
stockings, certainly an overcoat of jean or fu stian and perhaps an
India rubber poncho, and rough cowhide boots. Women required two
or three dresses, usually of dark gingham, calico, or heavy wool, with
perhaps one or two petticoats of linen, aprons and shoulder kerchiefs,
a warm shawl, and perhaps a coat. Like men, women wore cowhide
boots. Many women also packed in at least one good dress, often a
feminin e heirloom . Children over six or seven dressed like their
parents; a small child might be fitted in a simple chemise, called a
wannis.• To protect themselves from the sun, it was necessary for all
to wear something on their heads. Men donned floppy, big-brimmed
felt hats, or wheatstraw hats to match those the children made for
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themselves; women wore the inevitable sunbonnets, made from
heavy calico stretched over wire frames.•
Spinning, weaving, and sewing, regularly accomplished bit by bit
throughout the year, now in the final weeks before departure had to
be compressed: six months' work ·in two . During all of February and
March 1852, the women of the Thompson family
were busy spinning and weaving. Every article of wearing apparel must be made at
home. 'Store clothes' were out of the question in those days . Wool must be carded and
spun into thread for Aunt Ann's old wooden loom. The cloth was then fashioned into
garments for clothing to last a year after we should reach our goal far out on the Pacific
shores. The crank of the old wooden loom was almost ceaseless. Merrily the shuttle
sang to an accompaniment of a camp meeting melody. Neighbors also volunteered
their services in weaving and fashioning garments for the family. All was bustle
and hurry 10

The home-manufactured clothing for women and children was
frequently inadequate for the volatile weather on the trail.
Thunderstorms along the Platte drenched the emigrants, and on the
mountain plateaus and passes the summer could turn suddenly cold,
with unexpected night freezes . Men nearly always had coats, but
women and children were generally underdressed in their shawls and
jackets. "The great and sudden change of the temperature connected
with the heavy fall of rain last night, completely drenching everything
exposed to it,'' Edwin Bryant noted on June 1, 1846, ''is exceedingly
distressing to the women and children, who generally are thinly
clothed and unprepared to resist the efforts of exposure and
atmospheric eccentricities.''"
Clothing accounted for most but not all of the preparatory sewing.
Wagon covers and tents too were made by the women." For sleeping
each person would require at least two blankets, and sometimes this
meant additional weaving. 13 Blankets were the only protection from
the summer night's chill for most of the emigrants, unless one counts
the cover afforded by the bottom side of a wagon. About a third of the
families, however, took tents in which the young or female children
and old folks slept. Husband and wife most commonly enjoyed the
privacy of the wagon, where, if they were lucky, they slept on a
feather mattress laid atop the provisions. "William and I slept in the
light wagon lately, as Ma came into the tent, and we preferred a place
to ourselves. But it's very crowded in the wagon, and I have to lay
baby across our heads . But we'll still try to make it answer . " Infants
invariably slept with their mothers."
In addition to sewing, women had to make careful plans for the
family's diet . The weight limitations demanded simple meals, but
wives tried to add variety by including some home-produced foods in
the wagon larder. Virginia Ivins spent her winter evenings "putting
up such preserves, pickles and other delicacies as could be kept to
become most acceptable when afterwards compelled to partake of
cold meals as we often were throughout our trip."" Allene Taylor's
mother and aunt "baked as much as they could that would keep well .
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Mother made a large fruit cake and it was to be a surprise to the men
folks after we had gone on the journey for some time. I can remember
I was in a hurry to have them surprised.' '' 6 From the large quantity
of staples, women had to measure out daily portions; a few days of
overabundant cooking at the first of the trip would be balanced by
days of scarcity at the end . So women practiced cooking with camp
staples before they were actually on the road, trying to perfect the
amounts. As Louise Rahm wrote in her diary two days before they
packed the wagons, she set up a campfire, "was browning coffee and
got dinner for the men just to see how it would go . ''"
Husbands built a ''grub box'' and attached it to the end of the side
of the wagon; wives filled it with their cooking utensils. '' In ours,''
Helen Carpenter entered in her diary, "there is a Dutch oven, a camp
kettle, frying pan, and coffee pot - these with some tin plates, tin
cups, tin spoons, knives and forks; a rolling-pin, bread pan, milk can
and a smoothing iron, constitute my entire kitchen furniture. "'8 Add
a small coffee mill and a length of chain on which to hang the pots,
and this could well be the average kitchen inventory for a traveling
family. The well-appointed farm wife, even on the frontier, certainly
had accumulated many more implements than this in her kitchen.
Caroline Kirkland, in her contemporary view of frontier farm life, for
example, found that even backwoods women displayed their china tea
sets proudly on their hewn-log tables. 19 Leaving items like this
behind must have been a disappointment. "But for my part,"
Margaret Frink wrote in her first days out, ''I was satisfied to do as
other immigrants did, and if it was the fashion to drink out of tin, I
was quite content to do so ... ,.
Packing was the final and perhaps most difficult job, for here was
finally revealed how little families could take. Husbands and wives
worked together packing and deciding what could and could not be
taken." Filling the few pounds of space left after the food, arms ,
kitchen utensils, bedding, clothing, and tools had been packed was a
matter of contention between men and women. Wives argued for
household items and furniture; husbands might want a few pounds of
trade goods to placate begging Indians. A temporary compromise
was generally negotiated which allowed women to pack some of their
precious household possessions at the risk of overloading. ''Along the
sides were long boxes like window gardens where were kept sewing
materials and various odds and ends dear to the housewife's heart,"
Virginia Ivins recalled." Charles True wrote home the first day out
that "in the hind end of the wagon are what things Elizabeth could
not possibly give up."" And Frances Peabody remembered that
"although my father often said that many necessities could be found
in Denver, my mother clung to familiar things." The couple finally
agreed to tie her rocking chair on the back of the wagon, and Frances ,
years later, could still recall her mother "sitting in that chair in the
midst of the endless plains when we stopped for the night . ',,.
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On the trail, men's work was narrowed to one principal task getting the wagons and the family safely through to the coast. Thus
men were concerned almost exclusively with transportation : the care
of wagons and stock, driving and droving, leadership and protection
of the family and party. On a normal day of travel the men of each
family were up between four and five in the morning to cut out their
oxen from the herd and drive them to the wagon for yoking and
hitching . The wagon and running gear had to be thoroughly checked
over. After breakfast the wagons pulled out, often in single file, but
frequently drivers spread themselves out to avoid the choking dust
thrown up by the hooves and wheels to the front. Normally a man
drove each wagon. Since many parties had some additional loose
stock, some men herded and drove the stock to the rear of the line. A
good morning march began by seven and continued until the noon
hour, when drivers pulled up, unhitched their oxen, set the stock to
grazing, and settled down for the midday meal the women produced.
After an hour or so for lunch and rest, the men hitched up the oxen
again and picked up the line of march.
Driving and droving were strenuous and demanding occupations .
Some men drove their wagons while sitting on the wagon perch, but
most drove by walking alongside the oxen; a few men owned horses
they rode along the trail, but most walked. ''Of course riding was out
of the question . We had one horse, but he was reserved for
emergencies, and nobody but a shirk would think of crawling into a
wagon, loaded down as it was with the necessities of life, unless
sickness made it impossible for him to walk.'' 25 Walking the fifteen
or so miles of trail each day was, in the best of conditions, enough to
tire any wan. Conditions, of course, were not always the best.
Soaring midday summer temperatures on the shadeless plains
sapped the strength. The mornings, on the other hand, especially in
the high plains and mountains, were sometimes frigid. "'tis dredful
cold," Agnes Stewart scratched early on May 17, 1853, "Oh, the
wind goes to a person's heart. I will shiver to death . I feel for the men
gathering the cattle and yoking them up . It was so cold for them, and
no warm breakfast."" Driving, and especially herding the cattle,
meant eating large portions of dust. "It has been immensely
disagreeable for the drivers today for a Northwest wind drove the
dust in clouds into their faces, as they walk besides their teams. Am
glad that I am not an ox driver . ' •rr The sun and wind decreed another
common fate, painful chapped skin. "I feel well except my lips, they
have been sore ever since I left Council Bluffs; but one half of the
Emigrants share the same fate, something I had never heard
of before .''"'
The most common obstacles were the rivers . By the 1850s many
crossings were served by ferries, and as long as the emigrants could
afford the toll, the only inconvenience was the wait. At other times
and places, however, oxen and wagons had to be driven down steep
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embankments and across the flow, and the danger of quicksand bogs
or rapid currents that could sweep away goods, stock, or men lurked
in even the shallowest of streams. Consequently men took the
greatest care at crossings. Women and children frequently shuttled
over on horseback or raft." Sometimes men labored to build rude
bridges or ferries for the wagons .30 Most often they double- or
triple-teamed the oxen and drew each wagon across .31 At any rate, it
was slow, frustrating, demanding work. Along the road wagons could
always break down; axles especially were prone to snap with all the
jolting. Only a lucky man did not have to jerry-rig or abandon a wagon
along the road.
By the late afternoon the normal demands of most days had so tired
the men that sleep could not be resisted. ''A drowsiness has fallen
apparently on men and beast; teamsters fall asleep on their perches
and even when walking by their teams, and the words of command
are now addressed to the slowly creeping oxen in the soft tenor of
women or the piping trebel of children, while the snores of the
teamsters make a droning accompaniment.'' 32 It is with the greatest
effort we can keep awake . Even Mr. Gray sometimes nods with the
lines in his hands,'' Rebecca Ketcham wrote in her journal. ''We can
all, as soon as we stop, lie down on the grass or anywhere and be
asleep in less than no time almost." 33
In the evenings the stock sometimes had to be driven a distance for
grazing. "The men of the company divided into two bands . The
elderly ones were detailed to stay with the wagons; keeping one or
two horses with them while the others, taking with them the other
horses, drove the cattle up the creek valley, searching for food." 34
After a hard's day drive in 1853, George Belshaw and some other
men from his party ''took the Cattle and Horses about one mile to
feed and watched them all night. I fealt well but it is hard fateage
loosing so much rest and Driving the teams through the Day and to
manage so large a company and get them along as fast as I can . " 35
Belshaw was, as he noted, captain of his train. For those men in the
advance guard there was added responsibility. George complained in
a Jetter to his brother, Henry, ''They have elected me captain. I have
taken them across one stream and it keeps me very busy all the time
to pick the camping places for them and attend to everything,
besides, and lead them along, as you know some of them are very
slow so I have to urge them up . I do not get to bed until ten or eleven,
and have to be up at daylight. I have my hand full, but you know I will
persevere for a better climate. " 36
Guard duty was another responsibility that fell to men. The duty
rotated, two or three men splitting the night's watch, protecting the
stock from wolves or Indians, preventing a sudden stampede. Guard
duty was probably the most hated male chore but one - chasing lost
stock.'' A slipshod night's watch could halt a party for days as the
men roamed the prairie, often unsuccessfully, in search of the stock.
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Men measured their success in units of forward progress: the mileage
they calculated and noted in their daily journals. A setback of days
because of lost stock was. in these terms, a frustrating failure .38
There was a distinctive dialectic to men's work on the trail. The
heads of household had overall responsibility for movement. It was
men who had made the decision to move, it was men who determined
the route . direction, and speed of travel, it was men who would make
the sometimes fateful decisions to turn back or move on, it was men
upon whom fell the burden of repairing faulty or broken equipment .
In short. it was men who provided the leadership for the emigration :
men would take the credit. and they had to accept the blame .3• This
responsibility bore heavily upon husbands and fathers as they led
their wives and children into hardships they had not fully anticipated .
There is. of course, no way to measure their burden; we can be sure,
however. that it took its toll of energy, vitality, and good humor.
The physical work of men was organized so as to provide
compensations for this heavy burden of responsibility . While the
wagons were rolling men worked at peak capacity. Time and again in
men's accounts of their trips, they took spiteful aim at the few
shirking able-bodied males who dared to hitch a ride on one of the
wagons. 40 A man worked the trail from the time the oxen were yoked
in the morning until they were herded in the evening; a person who
did not work at this full capacity and with this constancy was simply
not a man. But when the wagons were parked once more, the oxen
and cattle set out to graze, and the guard was posted, men were off
duty . There were occasional jobs to be done, of course, and men were
still in command, to be sure, but in the evening they acted out their
responsibilities at a leisurely pace, intermingling work with the
pleasures of food, relaxation, and company . Men bore final
responsibility, but they enjoyed a rhythm of long periods of hard work
punctuated by periods of rest .
Women's trail work was structured around the men's : women were
the working support of the trail's labor system . In the first instance,
women enjoyed little overall responsibility for the direction or
outcome of the emigration. They were not called upon to participate
in making the critical decisions; indeed, a wife had probably played
almost no role in the decision to emigrate in the first place ." The lack
of overall responsibility, however, was accompanied by a demanding
work schedule that made adult women the most fully and materially
responsible members of the family. The men's work schedule
required that a women tend to the needs of her family when the
wheels stopped turning for the day . The need to work did not
disappear when the men went off duty; work merely changed its
character." Randall Hewitt put it most bluntly: "Having ladies do
the 'housework' everything went along smoothly ."" Amelia Knight
confirmed this view from a distinctively feminine perspective. Her
husband was upset at having lost three hired hands who had decided
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to pack through alone; Amelia saw it differently. As she confided in
her diary, "I am pleased, as ... I shall have three less to wait on ." 44
On the other hand, in contrast to men, women were not at liberty to
relax while their opposite numbers worked . After all, who could relax
while bumping and jogging along in a wagon? More to the point,
during the hours of travel women were either working or on call,
available to lend a hand, do a critical job, or take over for an ailing
male. When the overriding principle of the trail was to "keep
moving," could an able body simply stand by? Women's work, then,
was a reflex of men's : a rhythm of long hours on call to substitute and
supplement the work of men, punctuated by shorter periods of
intense activity .
First we shall look at work that belonged distinctively to women.
They regularly began the trail day by getting up around four, an hour
to half an hour before the men, to stoke the fire and put up kettles of
water to begin breakfast.45 If there was a cow along, wives milked her
before breakfast ... James Clyman arose early one morning to write in
his journal as the women prepared breakfast and noted that other
than the breakfast bustle there was no other activity "except Sleeping
which is performed by the male part of the camp to the greatest
perfection ."" By the time coffee had been boiled, bacon fried, beans
warmed, and bread baked, all of which required a good hour's work,
the men had arisen to hear the report from the last guard, brought in
the oxen, and were ready for their meal.
Cooking in the open was a new experience for most women. As
Lodisa Frizzel wrote, "it goes so much 'agin the grain' at first." 48
"Eliza soon discovered that cooking over a campfire was far different
from cooking on a stove or a range . " •• "Two forked sticks were
driven into the ground, a pole laid across, and the kettle swung upon
it. " 50 Pots were continually falling into the fire, and families soon
became accustomed to ashen crust on their food ." In the absence of
tables, all preparation was on the ground. This ''requires me to stoop
considerably. All our work here requires stooping. Not having tables,
chairs or anything it is very hard on the back. " 52 The weather rarely
cooperated, especially in the early morning. "Everything was soaked
with water and dry wood so scarce that our women could scarcely
make coffee or fry meat."" "Rainy this morning; very disagreeable
getting breakfast,'' Cecelia Adams complained in her diary, and she
noted a few weeks later that she "could not raise enough fire to cook
breakfast ."" James Clyman, ever an admiring observer of women,
committed to his journal the story of "one young lady which showed
herself worthy of the bravest undaunted pioneer of west, for after
having kneaded her dough she watched and nursed the fire and held
an umbrella over the fire and her skillet with the greatest composure
for near 2 hours.""
After breakfast the women washed the tinware, stowed away the
cooking equipment and food, and packed up while the men readied
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the wagons. After several hours on the road there was a brief stop at
noon . Then, while the men relaxed, the women brought out the
lunch, usually prepared the night before, and the party enjoyed a cold
meal and a few minutes of rest . After the women had again packed up
their gear, the wagons pushed off once more for the remainder of
the afternoon .
By evening everyone was ready for camp . After one particularly
rough day of moving their wagons across a cold stream, the Burns
party moved into camp . "Our campfire was soon burning brightly
and in a few minutes we sat down to a nice warm supper prepared by
Mrs. W.P. Burns, which was eaten with relish."•• For men, the
evening was the reward for a hard day's labor; for women, who
prepared the reward, unpacking the wagons was the prelude to four
or five hours of sustained work. Rebecca Ketcham lamented these
relentless demands: "To ride on horseback, rain or shine, tired or
sick, or whatever might be the matter, then as soon as we get into
camp, go to work!" 57
The fire had to be kindled and water brought to camp . If the
travelers were lucky, the camp was close by a spring. The fear of
mosquitoes, unhealthy vapors, or hidden Indians, however, kept
them away from the covered, low-lying river bottoms, so water had to
be hauled, usually by women ... Collecting fuel for the fire was also
women's work. Presumbably if wood had had to be chopped , men
would have done it, but there being no trees, women cooked with
sagebrush, cottonwood twigs, or buffalo chips, which they gathered .
James Reed, writing in his diary, noted that "the women and
children are now out gathering 'Buffalo Chips' to burn in order to do
the cooking.' '•• Some women complained about having to handle and
cook with dried dung, but necessity, of course, prevailed.60 Because
there was frequently not enough kindling in the vicinity of camp for
both the evening and morning fires, women collected chips as they
traveled . "We always had a sack of them hanging on the side of the
wagon on the plains. We used to average about ten miles a day and I
believe that I ran an extra five miles trying to gather feed for our
toothless ox or buffalo chips for our evening fire . " 6 '
Despite the primitive surroundings, women continued to practice
midwestern culinary arts. Judging from the diary notations of
menus, women worked mightily to overcome the limit imposed by
hauling weights. In addition to the basics - cooking bacon, beans,
and coffee - women milked, made butter and cheese , boiled and
mashed potatoes, made gravies, stewed dried fruit, made bread,
biscuits, pies, and cakes, puddings of bread, rice, or cracker, and
even prepared preserves and jellies from wild berries and fruit
gathered along the way. 62 The cooking continued past the dinner
hour and into the late evening as food for the next day's breakfast and
lunch was prepared: "Everybody is in bed but Agnes and myself
believe and we would be there to but we have wait til the apples are
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stewed enough . " 63
Camp was just like home in one respect - there was plenty of
housework. After dinner the beds had to be made up, wagons cleaned
out, and provisions taken out to air to prevent mildew. There were
always clothes to mend or socks to knit . "I visited the tents of our
fellow -travelers and found the ladies busily employed, as if sitting by
the fireside which they had so recently left ... Mrs . West, a lady of
seventy, and her daughter Mrs . Campbell, were knitting ." 64
Except for rinsing out a few garments in the evening, however, the
family washing piled up; women waited for a day when the wagons
might stop over near an ample supply of water. Washing "was not
done always on Monday to the annoyance of our excellent
housekeepers who at home had been accustomed to thus honoring
'blue Monday.' " 65 The wagons made frequent, unavoidable stops
for one reason or another, and women invariably used these occasions
to wash . "Came to a creek so high we could not cross, camped, the
women to washing and the men to examining their provisions ." "It is
agreed to stay in this camp until tomorrow to rest the cattle. Water
and grass are both fine. The women are going to wash . It is the best
chance we have had for a long time, wood and water are plenty and
convenient." "One of the company broke the axletree of his wagon,
then camped, the women washed . " "Still at Bridger. Here we have a
good time for washing, which we women deem a great privilege . " 66
For parties that had agreed to "rest" on Sundays, the day was turned
to washing, but under the pressures of time few parties could observe
the Sabbath strictly .67 If there had been no occasion to stop over for
two or three weeks, women demanded a chance to wash; or as George
Belshaw put it, "the women ruled and would wash ." 61 In most
parties women spent a full day washing about every two weeks. 69
Washing began early. ''The banks of the small rivulet was lined at
an early hour after breakfast with fires, kettles, washtubs, and piles
of unwashed linen, showing conclusively that a general lustration was
to be performed by the female portion of our party.''"' If there was
fuel to spare, water was heated, but generally women had to be
content to suds their harsh soap in hard, cold water. A day of sun,
wind, soap, and water could be a painful combination . "Camilia and I
both burnt our arms very badly while washing. They were red and
swollen and painful as though scalded with boiling water. Our hands
are blacker than any farmer's, and I do not see that there is any way
of preventing it, for everything has to be done in the wind
and sun.""
With all this, there were the children to be watched, although the
burden of other responsibilities made child care a relatively low
priority . Notes on children are rare in the accounts of men and
women, and when they do appear, children are the accompaniment to
other work . "In getting up a steep bank after we had forded a stream
I had to carry a heavy stone to block the wheels . . . , and carry and pull
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along the children at the same time ."" "Descending the mountain,
which was steep and difficult. the men having to steady the wagons
down while we women carried and led our children." 73 At most times
children fended for themselves, the older boys working with the men,
the older girls appointed as nursemaids to the youn ger ones. The
ultimate responsibility, however, resided with the mothers ."
In parties with more than one able-bodied women, women divided
up their responsibilities just as the men did. Women would commonly
take turns cooking." However, as Helen Carpenter complained to
her diary, even with help from sisters and children
the plain fact of the matter is we have no time for sociability. From the time we get up
in the morning. until we are on the road, it is hurry scurry to get breakfast and put
away the things that necessarily had to be pulled out last night - while under way
there is no room in the wagon for a visitor. nooning is barely enough to eat a cold bite
- and at night all the cooking utensils and provisions are to be gotten about the camp
fire and cooking enough done to last until the next night.
Although there is not much to cook, the difficulty and inconvenience of doing it,
amounts to a great deal - so by the time one has squatted around the fire and cooked
bread and bacon, and made several dozen trips to and from the wagon - washed the
dishes (with no place to drain them) and gotten things ready for an early breakfast,
some of the others already have their night caps on - at any rate it's time to go to bed.
In respect to women's work the days are all very much the same .. . Some women
have very little help about the camp. being obliged to get the wood and water (as far as
possible), make camp fires. unpack at night and pack up in the morning - and if they
are Missourians they have the milking to do, if they are fortunate enough to have cows.
I am lucky in having a Yankee for a husband , so I am well waited on. 76

Most women, of course, were from Missouri and its midwestern
environs and had the worst of it by Mrs. Carpenter's description.
Indeed, despite Mrs Carpenter's disclaimer for Yankee men, men
assisted in only the most unusual of circumstances. In some parties
men did the cooking during storms and very bad weather." And most
husbands, like Jessy Thornton, took over when their wives fell sick;
Thornton only asked that Nancy "not scold me for my blunders .,,.
There were other instances where husband and wife both hired into a
party to do the cooking," or where women were relieved of cooking
when a man was hired on as trail cook.80
Men , however, made inept domestic helpers. The experience of
single men again places the family experience in perspective .
"How do you like it overland?"
His mother she wiii say;
''All right, except for cooking,
Then the devil is to pay .
For some won't cook, and others can't,
And then it's curse and damn;
The coffee pot's begun to leak,
So has the frying pan . "
John A. Johnson was one of the many who followed his heart to the
goldfields in 1849, leaving his wife Almire and their children behind.
In a rich series of letters written home, he discussed among many
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other things the cooking arrangements in his party of five men." "It
would no doubt be interesting to hear how we manage matters in
camp as to cooking, etc., " he wrote. "All of us seem to understand
cooking as well as our wives and are anxious to try their hands." A
few weeks later he added: "We have, as I said before, several
excellent cooks in our company . Some crack on making one thing and
some another and really we get along very well in this respect . Today
each mess made a pot-pie; I had the honor of officiating at our mess;
it was good of course.''
Perhaps inspired by his success at Sunday dinner, his confidence
was building; a week later he wrote that
yesterday our mess ... proposed that if I would act as cook on the road I would be
relieved from every other kind of work and further that I need not stand guard at night.
I said I would do it and it was unanimously agreed to; so that I need not harness or
touch a mule. or do any other work on the road, save preparing the food, which to me,
you know, will not be burdensome as I have a rather natural taste for that kind of work
and they all think so .. . The beauty of my berth is that I can walk, ride in the wagon or
on a mule all day as I please and after supper go to bed and sleep all night while others
have to watch or stand guard two hours every other night and are consequently
exposed to danger if there be any dangers at any time for Indians.

A friend of the family traveling with the male party wrote to
Johnson's wife as if to address her suspicions about her husband's
newfound capacity for the wifely role: "He is decidedly the best cook
in camp . He goes about it rather awkwardly but really I don't think
his wife can beat him at making bread ."
Johnson's tenure as trail cook was all too predictable. A week later
he wrote home again: "I have given up the office of chief cook and
take my turn with the rest and my portion of other duties. I had rather
do so as it is more slavish work than I had anticipated and by far the
hardest post to occupy. I found I was working all the time during our
halts while others were at least a portion of the time resting. I could
not get time to write a letter or a note - as for guarding, my turn will
not come oftener than once in two and perhaps three nights and then
only two hours at a time with some eight or ten others."
Where families, not single men, made up the parties, women were
only too glad to replace men at the campfire. Men's clumsiness with
domestic details was an object of feminine scorn. "Mr. Gray does
most of the cooking," Rebecca Ketcham noted, "and it is most
amusing to see some of his operations.' ' 83 Lucy Cooke traveled all the
way to Salt Lake with a hired male cook but went on to California the
next season without male domestic assistance: "It's so nice to have
women folks manage the cooking; things look so much sweeter.'' ..
"We are in a camp tonight with a small company of emigrants among
whom are several ladies," Frances Sawyer wrote . "These, like
myself, were engaged in helping to cook supper, and I have no doubt,
but that they all enjoyed it heartily as I did .'' as She was, undoubtedly,
correct . Camp housework was "more slavish" than even experienced
farm women might have expected. It was "by far the hardest post to
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occupy" but accepted by women, nonetheless, as their responsibility.
What about the work women did during the hours of travel? The
picture that emerges from men's and women's accounts is fuzzy and
indistinct, reflecting a confusion as to what was normative in the
actual situations that developed out on the trail. Men were supposed
to be the drivers of the wagons and stock, and clearly the leaders of
the march; women were to enjoy the privilege of riding in the wagons .
Both men and women agreed on this division of labor, and during the
early weeks on the trail most people conformed to this ideal. Certainly
men rarely rode the wagons, and women frequently did. This
distinction between riding and walking was so basic that it came close
to a role-defining division between the sexes.
Mrs. Ridgley said that her back ached riding all day in a wagon that jolted you to pieces
every time you hit a stone. She didn't see how that poor woman in the wagon in back of
the deacon's could get along, with a cross baby. And if one was a man one wouldn't
have to sit cramped up all day and every day.
In mild defense of his sex Mr. Ridgley would reply that it wasn't exactly easy to walk
halfway across the continent alongside of a team of oxen with a yoke of steers in the
center that you had to keep watching continually . At which his good wife would smile a
little wearily. She knew who had the hardest part of the bargain, etc. 86

If there was a formulaic quality to this conjugal debate it was because
this behavior was taken to be standard for men and women.
Essentialy the haggling was about the respective virtues of the
sexes themselves.
In fact, this was not the full picture. Women walked too, and many
women walked most of the time. We have already noted women
gathering fuel as they walked. As the emigrants matured with the
march, they could see how every extra pound lessened the distance a
team could haul, so "the women would walk to lighten the load" and
even "would push to help the poor teams up the hills."" There is
cause for believing that by the time the journey was well under way
women walked as a matter of course. The difference remained that
women could ride when they tired of the walk, while men could not ...
When they did choose to ride, women busied themselves with
mending or knitting.""
When teamsters fell sick or were otherwise incapacitated, women,
of course, substituted?" Emergencies - stranded wagons, prairie
fires, Indian scares - also called on women to carry out male
duties!' This is not surprising. More unexpected, perhaps, is that
many women took a regular turn at driving both the wagons and the
stock. As we have seen, men only rarely took over the women's work.
Women, however, regularly performed certain details of what were
men's responsibilities . "Mrs. Burnett and myself drove and slept
alternately during the day," Peter Burnett recalled.92 "I drive a great
deal now, as I am very fond of handling the lines,'' Frances Sawyer
wrote in her journal.93 In their diary accounts women were more
likely than men to note women's work with the stock; fewer than a
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fifth of the men's diaries mention women driving, compared to a full
third ofthe women's. Yet women themselves seemed a bit reluctant
to admit this discrepancy in the conventional division of labor . "The
two-horse spring wagon was our bed room and was driven by the
Major," Margaret Haun wrote, and then added "and in good
stretches of the road by myself." 94 Susan Angell declared that their
mule-drawn wagon was "driven by my husband" - certainly a clear
statement, except that later, in passing, she added the important
qualifier that she "took turns in driving the mule teams during each
day . ' 'os These women stated the normative as if it were the actual
situation; the truth only came out in elaboration. Their values
prevented them from writing simply, "My husband and I drove the
wagon." These indications suggest that the work of women during
the traveling hours violated normative standards of work.
There was, of course, a social life in the camps. Young people
frequently got together for singing and sometimes dancing around
the campfires . "The young ones of our party are all assembled
around a blazing fire, from which the sounds of mirth and hilarity
come floating on the evening breeze. " 96 Special occasions, like the
Fourth of July or a stopover at Fort Laramie or Fort Bridger, might
generate an evening of merrymaking .•, But women were mostly just
too busy for evening entertainments. If they were able to end their
domestic duties a little early, women too gathered around the
campfires, but mostly in feminine groups . "High teas were not
popular but tatting, knitting, crochetting, exchanging recepts for
cooking beans or dried apples or swapping food for the sake of
variety kept us in practice of feminine occupations and diversions."
For their part, the menfolk spent their evening hour ''lolling and
smoking their pipes and guessing, or maybe betting, how many miles
we had covered during the day ., ..
Quite simply, women had little extra time, although men found
time for a variety of leisure activities. Fishing and swimming were
common at the rivers and occasional ponds... Randall Hewitt
remembered men producing "greasy, well-thumbed packs of cards,"
and games of euchre, old sledge, and pinochle were "something for
amusement constantly.'''""
The most popular male pastime, however, was hunting. Nearly
every man hunted whenever he could. When the wagons stopped for
a wash day, men would hunt. "We shall not move today. The women
will wash and the men will hunt," John Zeiber wrote in his diary .'"'
The captain's order for the day in one 1844 train was "a rest for the
cattle, wash day for the women, and a day to hunt for the men."
Although captains' orders in general soon fell out of favor, the
priorities remained the same .'02 Moreover, despite expert advice as
to the folly of stopping the march for a hunt,'03 men who otherwise
stressed the importance of continual movement above all else would
stop their wagons, saddle all available mounts, and head out for the
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kill at the slightest sign of a distant buffalo herd. When the cry
"Buffalo!" was raised, excitement pulsed from one man to the next;
Minto's captain, "General" Cornelius Gilliam, "called loudly for his
horse ... He slung himself into the saddle, and turning his face to the
train called in a raised voice, 'You boys with the teams camp where
there is wood and water, and you that can get horses and guns mount
and follow me.' He did not speak to any particular officer, and in the
ardor of the hunter seemed to have forgotten the responsibility of the
general. .. ,.. When the buffalo appeared, many left their responsibilities behind with the women. As her party moved across buffalo
country, Cecilia Adams noted in her diary that "our boys are on the
chase most of the time ." ••s
Men had this opportunity for play, and play it was. The amount of
usable food produced by these masculine sorties was dismally low.
Edward Parrish recorded that his comrades had killed buffalo enough
for 40,000 pounds of meat but left nearly all for the birds; the hunters
had neither the time, the equipment, nor the inclination for
butchering. ''God forgive us for such waste and save us from such
ignorance," Parrish pled ."16 Burnett offered sound advice: "When
you reach the country of buffalo, never stop your wagons to hunt, as
you will eat up more provisions than you will save.',,., Hunting could
not. then, be justified as a working activity . Nor did very many men
seem to feel, as Parrish did, that it required such a justification . Most
simply felt as George Belshaw : "Fine sport was this for all
the Boys . "'08
There was no comparable play activity for women outside of their
working time. Hunting was but a glaring example of the contrasting
ways in which men and women employed their time on the trail. Men
worked within a pattern of activity/inactivity geared for functional
efficiency; periods of maximum exertion were matched by periods of
rest and relaxation. This pattern was in literal accord with the
principal function of the trip; indeed, men could and did see
themselves as the motive force itself, since it was principally men's
labor that drove the wagons. In addition, men had the prerogative of
leadership, including the option of stopping the train . Women's
work, on the other hand, was at the mercy of the march and its male
leadership. Unable to rest during the long hours on the road, often
called upon to lend a crucial hand during the day, women finally
shifted into high gear in the evenings, precisely when the men and
the wagons lay still.
Hunting well illustrates a second characteristic distinction between
the work of the sexes. In their roles as leaders of the march, men had
to work together with other men. As we have seen, cooperation,
whether in trains or informally was at a premium for the length of the
march. It was during the moving hours that cooperation was most in
demand: agreeing and holding to the line and pace of the march,
agreeing to a camping time and place, assisting one another in the
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difficult stretches. Men were the representatives of the parties and
families, and security was dependent upon their ability to
communicate and cooperate . Collective games, storytellin g, singing
and dancing - all shaped mainly by the male participants - were
important ways of building and sustaining social cooperation .
Hunting together was another important way . The buffalo hunters
returning from their successful (albeit wasteful) foray, Minto
remembers. "made a jolly party going back to camp, as the man who
led the way, walking beside his mule, Joseph Watt, started_ us
singing" - an archetypal scene of male camaraderie.'.. Women's
work confined wives to the family circle . There was little chance, as
Helen Carpenter said, to visit while traveling, and in the evening
women were all but bound to the domestic fires.
These distinctions could ordinarily be contained by family
dynamics habituated to the everyday differences between men's and
women's work . Women, as we have seen, were used to working
beyond the boundaries of "sun to sun." There was a difference on
the trail , however, which produced some significant conflict . On their
simple farms, men and women were engaged in common work with
an internal character. Here on the trail the work of men and women
diverged: men fixed exclusively on outward goals - the stock, grass
and water, mileage, the destination, future planning - compatible
with their working goals . Women, because of the repetitive features
of their work, found it more difficult to achieve this outward perspective.
Phoebe Jud son articulated this divergence of the sexes :
During the week our men had been very busily employed ... Saturday night found them
very tired and much in need of physical rest. so they lolled around in the tents and on
their blankets spread on the grass . or under the wagons out of the sunshine, seeming
to realize that the ''Sabbath was made for man.'' But the women, who had only been
anxious spectators of their arduous work, ... not being weary in body, could not fully
appreciate physical rest. and were rendered more uneasy by the continual passing of
emigrant trains all day long .. To me. much of the day was spent in meditating over the
past and in forebodings for the future. 110

Reams of testimony could be marshaled to demonstrate the physical
exhaustion of women, so we can only assume that Mrs. Judson's
memory was faulty. The anxiety she remembered feeling, however,
was real enough and pervaded nearly every woman's account of her
experience. The immediate source of this anxiety was the divergent
goals and work patterns of men and women on the trail. On a deeper
level, however, these divergences themselves were part and parcel of
significant cultural distinctions between men and women . The
conflict between sexual styles we see revealed in the analysis of the
division of labor reveals found more fundamental expression on the
level of values, beliefs, expectations, and emotions.
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A WESTERN MURAL FOR
MORALE
by William F. Strobridge

Mrs. Rose O'Neal Greenhow, a Washington, D.C. resident and a
Confederate spy, sent warning to rebel General Beauregard that
Union forces planned to advance against him on July 9, 1861. Indeed,
at Robert Lee's abandoned home across the Potomac in Virginia,
blue-coated General McDowell had such plans for his Federal troops .
Poor discipline, uneven ordnance, and little training stopped Union
forces from moving west to Beauregard's position near Manassas . At
the same time, citizens of the national capital worried that their
homes would soon be occupied by hostile soldiery.'
Seeking ways to revive the city's morale and lift Union spirit,
Montgomery C. Meigs, an Army officer charged when the Civil War
broke out with supervising the extension of the Capitol building,
offered one solution to Lincoln's Secretary of War, Simon Cameron,
for mustering hope. Meigs proposed to decorate the Capitol with fine
arts, bold and permanent works of art, obviously meant to remain in
the building for all time. To Meig's mind, such a public and symbolic
act by Lincoln's administration would surely raise Federal morale. It
would declare to all people the confidence of the Washington
government in its own strength and the patriotism of its citizens who
"do not intend to permit rebellious hands to deface the Capitol."
Approval to expend government funds for decorating the Capitol
came from the hard pressed Secretary Cameron. In the same week
that the secessionist spies acted to alert Beauregard, Meigs quickly
turned to an old artist acquaintance, Emanual Leutze, for action on
the Capitol project. For several years previous Meigs and Leutze had
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mulled over the concept of a mural characterizing America's
westward frontier movement. Portraying the frontier movement as a
national consensus, such a mural could in 1861 represent the United
States enchantment, north and south of the Mason Dixon line, with
its western territories. Culminating in possession of the Pacific Coast
in 1846, the American republic's move ever west awaited at the
beginning of the Civil War only a railroad to tie the eastern seaboard
to the Golden Gate. 2
"Emigration to the West" as an arts subject had long been an idea
ofLeutze, himself a product of the Republic's emigration experience.
Brought to the United States from Germany at the age of nine by his
parents, Leutze traveled in his youth from his Philadelphia home to
the Virginia countryside as a portrait painter. In 1840 he returned to
Europe to study painting . From there he shipped to the United States
his large scale masterpiece, "Washington Crossing the Delaware,"
an oil painting which won instant acclaim from audiences in New York
and Washington.
For the war-threatened Capitol in 1861, Leutze was commissioned
to do a work twenty by thirty feet in size on the western wall of the
building's new wing. His grand design called for painting in rich
colors a party of emigrants arriving on a high ridge near sundown .
From this height the figures in the painting can for the first time
glimpse the Pacific slope, "Eldorado ." An ornamented border to the
mural would be highlighted at the bottom by a painting showing San
Francisco Bay, the "Golden Gate."'
Never having seen the trans-Mississippi West or the California
coast he was to shortly paint at the Capitol, Leutze undertook a trip
beyond St. Louis. Journeying as far as Denver, he spent the summer
of 1861 absorbing impressions of the western frontier and sketching
its sights and scenes. Leutze busily penciled horses pulling a wagon,
a yoked ox, recorded with water colors gold mining at Central City,
Colorado, and later did an oil painting of the bluffs at Julesburg near
the Nebraska line. He never got to California and thought just as
well of it.'
Returning to the eastern seaboard at the end of September 1861,
Leutze, in his shirtsleeves, "an indefatigable worker," commenced
his work to brighten the Capitol with an American West theme . One
Washington visitor viewing the Western territories mural in
progress, found it just as Meig's predicted, "most cheering" during
the "dismal time" of the Civil War's first year.
Painting directly on the wall by the House staircase to achieve vivid
color, an unusual technique for that time, Leutze labored on into
1862. Gradually there appeared before the eyes of Washington's
strollers and Union soldiers quartered on the Capitol grounds a white
topped wagon train, a trapper in chestnut colored buckskins, and the
unmistakable red, white, and blue of the American flag. Bordering
the mural was the ubiquitous prairie dog, a product of Letuze's trip to
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Denver, an owl. a rattlesnake, and multiple scenes connected
with migration. 5
With further allusion to the conquest of the American frontier,
Leutze painted at the top of his mural a title, "Westward the course
of Empire takes its way." Further oils below the mural brought forth
a panel showing the entrance to San Francisco harbor, the Marin hills
to the left, red -bricked Fort Point to the right. At the Golden Gate,
Leutze wrote, "The drama of the Pacific Ocean closes on Emigration
to the west." Emigration over the plains and Rocky's to Pacific Ocean
waters in artist Leutze's vision marked the molding of a
transcontinental nation.•
In December 1862 Leutze finished "Westward the Course of
Empire takes its way ." He instantly earned enthusiastic public
response . His timing was good. The huge, bold mural was ready for
viewing just as President Lincoln opened the reconvening Thirty
Eighth Congress. The sixteenth president called for gradual
emancipation of slaves. announced a need for scientific exploration of
the American West. and favored extension of the telegraph from San
Francisco to the Russian empire. Leutze's mural provided a perfect
backdrop for Lincoln's .w artime speech .
A Baltimore newspaper termed "Westward the Course of Empire"
as ''brilliant and striking'' and told of it attracting crowds of admiring
visitors day after day . Washington's National Intelligencer described
Leutze's mural "fastened upon the walls of the capitol" to serve as
"the teacher of the chosen men of our legislature" and urged
everyone in the city to "see it and rejoice over it." Philadelphians
were told by a Washington correspondent of a "gaping crowd that
thronged the stairway all day" to see Leutze's mural. Clearly
"Westward" was a success. Yet strangely there was no mention of
the new. giant. western-inspired mural in the California press.'
Although over the years Leutze's mural gained mixed reactions
from fine arts professionals, he solidly accomplished the objective
that he and Meigs had in mind when commencing the scheme.
"Westward" had lifted morale. The American West as depicted by
Leutze was the symbol of democracy and social mobility in national
union. Adding a brilliantly colored California scene to his mural, he
portrayed a symbol of national renewal, for the Pacific Coast was the
ultimate frontier of a politically and culturally unified, continentalsized nation .•
Emanuel Leutze more by accident than design, with his Capitol
mural. became a great teacher of American history, an early Pacific
historian . Originally commissioned to paint a work for sustaining
Union morale in the District of Columbia, Leutze became the
illustrator by fifty years of Frederick Jackson Turner's theory .
"Westward" depicted the hero worship concept of frontier conquest
by the new American people, highlighted for all to see the idea of an
abundance of free land, and subtly showed that the Union would
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be preserved!
Generations of American school children and millions of tourists
have since 1862 developed a concept of American history from tours
of the Capitol building in Washington, D.C. Looking down at them
over marble stairs from the Captiol walls, Leutze's artistic theme
reinforces the myths and legends learned from school books and
television to show them how the West was won .
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The Thompson house represented wealth in 1900-1931, 14 rooms, 1 bath inside - 1 out

"The Hidden Wine And The Sheriff"
by Donald Thompson
During the prohibition years the law made it illegal for anyone to
make or sell any type of alcoholic refreshment, even for home use .
This included all beers and wines . Most of the vineyard growers did
not appreciate the restriction, especially since they had bountiful
acres of the world's finest and most succulent wine grapes . Mr .
Thompson's grapes were considered to be among the finest grown in
the San Joaquin Valley. One year, before the Prohibition Act, a
winery company near Fresno, California bought "the crop only" of
fifteen acres of grapes still hanging and growing on the vine for the
"unheard-of price" of fifteen thousand dollars . After prohibition,
that price was never equalled again.
The somewhat mixed emotional feelings were becoming more and
more prevalent in respect to the Prohibition Act. For years, the
vineyard growers had been feeling the loss of revenue . The wineries
were not buying wine grapes . The growers were also disgruntled and
unhappy because of these circumstances and the fact that they could
not make wine for their very own use . Mr. Thompson's feelings were
in full accord with his fellow growers, who felt that portions of the
Prohibition Act were not justifiable.
One summer's day as the orange sun was descending rapidly into
the western horizon, Mr. Thompson and Frank Rogers were sitting on
the back of the vineyard wagon with their legs hanging down over the
edge . Jim was driving the team. The three men were tired . Frank
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looked at Mr. Thompson . "Ed, would you be willing to let Jim and me
make a little wine over in the Concord vineyard?" Mr. Thompson did
not answer. He hesitated because he was thinking about the law!
Wine making was illegal at that time. Frank continued, "As far as I
can see, there wouldn't be any harm in it. What do you think , Ed?"
"Well, I don't know, Frank," replied Mr. Thompson.
''Jim and I were thinking of burying the barrels somewhere near
the center ofthe vineyard, underneath a row of vines . They would be
out of sight there," Frank observed.
"I know what you mean . It's a downright shame we can't make and
enjoy some of our own wine."
"You're right," agreed Frank.
"You and Jim know how to make pretty good wine?"
"We think we do. We made a few gallons years ago, came out fine.
Drank it all one winter. Remember, Jim?"
"Well, I'll tell you, Frank, if you and Jim have the equipment and
the know-how to make some good port or some good table wine, why
don't you give it a try?"
"All right, Ed," replied Frank. "Jim and I will do our best."
"Now see here, boys," asserted Mr. Thompson . "You'll have to
promise and we'll have an agreement that you fellows will be
responsible to the law and to the Sheriff in case of any trouble. What
do you say to that?"
"Oh, that's understood, Ed," replied Frank.
As always, it was their word and honor. Their agreements were
always oral, binding, respected and fulfilled . When the vineyard
wagon reached the barnyard, the mules were unhitched and Jim led
them to the watering trough .
"See you in the morning, Ed."
"About six-thirty," was Mr. Thompson's reply as he turned to the
path between the orange trees towards the house.
Within a few days, the Rogers brothers had picked about eighteen
boxes of the ripest, most luscious, and delectable Concord grapes
available . The sugar content in the Concord grapes is very high,
making the alcohol potency quite favorable. The Concord grape
originally came to California from such states as Vermont
and Maryland .
On the Thompson farm, the wine making was under way. Frank
and Jim carried the boxes of Concord grapes to their "spot" in the
middle ofthe vineyard. One of the brothers dumped the grapes into a
ten-gallon galvanized wash tub . The second brother stepped into the
tub wearing an old pair of shoes, because surely they would become
stained with grape juice within a few seconds.
When as much grape juice as possible had been stomped out of the
grapes, the brother who served as the "masher" would then step out
of the t ub. With a strainer held over a small hole in the end of the
wooden oak barrel, the second brother then poured only the grape
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juice through the strainer into the barrel. The squashed grapes
remaining in the tub became a residue known as "bulk mash." In the
professional wineries, this "bulk mash" is sold to ranchers and
farmers as hog and chicken feed, but the Rogers brothers did not
search for ways to dispose of the mash. It was thrown on the ground
under the vines. When the mashing and squeezing of the grapes had
been completed, there remained a pile of "bulk mash" nearly eight
inches high and eight feet long.
Now the barrel was full of the Concord grape juice. A hole was dug
in the soft ground and the barrel was set down in place. All but the
top was covered. The Rogers brothers then dropped into the barrel
their special mixture of yeast and fermenting agents . Next they
placed an air-tight cork in the hole . A very small hole had been drilled
through the cork. One end of a rubber hose, the same size as the
small hole, was placed through the cork and down into the barrel. The
other end of the hose was placed in a jar of water. As the grape juice
went through the fermentation process, which changed the juice into
an alcoholic beverage, bubbles of gas would rise to the top of the
barrel out through the rubber hose and bubble through the water in
the jar. Thus they escaped into the air without allowing any air to flow
back into contact with the precious grape juice, which was slowly
being transformed into wine. Within a few days after the first set-up
of the wine making, the Rogers brothers had three small barrels of
the delectable juice fermenting into lip-smacking Concord port wine!
Days passed. The mash on the open ground began to sour and
ferment, giving off a nauseating stench which, especially on very
warm days, became unbearable. With the help of a slight breeze, the
odor could drift as far as a mile, and adjoining neighbors had no
trouble detecting and identifying the unpleasant aroma .
It was in the middle of the afternoon on a very warm summer day
when the Sheriff turned his car into our driveway. When the car
stopped I ran towards it inquisitively, hesitating to speak because I
was taught never to speak to strangers and because I was still at the
bashful age. The door opened and the Sheriff stepped out . "How are
you today, young man?" he asked .
"Fine." I answered. lowering my head slightly.
"Are you Ed Thompson's boy?"
"Yes, I am," I replied, staring at a very large pistol hanging on the
Sheriff's right hip . The very old and worn leather holster encasing the
beautiful mother-of-pearl handle of the Colt pistol was plain, lacking
fancy decoration or elaborate tool engraving. The holster looked as if
it might have been handed down from his father, yet it seemed to
demand attention, respect and admiration .
"Is your father home, son?"
"Just a minute . I'll get him," I said as I started walking backwards
toward the side door, never taking my eyes off the lawman.
When I reached the bottom step of the screened porch, the door
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"Ed Thompson and his hoy "

opened and Mr. Thompson called out to the Sheriff: "Hello. Jeff.
What brings you out here on such a hot day?"
"Oh. hello. Ed. " replied the Sheriff, walking toward the house .
"How are you today?"
"Oh. pretty good, Jeff. The boys and I have been hauling lumber
all morning . We tore down part of the fruit picker' s shed over by the
drying yard . We're going to use it to put up another cow shed for one
of the Holsteins. Laura says we should breed our milk cow for a calf;
so we'll be needing the shelter."
"Say. Ed," interrupted the Sheriff suddenly. "Could I speak to you
for a minute over by the car?"
"Yeah , sure, Jeff. You need a small loan?"
" Ed. we got a call this morning from one of the ranchers near here,
and they seem to think that you are making up a batch of wine ." Mr .
Thompson narrowed his eyes slightly, focusing them on an object
lying on the ground about fifteen feet away. He made no reply. The
Sheriff continued . "I drove out to their place, Ed , and honest to God
you can smell fermented grapes like they were right over there," he
explained. pointing to an area a few feet away . Mr. Thompson did not
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answer. "Now, Ed, I've known you a good many years . My father
knew you before I came out here. I also know that you are not a
drinking man. You know I know all that, and this is what I told them.
They said, 'Well, Thompson's bootlegging the stuff.' I told them they
were wrong; that you didn't have to do that sort of thing; that you
didn't need to jeopardize your good standing around here. What do
you say to that, Ed?"
Once again, Mr. Thompson took a cigar from his vest pocket. Still
staring at the ground, he leaned back on the fender of the Sheriff's
car, folding his arms across his chest. He turned his head and looked
directly at the Sheriff and asked, "Who reported this, Jeff?"
"I'm sorry, Ed. You know the regulations. I'm not allowed to say,"
explained the lawman. "As I say, Ed, I've known you a long time .
We've been playing cards together at Moore's for years . I know you
well enough that I can tell when you're talking straight. We're good
friends, Ed, you know that. I feel embarrassed being out here. We're
both on the spot. What'll we do?"
Unconsciously, Mr. Thompson had begun chewing his cigar in his
favorite manner, twisting it with his tongue, causing it to rotate in a
circular fashion. Then, suddenly, he grabbed the cigar from his
mouth, pointed the wet chewed end at the Sheriff and said, "All
right, J eff, here's what we'll do. I'll make you a proposition."
"Sure enough, Ed. What is it?"
''If you can find anywhere on this farm, by sundown, the wine and
the equipment that the boys have set up, we'll go along with you on
it," asserted Mr. Thompson .
"What boys, Ed? You mean the Rogers brothers?"
"I don't mean anything or admit anything. You want to take me up
on the proposition?''
"If you say so, Ed."
"Now remember, Jeff, there's one hundred and four acres on my
place. You are welcome to look all you want, but if you don't find what
you're looking for by sundown you'll forget all about it, all right? It's
now three p .m . What do you say, Jeff- agreed?"
"Agreed, Ed," answered the Sheriff. "Ride with me in my car.
You don't have to show me or tell me a thing, my friend. Thunder in
the mountains! Ed, I don't even have a search warrant. Let's go!"
I remember watching Mr. Thompson getting into the Sheriff's car.
Sitting side by side, they waved a goodbye to us. The faithful
four-door vehicle was covered with a black canvas hood. Across the
back seat were three high-powered rifles. The two front doors were
inscribed with the County's insignia. Overlaid across the insignia
were the words "County Sheriff." As the Sheriff drove the car down
the driveway a few yards to a turn-around area, Laura opened the
back porch screen door and came down the stairs. She folded her
small, frail arms under her apron, walked over to me and pulling me
to her side, quietly asked, "What did the Sheriff want?"
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"Something about the wine," I replied.
"Oh, that!" Laura remarked.
After the Sheriff turned his car around in the driveway, he and Mr.
Thompson approached the cement highway in front of our home . Mr.
Thompson had chewed away over half of his cigar: He was quietly
being nervous . When the Sheriff's car turned left onto the highway
towards Sultana, I knew exactly where the Sheriff had in mind to start
his search for the wine . I felt positive he would go to the drying yard. I
ran as fast as I could to the tank house and scrambled up the shaky
wooden stairs onto the second floor landing.
Now, every boy at one time or another during his childhood has had
a hideout, an observation post or a place to meditate, and this second
story landing was mine. But on this particular day it was surely an
observation post for something very exciting. I watched the Sheriff's
car travel slowly along the highway for about an eighth of a mile; then
it turned south onto the dirt service road which ran directly through
the middle of the entire length of our ranch. Yes, sir! I knew exactly
where they were going! I just knew the most likely place for the
Sheriff to pick out would be the drying yard. As I watched the car
move slowly along the service road with clouds of hot summer dust
rolling and billowing behind it, I wondered anxiously what the Sheriff
and Mr. Thompson were talking about. The Sheriff turned into the
drying yard ; he and Mr. Thompson stepped out ofthe car and walked
toward the tray shed where nearly three thou sand wooden trays ahd
been stored in stacks fifteen feet high.
In the height of the fruit season, such fruit as peaches, prunes,
pears, apricots, grapes and figs were spread out on the wooden trays
to dry in the sun's rays . If rain threatened the area, workmen quickly
gathered the trays with the fruit still on them, placing one upon the
other in a stack of twelve or fifteen trays high. Each tray contained a
wooden spacer about two inches high to prevent the trays from
crushing the fruit . The Sheriff studied the contents of the shed and
the surroundings. "You got quite a layout here, Ed," the Sheriff
proclaimed . "Did you make these trays?"
"No, I bought them from an outfit in Fresno."
In the hot summer sun, the Sheriff continued to walk very slowly
around the shed, never coming closer than fifteen feet . Mr.
Thompson was enjoying this little game of hide and seek. Once again
he slipped his hands into his back pockets of his trousers. Chewing on
another unlit cigar and half smiling, he asked the Sheriff, ''You going
to play cards tonight at Moore' s? If you are, I'll see you."
"Now Ed, please don't try to distract me. I've got to do a job; I've
got to go back to those people who called in and tell them I tried to
find something on your place. Ed, let' s be honest. There's a lot of
farmers around here who are envious of you and Mrs. Thompson and
the young boys. What for, I really don't know. I suppose they feel you
got a head start on them . It' s easy to see you got a heck of a lot more
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material things than most people around here ."
"Well anyway, Jeff," interrupted Mr . Thompson, "you want to
give up on this wine thing? There 's over a hundred acres and
thirty-four buildings around here where the wine could be . How
about it? Want to call it a day?"
"Not just yet. It's still early ."
"Just as you say."
"It seems to me, Ed," said the Sheriff, squinting and looking
between the stacks of trays , "this would be the most logical place for
you to make the wine. Right here! Although I don't smell anything ."
Mr. Thompson did not reply . "I wish a breeze from the right direction
would come up , along about now ."
"What do you mean. in the right direction, Jeff? Any direction
would be all right with me. Boy! It mu st be over a hundred degree s .
It's hot!"
"I wish for that breeze for two reasons, " said the lawman . "It
would be cool. and if it came from the right direction I could get a
whiff of that wine and my nose would lead me to it!"
"So what do you want to do now , Mr. Sheriff?"
"Come on Ed . Let's go back to the car."
Both men walked over to the Sheriff' s car, opened the doors and
climbed in . As the Sheriff started the motor, Mr. Thompson looked
back toward the highway. Ahead, in a cloud of dust, he recognized
Frank Rogers' car. The Sheriff was still scanning the tray shed as his
car began to move very slowly: he did not see the approaching car.
With his right thumb. he shoved his hat to the back of his head as he
maneuvered the car southward . "I wish now I had brought a couple of
my boys with me ."
They drove over a pipeline bridge and Mr . Thompson asked ,
"Where are you headed for now , Jeff? I keep telling you, my friend,
there's over a hundred acres here . If you can cover all of it before
sundown . you ' re a darn good man . Now, I'm not saying there is or
there isn't any wine on this place; but if you want to call it quits ,
you'll never hear a word out of me ever. That is to say, I'll never say
anything to anyone about you not finding the wine and giving up ."
"Ed. you know me better than that ," inserted Jeff. "Like I say, I
wish I had a couple of my boys with me ."
Frank and Jim Rogers had never at any time interfered with Mr.
Thompson's private business or social tran saction s. To keep out of
sight they decided to drive their car along the north side of the tray
shed . It was then that I decided to tell the Rogers brothers about the
Sheriff and the conversation I had overheard in our driveway . I
hurried down the stairs of the tank house, jumped the fence and
darted through the orange grove, running diagonally across rows and
rows of the Muscat grape vineyard . Jim was the first to see me. When
I was within hearing distance I gasped out , "Jim, Jim , wait. I want to
tell you something ."
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Jim realized by the anxiety of my voice that I was concerned.
"What's the trouble boy?" You looking for Ed?" he asked. "We saw
him going down the service road in a strange car, but we didn't
recognize the fellow with him ."
"That's why I ran over here to tell you - it's the Sheriff," I said.
regaining my breath slowly.
"You mean Jeff, our County Sheriff?" asked Jim . "Are you sure?"
"Sure I'm sure ," I answered. "He has a pearl handled pistol. He is
riding in the Sheriff's car. It's got a big badge like a star on the side of
the car. There are guns and everything on the back seat."
"All right. Donald. you stay here," instructed Jim. ''I'm sure Ed
wouldn't want you to come along .' '
"Is there going to be any shooting?" I asked.
"No, young man," answered Jim.
"Will somebody have to go to jail?"
"No. Now you just stay here like I tell you, you hear?"
The Rogers brothers drove off in the direction of Mr. Thompson
and the Sheriff.
The Sheriff was familiar with the many varieties of grapevines. He
knew the name, color and taste of almost every grape grown in the
area. As he and Mr. Thompson drove very slowly in the heat and dust
along the service road, the Sheriff constantly surveyed the hundreds
upon hundreds of rows of the most beautiful grapevines, perhaps, in
the entire world . Finally he said, "Ed, I got to hand it to you. This is a
beautiful place."
"Yeah, I know, Jeff. It represents a lot of work," replied Mr.
Thompson. "Every one of these vines was started from a cutting
twelve inches high. But you know that."
"Ed. they tell me you're going to make a fortune this year, just off
theConcord wine grapes. Is that right?"
"Well, the Rogers boys and I are in together on the profits of the
crop. We'll split the profits by an agreement. We'll do pretty good
this year," explained Mr. Thompson.
"Ed, where is that vineyard from here?"
Mr. Thompson realized the Sheriff was on the right track toward
finding the wine. If he told the Sheriff what he wanted to know, he
could find the wine by inspecting each and every row . He decided to
stall until the Rogers brothers would arrive on the scene.
"It's not far from here, Jeff."
"Will you guide me over?" asked the card-playing friend .
"It's east of here. You see those darker colored leaves in that
section over there?" Mr. Thompson asked, pointing toward the
Concord vineyard.
"Yeah, I do," replied the Sheriff. "How do I get over there?"
"Go down about twenty more rows," directed Mr. Thompson .
"There's a service road . Turn left and go down to the end of the rows.
Turn left again and double back on another service road . It runs along
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the head of the Concord vineyard.''
''All right, Ed. Thanks,'' replied the Sheriff.
Mr. Thompson realized the Sheriff would soon detect the odor of
the fermenting grapes if he came near the location where the wine
was made. He turned slightly around in his seat, looking out through
the back window, hopeing the Rogers brothers would soon be making
an appearance . As he had expected, they were traveling in the same
direction as he and the Sheriff. He was relieved. He turned around
slumping down in the seat and placing his knees upon the dash
board . He . lit another cigar . "What do you think of this
vineyard, Jeff?"
The Sheriff could only emphasize that it was one of the finest he
had ever seen in the San Joaquin Valley. The dark green leaves made
a beautiful background for the blue-violet grapes hanging in large
clusters on one stem; some were nearly eighteen to twenty inches
long and weighed as much as twelve to fourteen pounds. Each large
grape was sphere-shaped and covered with very tender skin. Over the
outside surface of the skin appeared to be grey dust, but was actually
"bloom" which the farmers sometimes referred to as "Gloom ." The
so-called "Gloom" always seemed more prevalent on the colored
grapes. Mr. Thompson was indeed very proud of this vineyard .
Industrialists, bankers, fruit financiers and growers of all types and
nationalities came to view and taste the sweet and luscious fruit.
Greeks, Portuguese, Italians and Japanese from many parts of
California. The Sheriff was cognizant of these things. He was proud
that he knew Mr. Thompson .
Suddenly, there it was - the odor of the fermenting grapes! Without
saying a word, the Sheriff glanced toward Mr. Thompson. Mr .
Thompson shifted his weight to one side, reached into his trousers
pocket and withdrew a wooden match. Striking it with one fast
sweeping stroke, the match flared as Mr. Thompson relit his cigar.
He inhaled long, thick puffs of smoke, allowing it to curl out of his
mouth and nose, clinging close to his face. This was an old trick he
often used when he attempted to hide a conspicuous expression he
knew existed on his face.
Smiling, the Sheriff leaned over slightly toward Mr. Thompson. "It
sure does smell around here, doesn't it, Ed?"
No reply.
"The wine is in this vineyard, isn't it? Not far from here, huh?"
No reply.
"Can't be more than four or five rows away," proclaimed the
Sheriff as he slowed down the car. They crept along very slowly, the
auto almost stalling, bucking and jerking past a few more rows of
grapevines. The Sheriff applied the brakes; lifting his right hand in
front of Mr. Thompson's face and pointing eastward between two
rows of vines, he said, ''Ed, see those boxes down there about
fifty yards?"
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Mr. Thompson did not look. He puffed and chewed on his cigar. He
struck another match and started to relight his cigar once again . The
Sheriff pulled down his arm . "Ed, you're not playing cards with me
now. I've seen you start to relight a stogie many times when it really
didn't need to be. You always do this when you have something to
hide, something up your sleeve you don't want to give away . '' After a
few seconds of silence the Sheriff exclaimed, ''This is the place right,
Ed? What do you say, let's take a look. "
Mr. Thompson, chewing his cigar rapidly, managed to relinquish a
reluctant smile . "Jeff, you old good-for-nothing bloodhound; I knew
once you caught the smell of the fermenting grapes you would find
the wine."
"Ed, I'm going to drive down this row to where those boxes are,"
informed the Sheriff.
"Take it ... " Mr. Thdmpson started to caution the Sheriff. He
hesitated, realizing that if the Sheriff drove between the rows of
grapes, the car would sink far down into the sand and would be
unable to get out under its own power. "Better go in low gear, Jeff."
The Sheriff shifted the car into low gear and raced the motor. The
rear wheels gripped the dirt and within a few feet were axle-deep in
the soft soil. The Sheriff tried backing out into the service road again,
but the wheels only spun, throwing sand and dirt into the air. "Well,
this was a hell of a smart thing to do,'' said the Sheriff with contempt.
· 'I should have known better than to try a trick like this."
"Don't worry, Jeff," Mr. Thompson responded. "We'll get you
out sooner or later.''
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"What do you mean 'we?' And what do you mean 'sooner
or later?' "
"Look down the road." sa id Mr. Thompson. pointing with his
cigar. "The Rogers boys are pulling in ."
The Sheriff and Mr. Thompson walked over to the service road and
waited to meet the two brothers. 'Tm glad they're here. We can
get this whole thing settled now," announced the lawman .
Their car stopped opposite the row where the Sheriff was stalled in
the loose dirt. Mr. Thompson was the first to speak : "Hello. boys."
"Hello. Ed." returned Frank.
" You boys know the Sheriff." Mr. Thompson said. "Jeff. this is
Jim Rogers and his brother. Frank."
"Yeah . sure. Ed." asserted the Sheriff. "I know the boys and I
suppose they know why I'm here."
"We've got a pretty good idea." answered Frank. "But what's
your car doing down there stuck in the sand?"
"What are you going to do. haul our stuff away for evidence?"
chuckled Jim.
"All right. so I got myself in a jam . You don't have to rub it in ,"
grumbled Jeff. "Anyway. I want to talk about this wine making you
got going here."
Mr. Thompson and the Rogers brothers could see the Sheriff was in
no mood to be kidded or teased. "Well, what about it, Sheriff?"
asked Frank.
"You see. it' s like thi s." said the lawman. "As I was explaining to
Ed here . some of the neighboring farmers around here have the idea
someone is making wine on this ranch. They called me on the phone
about it. I went over and talked to some of them and promised I'd
check it out. Now boys, I don't have a search warrant and I don't want
to make any trouble out of this, But I have to do what's expected of
me. As I told Ed, here. we've been friends for years . So now boys,
you want to go along with me on this thing?"
"Anything you say, Sheriff," agreed Frank . "Come up this way
and we 'II show you what we got going ." The four men walked to the
middle of the long row of vines . A few empty boxes were stacked
neatly upside down over the wine barrel; more empty boxes were
scattered about haphazardly . "Go ahead, Sheriff," directed Frank.
''Take a look for yourself.''
The Sheriff walked over to the boxes and removed them,
uncovering the top of the wine barrel. Seeing the top of the wooden
barrel with the jar of water and connecting tubes, he straightened up
to his full height, spread his legs a little further apart and placed his
hands on his hips. Mr. Thompson and the Rogers brothers remained
silent, watching the Sheriff very carefully . No one said a word . The
Sheriff opened a fresh pack of cigarettes . Lighting one slowly, he
studied the barrels and the jars. "Is this a good way to make wine?"
he asked.
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"We don't know how good it is, or if there's a better way," replied
Jim. "But this is how we do it and it turns out pretty darn good. Do
you know a better way, Sheriff?"
"Well , to tell you the truth, I've yet to see any homemade wine
that's worth a tinker's dam," volunteered the Sheriff. "Most of it
goes sour or turns to vinegar . I think you boys are wasting
your time."
"No. not this wine," replied Frank quickly.
"I'll bet you five dollars the wine in that barrel right there is sour
now!" asserted the lawman .
"Okay, five bucks," agreed Frank .
The Sheriff was taken aback by the quick reaction . He realized he
couldn't be bluffed, nor could he back down now . Mr. Thompson
reached for another cigar. Squinting and looking toward Jim, he was
already anticipating the outcome of the Sheriff's investigation. "Jim,
go back to the car ," instructed Frank. "Get the cup and the long
rubber hoses . We'll siphon out some of the wine and see if it really is
sour." As Jim walked to the car, Mr. Thompson and the Sheriff
kicked over two empty field boxes onto their sides and sat on them.
"Meanwhile, I had made up my mind I wasn't going to miss out on
the investigation. Having known for weeks where they were, I
decided to go directly to the location of the wine barrels . I was very
careful not to be seen by anyone. Luckily, the grape vines were high
enough to allow me to crouch down and remain unseen. I hunched
down very low as I half-walked and half-ran parallel along the long
rows of vines . Crossing over from one row to another, I was soon
within fifty yards of the men. To play it safe I crouched down on my
hands and knees and crawled within two rows of the meeting place.
The men were less than thirty feet away . I could see and hear the four
men very clearly . I watched Frank Rogers pull the cork and the tub e
from the small opening in the top of the barrel; Jim was approaching
with a longer tube and two tin cups . Together, the brothers managed
to siphon out about a half of a cup of the liquid from the barrel.
Turning around, Frank handed the cup of wine to the Sheriff. "Here
you go , Sheriff. Take a sip of this . "
As the Sheriff reached out for the cup, Mr. Thompson lit his cigar
once again. He winked at Jim, pulled up one leg, folded his hands
around it and leaned back slightly. The Sheriff lifted the cup of wine
to his nose and took two short, quick sniffs. "Doesn't smell sour."
"Give it a taste," suggested Jim .
The lawman sipped the wine carefully, smacked his lips gently and
took another smell of the wine. "This doesn't taste like wine . I'm
sorry boys, but it just doesn't . "
"What do you mean?" asked Frank.
"It just doesn't," repeated the Sheriff.
"Get me some in a cup, Jim," instructed Frank . "Go ahead, Jeff,
give it a fair test. Try a little more . ''
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Jeff swallowed two large mouthfuls.
"What do you think, Sheriff?" asked Jim.
"Well, it might be wine," answered the Sheriff. "But I can't tell
what kind. Did you make it out ofthese grapes?" he asked, pointing
to the grapes hanging on the vine nearby.
"Sure thing," said Jim. "Real Concord wine, made from these real
Concord grapes!''
"Here, try a little more," suggested Frank as he handed the
Sheriff another full cup of wine . "I want you to notice how the wine
clings to the side of the cup, Jeff. That's always a sign of a
good wine."
Mr. Thompson was very quiet, not saying a word. He knew the
Rogers brothers had a plan, and it was working.
"Here, have a cigarette, Sheriff," offered Frank. "Helps to bring
out the aroma and the taste ."
The Sheriff reached for his matches, but Jim obligingly struck a
match and lit the cigarette. He took a few puffs and tasted a little
more wine.
"Jeff," said Jim, "to get an idea just how sweet and good this
Concord port wine is, take a mouthful but don't swallow it. Let it stay
in your mouth . Hold it, really enjoy it."
The Sheriff followed the instructions. "Not bad, boys, not bad at
all," asserted the wine tester .
"Yeah, we know," agreed Jim. "As we were saying, notice how it
clings to the side of the cup. What kind of wine does it taste
like, Jeff?"
The Sheriff's eyelids were beginning to droop. He looked drowsy .
"You .. . you ... said it was some kind of port, didn't you?" he
stammered. The Sheriff placed his cigarette between his lips. It hung
there. Now for the test. Jim offered him another cigarette. The
lawman removed the cigarette hanging from his lips and accepted the
new one from Jim . The Rogers boys knew the Sheriff had consumed
enough wine to fulfill his drinking capacity. The Sheriff eased himself
off the box onto the ground. Perspiration had soaked through his shirt
and even his hat, which he removed slowly and placed on the ground
very· deliberately. Then, sitting up straight for a few seconds, he
announced, "There's no hurry about this. You fellows take it easy."
No one made a move or spoke a word. The Sheriff leaned slightly to
one side; Jim gave him a little tap and he fell over, face down in his
hat. The investigation was over, as far as Mr. Thompson and the
Rogers broters were concerned.
The Rogers brothers drove Mr. Thompson back to the house,
leaving the Sheriff and his car in the vineyard. Mr. Thompson walked
into the house and over to the phone and called the Sheriff's office . A
voice answered: "Sheriff's office."
"Are you a deputy sheriff?" asked Mr. Thompson.
"Yes, I am."
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"Well, deputy, this is Mr . Thompson, four miles east of Dinuba."
"Yes, Mr. Thompson. What can we do for you?"
"Well, you'd better come out here and pick up the Sheriff. His car
is stuck in my vineyard.''
"Yes sir," Mr. Thompson. We'll be right out."
"Just one more thing, deptuty."
"Yes, sir."
"He's dead drunk."
There was a long silence on the phone . The deputy made no reply .
Mr. Thompson continued, "Do you know where my place
is, deputy?"
"That's all right, Mr. Thompson, we'll find it. Thank you."
That night at the supper table, Mr. Thompson seemed to be
smiling all through the meal. When Laura served the homemade,
deep-dish apple pie with ice cold milk poured over it, he looked at me
and asked, "Son, did you learn anything out there today?"
"Yes, I suppose so," I replied.
"What did you learn?" he asked.
"Well, I don't know. Something, I guess."
"Weren't you in the Concord vineyard today, watching the Sheriff,
the Rogers brothers and me?" he asked.
"Yes, I was there; but how did you know? You didn't see me,"
I said.
''On the way back to the house, after talking to the Sheriff, I saw
your barefooted tracks cross the service road in the deep dust; I know
my boy's footprints anywhere," Mr. Thompson smiled as he watched
my reactions.
After dinner, he and Mother sat in the dining-room before retiring
upstairs to bed . She was sewing. Mr. Thompson was reading the
Dinuba Daily Sentinel. The kitchen door opened; carrying a decanter
on a sterling silver tray, Laura walked over to the dining-room table,
gently placed the tray on the table. "It's been warm today and I've
chilled some Concord port wine. Margaret, would you and Ed like to
have a cool glass of wine before bed time?"
"That would be nice. Thank you, Laura," Mother replied.
Mr. Thompson put down the newspaper, looked up at Laura and
reached for the wine glass. He looked at me and winked. Holding the
glass up to the light he said, "This is very good wine, Laura. Where
did you get it?"
"Jim Rogers brought a bottle in last Thursday evening,"
replied Laura.
"Oh, that reminds me, Laura dear," Mother injected. "We must
give the Rogers boys some plumgranite jelly."
"I'll give it to them in the morning, my dear. Good night."
Perhaps somewhere in a beautiful home stands a handsome wine
decanter made of red-colored glass with the outside completely
covered with fine delicate, lace-like sterling silver, a stopper and
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eight glasses with lace sterling to match. Whoever possesses the
decanter today may very proudly have the satisfaction that at times it
contained some of the finest California wines available.
From a book-length manuscript Four Miles East of Dinuba by
Donald Thompson.

The author, Donald Thompson
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A NOTE ON THE DONNER PARTY
TRAGEDY
by Albert Shumate
The tragedy of the Donner Party was the result of its decision to
follow the directions of the glib Lansford Hastings' and take his
Hastings Cutoff. It is well known that the frontiersman Jim Clyman'
advised against taking this route . Less well known - in fact , no
standard book relating to the Donner Party's grim journey mentions it
- is that a second important mountain man, leading a party
eastward, also warned the 1846 immigrants against taking the
Hastings' route.
In the "Year of Decision,"' 1846, on September 22, the New York
Tribune printed a ''Letter from Ft . Bent - Progress of Emigrants from
the St. Louis Republican of the 12." This letter told of the arrival of
Solomon Sublette, one of the five famous brothers of which William
(Bill) 4 was the most well known.
Solomon Sublette had led an overland party to California in 1845.
Historian Doyce Nun is, Jr. , has ably written an account of thi s
expedition in the Pacific Historical Review of November 1959.'
Nunis writes of the Sublettes succinctly: "They helped blaze the trails
that later generations of pioneers trod westward : they were among
the heralds of Manifest Destiny." Solomon Sublette returned to St.
Louis the next year, arriving September 10, 1846.
An interesting comment in the Tribune letter of September 22 has a
bearing on the ill-fated Donner Party. In part, the letter reads:
''M r. Sublette met the first company of em igrants to California under command of
Mr. Davis• 18 miles the other side of Green River on the 8 of July last, they had
e ightee n wagons ... Governor Boggs 7 was met two or three days in the rear of Col.
Russell' and 300 miles from the point where they were to separate, the one party
going to Oregon and the other to California .
.. At the dividing point there would be two guides to lead them on their way to
California . Mr. Greenwood' who proposed to take a route north of the Great Salt Lake
and Mr. L.D. Hastings who preferred going south of it. Mr. Sublette prefers the former
route and advised the emigrants to take it. The latter route they must travel 60 miles' 0
without any water what so ever and the distance is nearly as great as the former.·'

A great deal has been written regarding the advice given by Jim
Clyman to the westbound immigrants of 1846 when he met them on
the trail as he returned east. While his diary does not record any
warning statements. he later declared he strongly urged members of
the Donner Party, whom he knew, not to take the Hastings Cutoff.
Clyman met the westbound immigrants at the end of June.
Sublette met the immigrants a few days later. W.E. Taylor," a
member of an advance company on their way to Oregon, recorded
meeting him on July 7, while Edwin Bryant wrote in his classic What I
Saw in California" of meeting the Sublette party on July 11.
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This newspaper report, printed several months before the tragic
disaster, indicates that besides Clyman's well-known advice, another
trail-blazer, Solomon Sublette, had also warned against following the
persuasive Hastings' guidance . Unfortunately, the Donner Party did
not heed the mountain men.
NOTES
l. Lansford W. Hastings, a native of Ohio, crossed the plains in 1842 to Oregon. In

1843, he was in California. Bancroft states he was "never without some grand
scheme."
2. James Clyman, Frontierman. The Adventures of a Trapper and Covered-Wagon
Emigrant as Told in His Own Reminiscences and Diaries. Edited by Charles L. Camp.
Second Edition (Portland, Oregon, 1960).
3. Bernard DeVoto, The Year of Decision 1846 (Boston, 1943).
4. John E. Sunder, Bill Sublette Mountain Man (Norman, Oklahoma, 1959).
5 . See also, Doyce Blackman Nunis, Jr., Andrew Sublette, Rocky Mountain Prince
(Los Angeles , CA, 1960).
6. Samuel Davis, who settled in Yamhill County, Oregon, was a relative of the Hon .
Garrett Davis, Congressman from Kentucky.
7. Lillburn W. Boggs, former Governor of Missouri; his first wife was a sister of the
Bents of Fort Bent; his second wife, a grand-daughter of Daniel Boone.
8. William Henry (Owl) Russell, a former secretary to Henry Clay, a ·former
member of the legislature of Kentucky, etc. , was the captain of the 1846 wagon train
when it started.
9. Caleb Greenwood, known as "Old Greenwood," was with the Clyman party part
of the way eastward. The Greenwood mentioned might have been one of his sons.
(Charles Kelly and Dale Morgan, Old Greenwood [Georgetown, CA, 1965]) .
10. The Donner Party believed the distance was 35 to 40 miles. (George Stewart,
Ordeal by Hunger [New York, 1936], p. 42). However, it was 75 miles (Charles Kelly,
Salt Desert Trails [Salt Lake City. 1930], p. 84); or 83 miles, according to Stewart
(George Stewart, California Trail [New York, 1962], p. 171).
11. W.E. Taylor, Diary, California State Library, Sacramento, CA.
12. Edwin Bryant, What I Saw in California (Santa Ana, CA, 1936).
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FranciJco Pacheco of Pacheco Pass
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A Monograph by Dr. Albert Shumate
The author, a fo rme r president of both the Cali forn ia Historic::.! Society and the Conference of Californi::l Historic:ll Societies, has gathered material on Pacheco for years.
Dr. Shumate writes: "Thousands of motorists drive over Pacheco Pass, but few know anything about the sturdy Pioneer, Francisco Perez Pacheco whose name it bears."
Arriving in Cnlifornia in 1819 ::IS a gun carriage make r, Pacheco became the owner of
vast acreage in Central California.
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Little 'Pert' went down and was
left to decay and be buried in
the sand and muddy waters ... ..

THE HISTORIC DELTA
by Lura Francis
It is Springtime in the Delta country.
The Delta country of California - a thousand miles of diked
islands, elevated levee roads and twisting, interlocking waterways
where the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers meet . These flat lands
of the great Central Valley are bounded by Antioch, Sacramento,
Stockton and Tracy.
This is a place yearned for by people everywhere, a life long dream
of yachting enthusiasts from Europe to Australia, yet local residents
in nearby cities are hardly aware of this watery paradise.
Ours is a 32' blue water sailing yacht that is probably more at home
on the high seas, but transports and accommodates us comfortably
any time of the year on Delta waters . We are wending our way from
San Francisco B'ay, past Antioch toward our home port - Stockton.
Originally, we had planned to continue up the channel, but rain drops
began to fall .
Billowing cumulus clouds through streaming rays of sunset
purples, oranges and golds chase us up the great San Joaquin River,
the main deep water channel to Stockton from San Francisco, an 86
mile sail. Seagulls circle high and dive for their last live meal before
the approaching storm unloads its watery burden.
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A glance at the nautical chart indicates good anchorage just beyond
the Santa Clara Shoals across from the Willowberm Harbor at the
mouth of the Mokelumne River . Sailboats have open cockpits which
afford little protection from the weather and the crew, (my husband
and 1). quickly agree that it would be much more pleasant to sip a
glass of wine in our warm cabin below than to put on foul weather
gear and race for Stockton .
Delta river beds are mostly sticky mud, clay and sand, but in some
places they are also of silt , washed down from the mines during gold
rush days . This silt and sand shifts from place to place making
navigable depths of water unpredictable, and going aground is a most
embarrassing experience .
Knowing of these conditions , we made our way cautiously and
dropped anchor just as the big black cloud seriously let go and the last
of the seagulls took off for shelter.
Morning greets the Delta visitor much as in the past: pale
blue-gray patches of drifting tule fog or morning mist, shaggy
cottonwood trees. tules and reeds along the banks, their spider webs
glistening with the foggy dew, a Red -wing Black Bird or two
searching for breakfast.
This quiet world must be explored at a leisurely pace . Time is
available . We yearn to transport ourselves to the unhurried past and
again a check of the nautical chart indicates that two days would be
well spent exploring the Georgiana Slough to Walnut Grove and the
old Chinese community of Locke.
Many people have traveled California State Highway 160 along the
Sacramento River . formerly called The River Road. It is a typical
Delta two lane levee road with clumps of Eucalyptus, Willow and
Cottonwood trees, heavily laden with mistletoe, along the water's
edges. The view is of agricultural peat land marked off in plots;
orchards . row crops. truck farming . stately old wood farm houses in
need of paint. some of their gingerbread missing, an occasional
handsome brick mansion, and some stucco homes with red tile roofs.
All th.e buildings were built near levees since the spongy unstable
peat land would not support them . The highway traveler passes farm
labor camps, resorts . trailer parks, bank fishermen, water tanks and
windmills drawing domestic water from wells. Swing and bascule
bridges are swiftly crossed.
But. go by water for Delta nostalgia.
Our boat must travel about three miles on Mokelumne River before
it meets the Georgiana Slough . The origin of the name Mokelumne is
doubtful. A tribe of Indians that formerly lived near the river were
known as the Mokelkos . and they may have given a name to the river.
A milestone in history occurred on this water in the year 1862. The
settlement of Lockeford had just been established by Dr. Dean Jewett
Locke and his friend Rev . S. U. Blakeslee . The crowning success of
the year. according to an account of the event written by George H .
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Tinkham in 1880, was accomplished largely by Dr. Locke, a keen,
sharp businessman who saw a splendid opportunity to make money in
shipping provisions to the famished gold mines, thereby increasing
the value of property in Lockeford and competing with Woodbridge
and Stockton .
In the winter of 1862, the whole country had been flooded and
Stockton and the mining camps were cut off by a sea of mud. Miners
were out of food and prices for the necessities of life were
exhorbitant . Dr. D.J . Locke traveled to San Francisco and chartered
the small steamer, Fanny Ann and loaded her with supplies for the
mines and instructed the captain to use two weeks to take her to
Lockeford by way of the Mokelumne .
Dr. Locke's first attempt was sabotaged by Mr. Wood, founder of
Woodbridge, who saw the success of his community threatened. The
story goes that Mr. Wood slipped the captain of the steamer a few
gold coins and the cargo was landed at Woodbridge and hauled to
Lockeford . Dr. Locke was a determined man and again went to San
Francisco and purchased a steamer on condition that she be
successful in making the trip, loaded with 30 tons offreight and about
sixty passengers.
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The steamer, Pert, successfully navigated the Mokelumne to
Lockeford on the 2nd of April, 1862. Tinkham chronicles that "The
event was signalized by a great rejoicing as the deed is done . A
steamboat has ascended the Mokelumne to Lockeford. At six minutes
past 11 a .m ., April 5, 1862, the double engine steamer, Pert, and
Captain Allen, direct from San Francisco with freight, threw off
cables and drew up to discharge cargo at Lockeford landing amidst a
crowd of delighted spectators, who gathered from the country round
to witness the success of the effort to navigate the river to this point.''
The account goes on to tell of great cheering and handshaking from
those on shore and passengers aboard and of men and boys turning
earnestly to unload her as if it were a great privilege to aid in this first
discharge of cargo here, to be followed by innumerable others. A
shipping company was formed and two more steamers purchased and
put into use; the O.K. and the Mary Ellen. The later only went as far
as Woodbridge. Steamer traffic on the Mokelumne ended ten years
after this first trip by the little Pert when she went down and was left
to decay and be buried in the sand and muddy waters.
It is not difficult to imagine the pioneering days, when the
speedboats, freighters and power cruisers are out of sight, and our
sailboat slides quietly past the tule berms and grassy levee banks
covered with coarse bunch grasses, willows, blackberry and wild rose
thickets .
The tule, the Delta's native cover, is a fresh water marsh plant that
develops dense stands of erect-unjointed stalks which may average
six to eight feet high. The annual growth rises up from perennial
roots, partially submerged, usually, but they may grow on sunny
levee surfaces. We took our dingy ashore and explored one
-uncultivated, abandoned looking area and once up and over the levee
we were in a dense swampy forest of tule . It could have been the
bayous of Louisiana except for some pheasant and a covey of quail we
scared out of a thicket. Usually the higher ground favors growth of
reeds, grasses and perennial shrubs and trees.
The lovely Georgiana Slough is visible now, just ahead and to port
or to the left of us . We just waved 'good-by' and 'thank-you' to the
swing bridge keeper, having interrupted our nostalgia by requesting
passage over our ship to shore radio/telephone. We could have
signaled with three sharp blasts of our horn for him to swing the
bridge and allow our boat, with its 45' mast to pass unhindered, but
rather than to break the tranquility we contacted him on the radio.
We are a diesel powered sail boat this morning since there is no
wind and the river has become too narrow for good sailing. Friends
had suggested we use the Georgiana sometime, and we expected it to
be much like the other Delta waterways.
Now we could hardly believe our eyes at the perfect beauty of the
classic river scene that lay before us . The water seems to slow and
clear. The broad winding curves are a delight. The levees, here for a
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while at least, are left natural to blackberry thickets, tules and clumps
of willows . A muskrat swims out from his clump of brush behind
submerged tules, several fish break the water ahead of us, a white
crane takes off low from the levee, a formation of Sand Hill Cranes
flies overhead, a floating snag requires slight alteration of our course
and it's easy to enjoy the day.
Back in the 1840's, farmers, known as "rim landers" settled on the
higher and drier lands on the periphery of the Delta to raise wheat
and run cattle. Soon sailing ships were navigating the Delta to deliver
supplies and take on cargoes of hides and tallow. Then came the Gold
Rush and with it the proud paddle wheel steamers which were to
operate here fo r almost a century. The side wheelers, their decks
bulging with Forty Niners, sailed to Stockton, Sacramento and points
beyond the Delta. Shallow-draft steamers made regular runs on the
Sacramento River as far north as Red Bluff and as far south as
Sycamore Point near Fresno on the San Joaquin River.
In 1850, miners from the diggings began drifting into the Delta to
settle on houseboats or whatever dry land they could find. It was
about this time that the work of reclaiming the marsh for agriculture
began. It still goes on.
So much time was required for the natural process of oxidation, the
process by which organic matter, tules, grasses, trees, etc., is
decomposed, to produce the rich peat soil. The process was hurried
when farmers used fire to clear their fields . Now the spring and hot
summer winds erode the precious peat land, but inter-row planting of
windbreaks is encouraged to decrease this loss and our air is cleaner
for living. This practice was begun in the early 1950's.
Andrus Island, on our left as we travel up Georgiana Slough, was
named after George Andrus, who settled the upper end of the island
in 1852. The island contains about seven thousand acres, all of which
are now reclaimed. The levees are favorite fishing and camping
places of generations of people from Isleton and many people have
summer homes with boat houses along the banks. The island is
planted in orchards, garden vegetables and grain.
Tyler Island is situ'a ted east of Andrus Island, on the right side of
our boat. It was settled in 1852 by its namesake, Mr. S.C. Tyler. This
island was reclaimed and in cultivatable condition by 1877. At that
time the largest block of improved land was at the upper end of the
island. It was planted in Bartlett Pear orchards and is the oldest of the
pear growing areas in California. A farmer could produce enough
revenue on less than SO acres to keep him in grand style. Pears
seemed to do well in the moist climate of the Delta. It was much
better than 1 ,000 acres in wheat.
The island was flooded in 1878, recovered in 1879 when it was
restored with seven foot high levees that were the largest and best in
the state at that time. The levees held during the flood season of 1881
and the lower island was added to the reclaimed area in 1894. The
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whole island flooded in 1904, was reclaimed, flooded again in 1907
and was again reclaimed.
When the islands were flooded it shortened the trips for the
steamers. They just cut across using what was known as
"wheatfield navigation ."
Since reclamation began in the Delta, the real extent of all types of
natural vegetation has been steadily reduced . Tule that remains is
restricted to waterway margins, overflowed tracts, unreclaimed islets
and sloughs and drainage ditches within levee districts.
As we slowly motor along with no other people within sight, we
wish animal life could be more abundant, as it must have been when
these islands on either side of us were settled. Gold Rush visitors
noted antelope, elk, horses and wild cattle. George Tinkham wrote
that at the time of the flood of 18S2, immense numbers of elk and deer
were trapped in stock corrals after high water had forced them out of
the tule s. Until then these favorite meat animals could be hunted
early in the morning as they grazed in herds of 40 or SO along the
edges of the swamps. He said that probably none of the large game
survived the devastating flood of 1878. There were accounts of golden
beaver, river otter, racoon, mink, coyotes, badgers, skunks, ground
squirrels, gophers, cottontails, and jack rabbits as well as geese,
ducks, cranes, doves and quail. Ducks, pheasants, and the more
recently introduced muskrats have survived in spite of trappers,
hunters and levee builders.
Traffic on Georgiana increases as the day passes. Occasionally a ski
boat whizzes past to break our reverie, but more common is the sports
fisherman, a small cruiser, a houseboat or an occasional sailboat. I
have attempted to locate the naming of this lovely waterway in
·history . Apparently it has 'always' been Georgiana Slough,
appearing as early as September 21, 1861 in a report by Mr. A.R.
Jackson, an engineer for the California State Board of Swamp Land
Commissioners . Referring to Tyler and Andrus Islands he says:
"These islands are low and nearly level, elevated above high tide only an average of
about two feet . At the northern end, they are several feet higher, but gradually fall to
this average. The surface is higher at the water's edge, gradually sinking towards the
interior. The streams retain their depth to the edge of the banks, which rise
perpendicularly from the water. The soil is loamy clay, not easily washed.
" The currents, except in flood times, depend on the tides flowing up and down the
stream with the flood and ebb tides. The inhabited portions of these islands are the old
bank of the Sacramento and the upper end of Georgiana Slough ."

Georgiana flows on - l S miles of easy curves that very early, as
today, served as a short cut from the Sacramento River at Walnut
Grove to the San Joaquin River and Stockton. Too many of
Georgiana's natural levee banks have been denuded, cleaned and
faced with rip rap . This was a practice declared necessary by the
Army Corps of Engineers in the early 1900's to protect the levees
from wave erosion. They made their way down the streams with large
dredges, yanking out trees, tossing them up on the banks and filling
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their holes with buckets of mud. They were not without stiff
opposition, sometimes at gunpoint, by farmers who wanted to protect
their beautiful shade trees. Today when the explorer comes upon a
clump of Oak, Cottonwood or Eucalyptus, it probably was spared
because it shaded the farmhouse, packing shed or steamer landing.
Other, more aesthetic means of protecting the levees are now being
tried experimentally.
We spent a beautiful evening on Georgiana, having dropped
anchor at one of these wooded places. In warmer summer weather
this would be a great place for a cooling swim. When time came to
retreive our anchor from the sticky bed of the slough, we were
reminded ofthe "clearing" that had preceeded our visit. Our anchor
was unusually heavy. After quite a lot of work, we could see that not
only were we pulling up our anchor, but one of the infamous snags as
well. We had to lasoo one end of the snag to releive the weight and
free our anchor. Perhaps Georgiana Slough should have been named
'Snag Slough'!
Just ahead now is the swing bridge that was installed over the
Georgiana in 1901 . We are almost to Walnut Grove where our slough
joins the Old Sacramento River . At first Walnut Grove's location was
important only to local travel and communication . The through
steamship traffic did not follow Old River until the late 1870's, and
the Stockton to Sacramento traffic by way of Georgiana Slough may
not have amounted to more than a three times a week round trip of a
small steamer that operated in 1858. Walnut Grove grew slowly its
first 20 years since its founding by John W. Sharp in the fall of 1851.
It had a wharf and a steamer stop going each way, a school house, a
small hall, and a hotel. Accounts say that average school attendance
was from 25 to 30 pupils and that the Methodists held church services
there every two weeks. There was a steam-saw mill built in 1877 .
There were plans to improve Walnut Grove's crossroads function by
clearing Georgiana Slough so that it might serve as a regular route to
Antioch and the San Joaquin Delta. Also the slough clearing was
expected to facilitate the rafting of logs from the Mokelumne to the
mill and box factory at Walnut Grove. These plans failed to
materialize and the mill closed after two years in 1878.
The bridge keeper: saw us coming and started the machinery to stop
the road traffic, swing the bridge and clear the way for us. Just ahead
we pulled up and tied off at the small dock in front of' 'The Big Store''
on the levee road in Old Walnut Grove . We needed some fresh fruit
and meat and found these and some good conversation when we
shopped here and talked with the owner Mr. Ping Lee, son of the
founder of Locke. Locke is the old Chinese community located on up
the River Road about half a mile from Walnut Grove .
Ping Lee lives in Locke and still owns many of the buildings that
were built there by his father, Lee Bing, the kind, honest,
businessman and leader of the Chinese people of Locke for 73 years
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until his death in 1970. Mr. Lee talked ofthe Chinese influence in the
settlement and development of the Delta, of how the Chinese were
brought here and treated almost as slaves to do the menial work and
heavy labor during Gold Rush days. He said that others started
projects such as the reclamation of the islands, building, repair and
constant maintenance of levees, but the Chinese continued the work
for pitifully small wages and were treated no better than serfs.
When the Chinese section of Walnut Grove burned, Lee Bing, as
the respected leader of the Chung-Shan people, arranged a meeting
with Mr. George W . Locke, owner of two furniture and carpet stores
in Sacramento and owner of the land north of Walnut Grove on which
the Southern Pacific Railroad Co. had its shipping wharf. There was
also a railroad spur and across the way a rooming house and The
Tules, a small restaurant.
"There were just two buildings there then," says Ping Lee, "my
mother and father were staying in the rooming house after the fire .
The Chung-Shan people wanted to build a town of their own where all
the people spoke the sane same dialect and had the same culture. It
had been difficult for the two Chinese groups in Walnut Grove, the
Chung-Shan and the Choy-San, to understand each other and get
along. Mr. Locke was very agreeable to the building of our town and
offered to clear the trees from nine acres of his pear orchard. It was
just a gentlemen's handshake. Until today it ' s just an agreement!"
California's Alien Property Act of 1913 prohibited aliens that could
not qualify for citizenship from owning land.
And so Lee Bing and a small committee of Chung-Shan merchants
laid out the narrow three block long street on which would be built the
town of Lockeport, named for their friend. It was later changed to
Locke because of confusion with Lakeport. Locke's one street, Main
St., would consist of a restaurant, a boarding house, a hardware
store, a drygoods store and two gambling houses.
It is just a short walk up the Old River Road to Locke and we are
eager to pay a visit and stretch our legs. On our left is the Old
Sacramento River now, with boats of every kind hurrying past, even a
Red and White excursion boat from San Francisco crowded with
happy vacationers. It is not hard to imagine seeing the Delta King or
Delta Queen, the paddle wheel steamers that made daily runs
between San Francisco and Sacramento in the years 1926 to 1941. The
Delta Queen now operates as an excursion boat up and down the
Mississippi River out of New Orleans and looks beautiful with her
new coat of paint, captain and crew in snappy bright uniforms with
the band playing and crowds cheering.
Just ahead on the eastern bank of the river is the old Southern
Pacific wharf, where paddle boats were loaded with asparagus and
pears before going on to San Francisco or Sacramento, now used as a
boat storage house. Across the road are some weathered buildings
with sagging roofs. They seem to be handing on to the levee road for
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dear life - attached to it by wooden ramps that slope this way and
that . If ever these buildings had been painted it was long ago, for
their parched dry surfaces look as if they could blow away. Fire is a
very serious concern of the inhabitants and always has been .
We grasp the old handrail and cautiously ascend the wooden steps
that lead to the second story plank walk on the levee side of the little
town . The windows are dusty, discolored and boarded up. When the
town was at its prime, until the 1940's, when the young left to go
away to college and the war, the merchants and their families lived
upstairs and carried on businesses on the first level. We could peer
through a dusty window and see only a bit of old "furniture or a bottle
or broken dish gathering dust . We made out the faded partly
obliterated painted letters that marked the STAR THEATRE where
Chinese plays, movies and traveling opera companies performed
their elaborate art.
At the corner, the wooden walkway ends and we take to the street
that slopes down from the levee road to Main Street. On the corner is
the Chinese School, perhaps the building in best repair. It is still used
and houses memorabilia of the town's past as well as photos of
distinguished visitors over the years.
"Today we have only 10 or 12 school children," says Ping Lee,
''they go to school in Walnut Grove now. We had segregated school
here until 1941. The Chinese, Japanese and Filipino children
attended here and the white and black children had their school. Then
the war came and the Japanese went to encampment and all the other
children went to school together. Chinese adults used to attend the
Chinese School on Saturdays trying to Jearn Mandarin."
Now we are on Main Street, a narrow street where two cars can
barely squeeze past. The street is three blocks long, the wooden
frame buildings with sagging second story balconies help up
precariously by rotting wooden pillars . Some balconies are occupied
by the old men who seem to just sit and watch the day go by, but are
very leery of the visitor. Some balconies are strewn with sad forgotten
looking potted plants resting on stools or boxes that look as if they
could collapse any second. Occasionally, a cat pokes its head out from
the alley to check on things.
There are a few_ businesses that still operate and welcome
customers. One is the Yuen Chong Market, meaning "In the
Beginning," which has a good selection of hard to find, rare and
exotic Chinese foods; canned lichee nuts, preserved ginger, dried
bean noodles, canned pickled leeks, coconut candy or candied bitter
melon as well as Chinese fans, sandals, hats and very good fresh
meat and vegetables.
As we walk down the worn wooden sidewalk and glance down a
narrow alley way, we shake our heads in amazement at the fragile
condition of this little town. The side porch roof or rickety window
awning of one building seems to be holding up the next building, or
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walls are temporarily propped up by poles wedged in from one wall to
another.
One of these buildings houses the River Road Art Center which
displays and sells the work of local artists. Besides paintings, small
sculpture and notepaper, the Art Center boasts its own museum.
Connie King, who was born in Isleton and came to live in Locke as a
bride 29 years ago, is the main gallery attendant and also the
unofficial Vice-Mayor of Locke . She proudly took us to the back of the
gallery where they display a typical rooming house kitchen. She says
this building used to be an Ice Cream Parlor and the owner took in
boarders. She charged SOe a meal. You can see the original large gas
wok built-in on a large red brick counter together with the wooden
utensils that were used by the cook. There is the original chopping
block with the meat cleaver, baskets, tea pots, rice bowls, ginger jars
and a SO to 60 year old scale that had belonged to her father . These
are her family's dishes and gourds that are maybe 70 years old.
Connie is especially proud of showing a black soy sauce crock with a
name inscribed which signifies which village in China produced it and
a beautiful face wash basin that had belonged to her mother . It is pale
blue decorated with white chrysanthemums and a white crane and is
dated 1902-China.
It was one minute past noon when Connie excused herself quickly,
saying ''I'm late," and ran outside to ring the 12 o'clock gong . This is
the signal for the sleepy little town to come alive. The old men walk
along the weathered wooden sidewalks of Main Street to SING GOON
HINE, the old men's club to talk and play Chinese games . The old
women come out of their rooms, which they rent for 6 or 8 dollars a
month, to hang out their laundry on their porches or tend their little
plots of land behind Main Street. Here they grow herb s, melons and
fresh vegetables much as their ancestors in China did before them.
On down the street is a gift shop and across the street is Al's Place,
otherwise known as AI the Wop's . Al's place was constructed in 1915
by Lee Bing and three partners who ran a Chinese restaurant here. In
1934 AI Adami and an associate operated the only non-Chinese
business in town - the colorful bar and steak house . They still serve
only beer, steak and peanut butter.
A few doors away is the old Chinese gambling hall which was built
by Mr . Bing in 1915. His son, Ping Lee, sold it a few years ago to a
group of people interested in opening it to the public as a gambling
hall museum. The day we visited we were met by Mr. Clarence Pratt
whom the local people call "Mr. Museum. " There is a very large,
20'' diameter, beautiful Chinese plate on display which had been
broken and restored. Mr. Pratt eagerly told us about it.
''On the day after the Chinese part of Walnut Grove burned, my grandfather took me
with him to visit his sister, Minnie Fingg, in that town . I was just a boy and went out to
look around in the smoldering Oriental section. I found a broken piece of crockery and
showed it to my aunt. She asked if I could go find some more, so I scratched around for
a whole week and found all the pieces of that plate and parts of two others.
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"She sent it to Gumps in San Francisco and they put it back together and valued it at
$500.00. That was in 1916. In 1977, an antique dealer valued that plate at $5,000.00."

That gambling house, named Dai Loy, meaning "The Winning will
come BIG," was the center of social life for the single men who
worked hard on the levees or in the asparagus fields. When they were
paid, the gambling house was the bank. Ping Lee said, "Six weeks
work would earn a man $200.00. 'Will you keep $200.00,' a man
would say, or, 'Can I have $20 .00?' The stores and merchants and
gambling halls did that for them."
"No women were allowed in the United States at that time, so the
gambling house was a place to relax, like home. Letters were sent
there and it was a hiring hall or employment agency too. There were
games of Fan Tan, the button game, and Pai gow, the Chinese
domino game.''
During Prohibition days, January 16, 1920 to December, 1933, the
usual population of 300 - 500 could swell up to 1,500 on weekends
when the town was 'wide open.' ''The stories of bootlegging and
prostitution were exaggerated,'' Ping Lee explained, ''but what we
did have was promoted by some white men."
The Tules, the original old restaurant, is still there at the other end
oftown and they serve a good pizza. Oddly, there is no place in Locke
that serves Chinese food at this time.
This is the last and only true Chinese settlement in California built by Chinese - the way they wanted it.
I remembered what Connie King had said today. "Our main
problems are fire and the tourist. I never used to have to lock my
door. Now I look up and people walk right in and pick things up for
souvenirs . Tourists remove anything and everything - all the bits
and pieces of this living heritage . It was the Chinese of this area or
their ancestors who had earlier helped in building the river levees. If
the State takes over they will let the people live here until they die. I
love it here. It's peaceful. Everyone knows everybody. I'm involved
here. I'm needed . I bury people. I help give birth . When people get
sick or die, I pass the hat and get some money and bury them. Now
that the kids are all grown and gone I'm even more involved. People
knocking on my dor at 4 a.m . is usual. I get up and get my clothes on
and go. I speak English and they don't . We have only 60 or 70 people
here now and most are older than 65 years. They're on
Social Security.''
The future of Locke is or real concern to the people who live there
and their friends. The Locke heirs have recently sold the property to
the Asian City Development Corp ., a California chartered company.
They plan to develop business and residential areas adjacent to the
townsite . They hope to attract young Chinese to live in new
residential areas, to build new businesses, to breathe new life
into the community.
As yet, permits have not been secured from the County Board of
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Supervisors to proceed. Mr. Ping Lee says that he hopes the Chinese
way of life can be preserved. He said, "It's my home. It's peaceful.
My father worked hard and I have a good business. The new owners
have a right to be successful too. We don't want Locke turned into a
'Disneyland' tourist place . Everyone has rights."
With one last look we climb back up to the Old River Road on the
levee and head back for Georgiana Slough and the peace of the slowly
moving ebb tide and we wonder what will become of Locke and this
example of Chinese culture in this country where we live.
We wonder what will become of this Delta paradise. Ravages of
nature and man continue to foul and erode the lands and waterways .
As recent as 1972, Andrus Island had to be once again reclaimed from
the flooding that inundated all but the extreme northern portion.
The Delta, once a freshwater wonderland supporting a myriad of
complex ecosystems, is rapidly becoming a saltwater wasteland the result of overdevelopment and the channeling of local river and
Delta water to Los Angeles .
The farmlands of the Delta are going fast as well. For the past
decade, farmers have been forced to grow crops that adapt well to the
increasing salt content in the valley soil. I fear that if the current
trend toward development in California continues, we will all be up
the unmentionable creek with no paddle.
As we motor our way back through Georgiana Slough toward the
San Joaquin River, the awareness of lifestyles of the past is strong.
We won't see Jack London trudging down the Georgiana Slough
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levee road on his way to visit friends in Walnut Grove. He spent many
summers here in his houseboat, writing in the early morning and
exchanging good conversation afternoon s and evenings with
trappers, farmers and merchants .
We won't see the old sternwheeler Neponset No. 2. One day she
punched a limb of a snag through her planks and went down. The
owners couldn't afford to salvage her and she was abandoned on the
spot. Later, ironically, she was torn apart by the snag dredgers .
We won't see the old Sentinel or Weitchpec. They were steamers
that actually were floating department stores where farmers could
strike a bargain by trading a sack of beans or corn for chickens, or a
pig for needed merchandise from San Francisco.
Nor will we see the 'River Rats' - the Portuguese commercial
fishermen of the 1850's who lived on the river in houseboats and shot
at steamers when they strayed too close to their nets. The steamer
captains eventually slowed this down when they returned this
greeting with shotgun fire.
But, we hope to cruise another day and savor more parts of our
cultural past - that they may lend direction and value to our future.
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''Prune Heaven''
by Rudy Calles
(from a new book, Migrant Worker's Dilemma, Hwong Publishing
Co., Los Alamitos, California)
Years ago, the beautiful valley of Santa Clara in Northern
California was known as the prune capital of the world. It was said
that one third of the world's production of prunes was grown and
processed there.
I'm sure it was true; if you drove your car through the valley on
Highway 101 starting in the area north of Prunedale, through Gilroy,
Morgan Hill, and on to Palo Alto, you would pass by row after row of
various kinds of fruit trees for a distance of almost sixty miles. The
majority of the orchards consisted of trees which produced hundreds
of tons of sweet French Prunes every season.
The familiar smell of the ripe fruit that had fallen to the ground
perfumed the air for many miles around the valley. If you had picked
those prunes, now as you approached the area and caught the first
whiff of the sweet fragrance, it might become a bit nauseating
because it would immediately recall to your mind the past seasons of
drudgery, with thoughts of the hard miserable way that one would
have to work for a pittance . Fortunately, for most of us, it was only a
temporary period that chipped away at the fringe of our cycle
of poverty.
The silver dust-coated purple nuggets reaped a fair amount of
wealth for the owners of those vast orchards . However, to the hard
pressed groups who, for the most part, were destitute MexicanAmerican families from various localities of the Southwestern United
States, it meant long days of painful stooped labor and sore knees .
The fruits of their hardfelt misery were to be paid on a commission
basis, usually at the rock-bottom minimum level. If a family could
earn enough money to buy food, and keep going for the remainder of
the season with funds enough to be able to return to their homes, that
then was considered a thankful and satisfying endeavor.
In the late spring of the year, one could see caravans of cars and
small trucks making the seasonal trek towards the Santa Clara Valley.
Some of the cars were the antiquated Modei-T vintage type of
vehicle . Most were delapidated rattletraps. All were loaded down
with whatever equipment could be packed in and on the car, to be
used as essentials for camping under a shade tree . That type of
camping trip was certainly not for pleasure, but rather one in which
every member of the group was expected to work picking the prunes.
This included the small children. It was not unusual to see a tiny baby
in a makeshift cradle under the tree in the shade contentedly sucking
on his bottle, while his mother and two or three other youngsters on
their knees would be picking the prunes. Meanwhile, the
temperature would be hovering around 90° Fahrenheit.
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Often times, parents would take their children out of school two
months before the summer vacation started in order to journey to the
Santa Clara Valley, thus enabling the family to get an early start on
the fruit picking of the crop that ripened first, usually the
Bing Cherries.
Needless to say, the children of the migrant families were more
than happy to be taken out of school early in order to get to the cherry
orchards and be allowed to help the adults with the picking of the
ruby red fruit . The kids' ability to consume cherries all day long was
unbelievable, at least for the first few days.
By the first of June, individual family groups could be seen
camping under the trees or on any available empty lot. Sometimes the
side of the road would become temporary living quarters for about
twenty families who occupied an entire block. All of them hopeful and
eager to hire themselves out to the first farmer who would make them
an offer of work.
There was a lot to be done before the harvesting of the prune crop
was to begin . The eight foot long wooden trays had to be washed and
scrubbed. Long wooden props had to be placed under the more
heavily laden branches of the trees in order to prevent their breaking .
During good seasons, it was estimated that some individual trees
would produce a quarter ton or more of the precious prunes . The
thousands of boxes that were stacked for the year before had to be
inspected, the ones that needed it would be repaired. The same boxes
that were earlier used for retaining apricots would later be the
holding container for the prunes.
Hard work consisting of dull, menial stooped labor has always been
a way of life for California migrant families who made their living
through working in agriculture. The people who were year-round
field workers became quite accustomed to the drudgery of fruit
picking. However, the urban dweller who returned to the orchards
for the annual fruit harvest in the belief that there was ''big money''
to be made picking fruit, was in for a discouraging disappointment
when told that the going rate for picking apricots was fifteen cents an
hour. Women and children were delegated to the "cutting shed."
Two wooden saw horses were placed about five feet apart to support
the eight foot trays upon which the slicing in half of the golden pink
apricot was done . A thick paper tag was pinned to the mothers'
clothing on the shoulder area, and when the family completed cutting
a full tray of "cots" she was credited with one punch mark on the tag
by the "checker." The "checker" also emptied the fruit on to the
trays. Occasionally, a mother who had an attractive daughter would
encourage her to flirt and smile with the young man in order to bribe
him for an extra punch or two that had not been earned.
The rate of pay for a completed tray of sliced apricots was ten
cents. If the fruit was large and firm, a family of three might earn
$1.50 to $1.80 a day. Faster cutters, of course, could average a little
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Rudy Calles, kneeling, his two younger sisters and mother. Prune orchard in Los Gatos
1926

Author, Rudy Calles' two younger sisters and brother Ca/a/o at rear of old Studebaker
in Salinas, Calif. They were on the way home to Pasadena after the prune picking
season of 1926
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Calles family group about to start the journey home to Pasadena after the 1927 prune
picking season was over. Author is on left end, his brother Calalo on right end. Nine
beople crowded in old studebaker. Art and Rey, older brothers of Rudy, next to their
mother. Uncle Joe, second from right.

Prunes in trays drying in the sunshine, Los Gatos, Calif. Summer of 1926
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Rudy Calles
Old shack that Calles family lived in while picking prunes in Guadalupe Valley, Los
Gatos, Calif. during the summers of 1925-1926. Picture taken in 1952. Poisen oak all
around the shack

The haunted house on the corner of Shannon and Hicks Rd., Guadalupe Valley, Los
Gatos, where strange noises were a nightly happening for the Calles family . It was
built as a saloon. Two people were murdered there; later converted into a house.
Author and family lived in it in 1927-1928. Picture taken in 1952.
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Rudy Calles in Mexican charro suit, dressed for the 1934 Pasadena Tournament of
Roses. "Mexico Float"
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better. The cutting season lasted from three to five weeks .
In 1925, the going rate for picking a fifty pound box of fresh prunes,
off the ground was eight cents. Forty boxes contained two thousand
pounds of the purple jewels, one ton, worth three dollars and twenty
cents . If the prune crop was good, a man who could work a ten hour
day might earn three dollars. This was exceptional, for more often
than not, the man's earning capabilities would result in his averaging
about $1. 75.
The expected requirements for a fruit laborer who was hired to pick
prunes were: to choose the size bucket he wanted, place the bucket on
firm ground, bend over in a butt-high position, start gathering the
purple fresh prunes off the ground, and throw them into the bucket.
When it was filled, he would carry it a distance of perhaps two city
blocks to where the empty boxes were piled. It was important to use
the edges of the box to scrape the dirt to a level surface before
emptying the bucket; otherwise, a spilled box or two might result
because of the dirt clods that were hard enough to overbalance a stack
of boxes four high.
Starting at the age of eight, and for the next ten years of my youth,
I was always "invited" to join the family on the annual "camping
trip" to what we kiddingly referred to as "Prune Heaven."
So, with exhilarated excitement, my family completed the
preparations for the long-awaited journey from our home in Pasadena
to the valley of "King Prune."
Our old Studebaker had seen better days, but we were raring to
head north, proving that we had more nerve than good sense. Our
trip was an adventure, usually taking two days and one night or
sometimes three and four days . The delay could be blamed on the
four to five flat tires and a number of other minor mishaps. We kids
thought it great fun and didn't care how long it took our old car to
complete the journey. We would finally arrive at our destination in a
state of exhausted relief.
After our arrival, we all pitched in to help establish our residence,
which consisted of the one tent that was to be our home for the next
three months. Four adults and five children made up our family group
of the elite society of pickers of the ''King Prune.'' So, the day after
we arrived, we were invited to participate in the occupation for
"mucho dinero" (a lot of money).
Those five hundred acre fruit ranches seemed to stretch from here
to forever, and the work was a combination of pure misery, dirt,
painful backs, aching knees, sunburned hands and necks, plus the
dismay of knowing that your earnings for all of this "happiness"
would amount to between 80 cents and $1.25 for a ten hour day.
As I became an example of proficiency in the art of prune picking, I
was baptized with the distinctive title of ''The Champion Prune
Picker of the Santa Clara Valley." I was so privileged because of my
inability to pick more than four boxes of prunes (200 pounds) within
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the period of one ten hour day. Payment of which was 32 cents.
However, as I grew older and more ambitious, I was able to increase
my prune picking power to eight or nine boxes, which paid
me 90 cents.
Sometimes you got fringe benefits: a glass or two of wine in the late
afternoon. This was the incentive to keep you from going crazy.
The uphill climb while walking on those clods of hard dry earth
carrying a fifteen pound bucket of those purple nuggets could become
a bit trying for an eight year old city boy, at the time a fifty pound
weakling. But one had to empty his bucket of prunes wherever the
empty boxes had been placed.
Those "camping trips" are embedded in my memory book of tears
and laughter, which fills my thoughts with nostalgia at the very sight
of one of those wrinkled gems .
While working in the orchards, the only drinking water available
was what you brought in a glass jar and hung on a tree branch. Of
course, one always hung the jar of water in the shade, but that was no
guarantee that it would be there the next time you came for a drink.
However, one soon became accustomed to drinking warm water,
about which all you could say was that it was wet.
But the most torturous moments of my suffering were when I got
the urge to go to the bathroom. My brother, who was two years my
senior, and I were assigned to a row of trees, perhaps one mile long.
On our first day, we both had a little contest as to who could eat the
most fresh prunes. It wasn't long before we realized our foolish
mistake . In the center of the five hundred acre orchard with no
outhouses within miles, not even a skimpy bush around, our moment
of truth was felt. We made mighty fast tracks towards the nearest
prune tree and scampered like frightened squirrels up to the thickest
part of the foliage . Those coveralls came down in a half second flat. In
a couple of minutes we began to realize that the branch we were
sitting on was covered with tiny ants. Wow! But our king size misery
was when we discovered that neither one of us had any toilet paper.
Before we descended, we both looked down, then at each other, for
we both knew that we were required to pick all of the prunes that
were on the ground. We decided to skip that particular tree and act as
if we had accidently forgotten it.
These, then, are some of my unforgettable experiences as a
migrant fruit picker, which will serve as a basis for this book.
Ours was only one of thousands of poor Mexican-American families
who believed the fantasy of being able to make "mucho dinero" by
traveling to the valley of Santa Clara and work at picking prunes
under the trees of the great orchards. Those days are now gone
forever, and they will never return.
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THE CIO AND THAT "DAMNABLE BICKERING" IN
THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST, 1937-1941
by Hugh T. Lovin

The Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO), arch-rival to the
American Federation of Labor (AFL), invaded the Pacific Northwest
and secured a foothold between 1937 and 1941. CIO organizers won
modest numbers of followers in North Idaho forest and mining
regions, recruiting adherents from the ranks of AFL unions and at the
expense of the Loyal Legion of Loggers and Lumbermen.' The
Columbia River Fishermen's Union - staunchly AFL for SO years deserted to the CIO, its members joining the hundreds of gill netters,
launch skippers and deckhands, fish receivers, and fish-can factory
employees who earlier flocked to the CIO. According to a boastful
CIO newspaperman, the CIO's latest recruit among West Coast
fishermen enabled it at last to speak for nearly "all Pacific Coast
fishermen, both deep water and fresh water." Only the Deep Sea
Fishermen's Union of Seattle remained outside the CIO's fold,
glowering at both the AFL and CIO.' On other fronts, the CIO's
Inland Boatmen's Union challenged the Columbia River monolopy of
the Masters, Mates and Pilots' union while the United Automobile
Workers of America mounted a drive in the Puget Sound region
which temporarily gave the International Association of Machinists
(an AFL union) cause for concern and simultaneously nettled
anti-CIO executives of the Boeing Aircraft Company.' On the Coos
Bay waterfront and at Columbia River, Grays-Willapa Harbor and
Puget Sound ports, the CIO's longshore- and warehousemen's union
(ILWU), took control, winning domination at the expense of the AFL
excepting at Tacoma, Port Angeles and Anacortes . ILWU then
created a cohesive coastwide collective bargaining unit for its West
Coast maritime workers. Meanwhile, IL WU unionists assaulted the
AFL Teamsters' Union's Northwest empire over which David Beck
presided, persistently battering at Beck's bastion even when he
promised them "jail," "hospital" or "morgue" for their
impudence.• The saucy longshoremen, furthermore, grew secure
enough to extend solidarity and money to wood industry unionists.
Members of ILWU Local 1-32 (Everett, Washington), for example,
taxed themselves fifty cents each to aid woodworkers in reversing
"speedup conditions" and " spies, stoolpigeons, coercion, and
intimidation" in the lumber mills.'
Meanwhile, the largest CIO union in the Northwest - the
International Woodworkers of America (IW A) - was organized in
1937 and claimed about 50,000 members, mostly in Oregon and
Washington, by 1941 . The IW A grew rapidly by attracting AFL union
members and winning adherents from the large pool of unorganized
loggers and lumber mill workmen who despised the AFL for its past
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timidity toward lumber "barons." As of 1939, the IWA had 39 local
unions and 5 union district councils in Oregon and a slightly larger
number of organizations in Washington. Within a few years, the IW A
was sufficiently entrenched to speak for a majority of workers in
numerous operations of lumber industry giants such as the St. Paul
and Tacoma Lumber Company, the Inman-Poulson Lumber
Company, and the Weyerhaeuser and Long-Bell Companies.
Unionists dubbed the latter two corporations the "Henry Ford and
General Motors of the lumber industry" for their unfriendly
responses to the CIO.'
To supervise the CIO's Northwest domain, Harry Bridges
(President of ILWU) assumed the responsibility when he was
appointed CIO West Coast Director in 1937. Aided by special staffers
assigned to Washington and Oregon (Richard Francis and John
Brost), he established industrial union councils at Seattle and
Portland and later created statewide councils for Washington and
Oregon. The councils attempted to coordinate CIO organizational
work, founded publications such as the Labor Newdealer (Portland)
and provided leadership for CIO political activities, notably in drives
to oust an anti-CIO Governor , Charles "lronpants" Martin, from the
Oregon Statehouse in 1938.' With assistance from industrial union
councils, the CIO's political arm - Labor's Non-Partisan Leaguebecame active in the Northwest and worked with the Washington and
Oregon Commonwealth Federations.•· The Oregon Commonwealth
Federation, soon to emerge as the most liberal faction of the Oregon
Democratic Party, eventually was designated Oregon spokesman for
the Non-Partisan League!
Notwithstanding these glad tidings, national CIO leaders looked
askance at their Northwest domain. It was increasingly difficult to
manage for, since the onset of Northwest organizational activity,
perplexing disputes developed among CIO unionists. Viewed from
CIO offices at Washington, D.C., quarrelsome unionists weakened
and perhaps would destroy the CIO's promising Oregon-Washington
movement. In 1940, John L. Lewis (President of the CIO) at last
became so impatient with his Northwest followers, especially
Washington unionists, that he reprimanded them publicly for their
"damnable bickering.""
The "bickering," to which Lewis referred, began in 1937. Bridges,
Harold Pritchett (President of IW A and considered by many
observers as CIO "second in command" in the Northwest) and the
governing council of the IW A welcomed support from whomever
offered it. Accordingly, they tolerated Communists, other radicals,
and their sympathizers, raising no objections when radicals secured
responsible union offices, took the highest posts in several industrial
union councils, and edited CIO publications." On admission to
Northwest unions, the Leftists proposed radical "progressive political
action" programs and provoked stormy intra-union controversies
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about international and American foreign policy issues . Bridges and
Pritchett, moreover, encouraged individualism among their followers, appalling bosses of hierarchically-controlled CIO unions who
were aghast at the freewheeling intra-union democracy which
maritime and lumber industry. unionists practiced. Since the CIO's
Northwest leaders approved of participatory democracy in the unions
and were loath to offend their radical unionists, the acrimonious
debates, once provoked by the Left, continued and flourished in the
democratic union environments that Bridges and Pritchett valued.
Left-inspired dialogues in 1937 and 1938 aroused strong suspicion
among CIO segments in the Northwest, primarily so-called ''pork
chop" unionists . Some of the latter were apolitical, and others
considered labor political action unlikely to produce many tangible
benefits for workingmen or labor organizations. Some of them,
former Wobblies, placed their faith in syndicalist assumptions that
workers' progress was achieved solely by persistently confronting the
"bosses" in economic arenas . The suspicious unionists grudgingly
conceded that radicals were militant and effective on the picket line
but, after listening to Left-provoked debates, concluded that
dialogues about European and Asiatic matters were totally irrelevant
to the CIO's concerns. Faced with the Left's persistence in raising
foreign affairs issues, many "pork chop" unionists decided that the
Left subverted the unions. In particular, they charged, the Left
unreasonably demanded that CIO unionists become troopers for a
variety of foreign policy Realpolitiks (alternately for collective
security against fascism, isolationism, and interventionism abroad)
as well as questionable programs for domestic political action, some
Leftists even arguing that CIO unions try to take control of the
Democratic Party in Washington and Oregonf2 In rebuttal to the
Left, AI Hartung (a stern opponent of IWA Leftists) retorted:
... the trade union movement should be only a trade union movement, with emphasis on
hours, wages, working conditions and extension of [labor] organization[s] ... Certainly
we should lend every effort toward electing liberal candidates and furthering
progressive political action, but don't let the tail wag the dog. If we could control any
[major) political party, we could accomplish much, but when any political party controls
us. we become only a cog in its machine."

In 1939, the Left gave "pork chop" unionists cause for much
greater concern. Leftists argued persuasively for stronger resistence
to aggression in Europe and Asia. Delegates to the ILWU national
convention, the majority of the IW A executive board, and leaders of
the Washington Industrial Union Council concurred with the Left's
view and, accordingly, called on unionists to boycott German, Italian
and Japanese goods~· The Left, meanwhile, urged that Japan be
deprived of American scrap iron, and pickets (supplied by non-labor
bodies, Chinese-Americans, and some CIO local unions and their
women's auxiliaries) marched to the waterfronts at Seattle,
Bellingham, Portland. and Astoria. Some pushing baby carriages and
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others waving placards, they picketed vessels on which scrap iron
shipments were scheduled. Longshoremen then honored the picket
lines, halting the loading of the ships until irate employers obtained
court orders compelling the longshoremen to work. IL WU leaders
pubicly encouraged this militance . But Bridges finally interceded,
commanding his unionists to cease their harassments of scrap iron
shippers lest shipowners transfer their operations to Atlantic and
Gulf Coast ports . Most ofthe longshoremen complied and, at Bridges'
suggestion, calls for a nationwide embargo against Japan replaced
the recent dockside activism. The ILWU local at Seattle, on the other
hand, insisted upon a last fling. There longshoremen respected picket
lines placed around the M.V. Bonnington Court and delayed its
sailing for a week. Only with the removal of the pickets, some of
whom municipal police sent to the "bucket," did the stubborn
longshoremen relent and load scrap iron ."
Left-formented activism against aggression in Europe and Asia,
however, scarcely gained momentum before Leftists declared it
unfashionable and, when Germany and Russia signed a nonagression pact on August 23, 1939, the Left urged Northwest
unionists to clamor for peace and American isolationism. Simultaneously Leftists abandoned their drives to "draft" Franklin Roosevelt
for a third presidential term; now they conditioned their support on
receiving proof that Roosevelt planned to continue his domestic
reformism and prevent American entry into World War II." In the
end, these strategems vastly benefitted the Left for it was able to
appeal to hordes of woodworkers, fishing industry and maritime
unionists who previously were unimpressed by "collective security"
and the Left's other interventionist proposals. Former Wobblies (an
important element in both woodworkers and maritime unions) still
harbored rancor for World War I repressions of labor radicals and,
therefore, saw great merit in the Left's anti-war preachings. More
importantly, many unionists looked favorably on the Left's
isolationism because, they feared, anti-war preachings . More
importantly, many unionists looked favorably on the Left's
isolationism because, they feared, anti-CIO employers and conservative politicians and CIO-hating electors were likely to reverse New
Deal labor reforms during wartime, justifying their anti-labor acts on
grounds of wartime necessity. Reminding unionists of adverse
conditions tolerated on West Coast waterfronts during World War I, a
veteran longshoreman remarked:
Although wages were high all during the war, the working conditions were very
dangerous. They were hauling out injured men right and left every day. There was
little or no safety precautions and maximum sling loads. The gear was never properly
inspected and the union could do nothing about it. 17

Backed by newly-enlisted admirers, the Left committed substantial
amounts of CIO union energies and finances to anti-war activities in
the Northwest, its strident campaign lasting until Germany attacked
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the Soviet Union in 1941. Sympathetic Northwest unionists were
rallied and opened their pocketbooks, eventually purchasing several
thousand copies of The Yanks Are Not Coming." An ILWU local
union at Portland, for instance, taxed its members five cents for each
of three months in order to purchase 1000 copies of The Yanks Are
Not Coming, 2000 anti-war window "stickers," 1000 copies of
another anti-war publication, Ashcan the "M" [Mobilization] Plan,
and ten dollars worth of "book matches" bearing isolationist
slogans." Elsewhere, the Portland Industrial Union Council resolved
"THAT THE YANKS ARE POSITIVELY NOT COMING," created
"Yanks-Are-Not-Coming Committees" to nurture peace sentiments,
and circulated "chain letters for peace." In Puget Sound towns,
maritime unionists formed "Keep America Out of War" committees
and endorsed a "peace petition" which Washington Commonwealthers circulated over the name of the Democratic Party organization for
King County. The Washington Industrial Union Council demanded
curbs on war profiteering, others called for "Jobs [But] Not More
Cannons," and several CIO groups urged Roosevelt to end the
European war by negotiations."' Later delegates to national
conventions of the woodworkers and maritime unions adopted strong
anti-war resolutions, the former threatening not to participate in any
war short of defending the United States from invasion."
When the Left displayed its clout and obviously persuasive talents,
winning the acquiesence of so many unionists for precipitately
shifting foreign policy proposals that seemed parallel to the
Communist Party's "Line," dedicated "pork chop" unionists
rebelled. They bitterly assailed the Left, saying it had squandered
precious CIO resources in the Pacific Northwest and caused
""conscionable neglect of essential CIO organizational work.
Thereby, their argument went, stubborn anti-CIO industrialists and
competing AFL unions were helped greatly in thwarting the CIO. The
charges not rebutted to the satisfaction of the complaints, the latter
formed an "Opposition" movement. The Opposition - primarily
woodworkers' union locals and district councils in Oregon and CIO
unions at Tacoma and Aberdeen, Washington - then marshalled its
forces in 1939 to resist the Left at every juncture.
In the first skirmishes, the Opposition severely criticized Bridge's
direction of CIO affairs in the Northwest. It loudly assailed the CIO's
Northwest publications, especially the Timberworker (Seattle) and
the Labor Newdealer (Portland) . In the end, the Opposition's
clamoring ensured removal of Nathaniel Honig, a veteran Communist
journalist who edited the Timberworker, but the Opposition's
displeasure continued until 1940, the editorial work of Honig's
successors persistently annoying the Opposition . In one instance,
angry Coos Bay, Oregon unionists declared that the Timberworker
was not even an "of'cial [G.IO] organ. ":12 The Opposition,
meanwhile, attacked on another front, deriding the Washington
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Commonwealth Federation which some woodworkers and many of
the CIO's maritime, fishery, and cannery industry unionists admired.
The Opposition characterized the Federation as "termites riding on
the [CIO's] coat tails" and stymied the Left's demands for national
CIO recognition of the Commonwealth Federation as "the political
vehicle of the labor movement in Washington .'' D
The Opposition, however, mounted its strongest offensive against
Harold Pritchett and his supporters who held IW A international
union offices and posts in several IW A district councils in
Washington . The groups fought doggedly during the summer and
autumn of 1939. Union halls and homes of Opposition leaders at
Aberdeen were vandalized in December, capping a long struggle
between the Opposition and the Left (the former in control of the local
union and the latter dominant in the Grays-Willapa Harbor District
Council)." Bitter controversies erupted when officers of the Northern
W ~shington District Council were elected and the Left won.25 The
IW A national convention, in the meanwhile, met at Klamath Falls in
June, 1939, providing a forum in which the Left and Opposition forces
vented their passions. The Opposition charged that Pritchett
permitted Communists to dominate the IW A, a charge denied by the
Left, but the Opposition forces considered their allegations proven
when the Left mustered sufficient votes to defeat a resolution barring
Communists from IW A membership and to pass an anti-war
resolution praising Franklin Roosevelt for thus far preserving
American neutrality.'"
Unable to prevail at the Klamath Falls convention or to lessen the
Left's power in IWA district councils in Washington, the Opposition
regrouped during the autumn. Then it campaigned vigorously to
replace Pritchett and his allies in a December, 1939 "referendum"
held to elect IWA international union officers. But it was to no avail,
the Opposition electing only Worth Lowery to an international union
vice-presidency. Frustrated at the ballot box, the Opposition renewed
its fight with the Left, officials of the Columbia River District Council
leading the attack by urging IW A local unions not to pay per capita
taxes to the international union. 77
The last round of turmoil forced the CIO to intervene for its
Northwest empire clearly was too insecure to withstand persistently
explosive divisions. Even the squabbling woodworker factions agreed
that their warfare might pave the way for an AFL resurgence in the
lumber industry. Furthermore, the Northwest troubles strengthened
vastly the arguments of Sidney Hillman and other CIO "right wing"
bosses who wanted John L. Lewis to curb the CIO's "Communist"
unionists everywhere .'" Lewis finally responded to "right wing"
pressures . Speaking at the CIO's 1939 national convention, he
denounced "witch hunts" but warned "budding young Communists" to cease their destructive machinations within CIO
unions .'" Then supervisory resport~ibility for the CIO's Northwest
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domain was transferred from Harry Bridges, the CIO Executive
Council abolishing his post of CIO West Coast Director. Richard
Francis and William Dalyrmple ("burly, hard-fisted veteran" of
Lewis's United Mine Workers' Union and the CIO's Steel Workers
Organizing Committee) were appointed by Lewis to oversee CIO
affairs in Washington and Oregon re spectively
The CIO lastly moved rapidly to prevent fatal splintering in the
woodworkers' unions. CIO emissaries opened negotiation s with the
forces led by Pritchett and Opposition leaders. Tactfully avoiding
discussion of past Left-Opposition issues (notably questions about
IW A "Communists"), John L. Lewis's agents persuaded both sides
to agree that factionalism must sub side and that CIO organizational
work in the Northwest needed cooperation from all. An agreement
was negotiated and eventually approved by both woodworkers' union
faction s; it required them to support unstintingly an expanded IW A
organizational drive under the supervision of an appointee of John L.
Lewis. The aim of the projected organizational campaign, the CIO
emphasized repeatedly to Northwest unionists, was to topple the
remaining lumber industry "barons" and AFL unions who had
stymied greater IW A growth and prosperity since 1937.
Shortly Lewis filled the slot of IW A Director of Organization,
naming to it Adolph Germer (former CIO Regional Director in the
Middle West and one leader ofthe CIO's recent historic conquests in
the steel, rubber, and automobile industries) ." Thus, hoping past
acrimony was mostly blunted, national CIO leaders predicted ever
greater harmony when their Northwest followers, led by Germer and
the state CIO directors in Washington and Oregon, were busied with
drives to expand. Accordingly, the CIO lectured Northwest unionists
again, telling them that they should capitalize on their unquestioned
militance and emulate the CIO's strikingly successful 1937
juggernauts against General Motors Corporation as well as steel and
rubber industry titans .
Germer, Dalyrmple and Francis designed aggressive organizational campaigns, repeatedly preached unity between the Left and
the Opposition, and patiently overlooked taunts from skeptics. To
reach the CIO' s ends for the IW A, Germer insisted upon total control
over all organizers assigned to the IW A organizational work and,
upon gaining unobstructed command, required the organizers to
abandon their "side interests" such as Yanks-Are-Not-Coming
committees. To appease the scowling Left,
however, Germer
compromised, appointing equal numbers of organizers deemed
friends of the Left and the Opposition?' Also, while not adamant, he
pleaded with woodworkers' union leaders to shun Communist
"peace mobilization" activities, especially the latter's massive peace
demonstrations scheduled for November 11, 1940. Participation of
IW A unionists, Germer argued, would detract from IW A organizational efforts and, more threatening, could result in another
.)IJ
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"Centralia affair" (referring to bloody clashes between American
Legionaires and Wobblies at Centralia, Washington on November 11,
1919) .33 In the end, Germer partly achieved the objectives that were
prescribed for the woodworkers' unions, directing drives that netted
for the IW A a substantial edge over AFL unions in important
Weyerhaeuser and Long-Bell Company lumber mills.
The trio of CIO agents (Germer, Dalyrmple and Francis), on the
other hand, made little headway in 1940 toward obliterating the
factional bickering among CIO unionists. Indeed, only a few months
elapsed before the Left and the Opposition were again at war, the
latter insisting anew that "Communists" and "Party Liners" still
impeded CIO economic progress and made it difficult to pursue
strictly "trade union matters." Furthermore, the Left exacerbated
the new quarrels by demanding the removal of Germer, Francis and
Dalyrmple from their posts, thus permitting local union organizations
again to determine their own destinies.34 According to Germer, the
CIO's "situation" in the Northwest was scarcely improved at all
following months of conciliation and CIO efforts to persuade the Left
and the Opposition to pull in unison . Later, he reported, both groups
had honed their "axes" and applied their "war paint ."" Less
patient than Germer, Dalyrmple and Francis worsened the latest
Left-Opposition turmoil by siding openly with the Opposition,
Dalyrmple angrily sending reminders to Oregon unions that the CIO
was "NOT a Communist Party." An exasperated Richard Francis
intemperately charged the "Communist element" wielded overweening influence in the CIO's West Coast unions ."
Unhappily for the CIO, the 1940 United States presidential
elections next compounded greatly its Northwest difficulties. CIO
leaders of national stature either supported Roosevelt and stoutly
defended his past foreign and domestic policies or flirted politically
with mavericks such as Senator Burton K. Wheeler while John L.
Lewis vacillated for months before finally backing Wend ell Wilkie,
the Republican Party' s nominee. Faced with contradictory political
signals, Northwest unionists made their own presidential choices,
only to divide once more along the old Left-Opposition lines which the
CIO preferred to banish . The Left, taking its cues from Harry Bridges
and the formal resolves of the 1940 ILWU national convention,
withheld approval of Roosevelt and later denied its endorsement
either to Republican or Democratic presidential nominees. Bridges,
for his part, sided with Lewis in supporting Wilkie." The Left,
Germer complained, consistently invoked Lewis's name and "CIO
policy" to justify its political course. 33
The Left's choices soon generated plenty of new controversy which
Germer, Dalyrmple and Francis could not mediate or, as a last resort,
stifle. Some IL WU unionist s at Portland and Puget Sound towns
noisily repudiated the Left's political stance, triggering a fight with
Bridges and his supporters that continued for many months." The
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Left and the Opposition clashed in the councils of the Oregon
Commonwealth Federation and the Portland Industrial Union
Council, the former ultimately losing part of its maritime and cannery
union adherents when the Commonwealth Federation endorsed
Roosevelt for a third term. The bolting unionists, it developed, could
not be appeased even when the Commonwealth Federation cited the
impeccable anti-war credentials of Robert LaFollette, Jr. and
conducted a write-in campaign to elect him Vice President of the
United States ... - More distressing to harmony-minded CIO spokesmen, the Left and the Opposition battled in the Washington
Industrial Union Council and deadlocked the 1940 convention of the
organization, forcing the CIO to assume control of the Council's
affairs. John L. Lewis appointed a committee of six, among them
Germer and Francis, to administer the Council until national CIO
chieftans could review Left-Opposition controversies more fully .••
But that interim solution enraged many Leftists, was resisted by
member IL WU unions, and generated speculation that Bridges was
prepared to withdraw his longshoremen and warehousemen from
the CIO."
.
Its unity teachings ignored, the CIO interposed heavy hands in the
Northwest, inviting genuine rapprochement between the Left and
Opposition but, until that time, backing the Opposition forces. John
L. Lewis first assigned a committee of three outside international
union officials (Philip Murray, Reid Robinson and George Ad des) to
rescue the Washington Industrial Union Council. The committee held
hearings and listened to contentions of both factions, but it accepted
affidavits containing new charges of Communist meddling that
greatly embarrassed the Left. Then another outsider, J. C. Lewis, was
appointed to administer the Council. Holding sway until March 1,
1941, J. C. Lewis finally restored the Council to local control but
prevented Leftists (now organized in a so-called Continuations
Committee) from disrupting the Council's 1941 convention and, to the
delight of the Opposition, kept so tight a rein on convention
procedures that the Left could not block passage of anti-Communist
resolutions nor elect its candidates to Council offices. 43
On other fronts, the CIO resorted to equally stern measures. It
reprimanded Northwest maritime unions for permitting internal
discord but did not intervene directly in those local unions. The CIO,
furthermore, brushed aside renewed demands from maritime
unionists and the International Fishermen and Allied Workers'
Union, both of whom opposed continuance of CIO supervision in the
Northwest at the hands of Germer, Dalyrmple and Francis... Even
more to the Left's chagrin, the CIO backed up Dalyrmple, enabling
him to keep a firm hand on the tillers of the 1941 Oregon CIO
convention and, among other anti-Left measures, the Labor
Newdealer (long accused of supporting the Left) was "dump[ed]" as
the "official organ of the CIO in Oregon .,.,
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Saving the CIO's trouble-ridden woodworkers' unions, meanwhile,
was given the highest priority, an end that proved exceedingly
difficult to reach. Late in 1940, the Left called for the dismissal of
Germer as IW A Director of Organization. Speaking for the Left, IW A
President O.M. Orton accused Germer of needless meddling and
inept direction of organizational affairs." More importantly, the Left
demanded abrogation of the earlier agreement between the CIO and
IW A by which Germer had been placed in his organizational post.
Philip Murray- successor to John L. Lewis as President of the CIO
- rejected the demands.47 Another battle began.
The Left reiterated its charges against Germer. Philip Murray, still
unimpressed by the allegations, agreed nevertheless to a review ,
appointing for that purpose a three-member committee~ The
committee held hearings, the most lengthy portion of which was
pro-Germer testimony, and reported to Murray that the charges
against Germer were unfounded, and it also upheld the legality of the
· agreement by which the CIO, through Germer, controlled IWA
organizational activity.¥> Angered, the IW A international union
executive board unilaterally terminated the agreement just declared
legal, whereupon the CIO nullified the board's action.50 The board
replied by dismissing Germer's organizational staff, only to cause the
Opposition faction, on the initiative of Columbia River district unions,
to create a Woodworkers' Organizing Committee.
Both sides now loudly proclaimed command of the woodworkers'
rank-and-file, but the Left soon lost ground. In May, 1941, the IWA
Executive Board called a strike of 22,000 woodworkers and resisted
National Mediation Board efforts to end it. The strike produced
meager economic gains for woodworkers and, in the meantime,
infuriated Philip Murray (a member of the Mediation Board), thus
ensuring redoubled CIO efforts to ensure that the Opposition forces
attained undisputed supremacy .51 Furthermore, the abortive strike
nearly exhausted the Left's credit with rank-and-file unionists who
had long supported Left leaders, and shortly it vanished. Germany
attacked the Soviet Union in 1941, and the Left leaders abruptly
decried the isolationism which they had so fervently advocated. Orton
and Bridges spoke more cautiously, denouncing "armed intervention" or sending an American "expeditionary force" abroad but, in
the end, praised the same Roosevelt neutrality policies which the Left
had berated." Consequently, past skeptics of Opposition allegations
now required no more proof; in their view, the Opposition had
correctly labeled Leftists as, at best, secondarily trades unionists.
IW A Leftists made a last stand in October, 1941. At the IW A
national convention, they failed to prevent changes in the voting rules
which gave large local unions (notably Opposition-supporting
Columbia River district unions) greater clout. The Left's cause, thus,
was doomed, and it was able neither to stop passage of measures
barring "Communists" from IW A membership nor prevent the
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election of Worth Lowery and Opposition faction supporters to the
IW A Executive Board .53 The triumphant IW A Opposition then
initiated the process of winning control of those IW A district councils
in which the Left was entrenched. In the meanwhile, the IW A
Executive Board signed an agreement with the CIO, retaining
Germer as IWA Director of Organization.
"Pork chop" unionists, in the end, had the last word in the
woodworkers' unions, and CIO officials breathed long sighs of relief.
At last, the CIO's largest union in the Pacific Northwest, alongside
the CIO's industrial union councils in Oregon and Washington, was
no longer so vulnerable to "damnable bickering." CIO leaders even
hoped that the IW A might yet serve as a model, under CIO tutelage,
for the harmonious industrial unionism which the CIO desired among
all of its Pacific Northwest followers .
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Ernestine Smutny, Book Review Editor
WOMEN POETS OF THE WEST: An Anthology, 1850-1950, Selected and Edited by A.
Thomas Trusky . (Boise. Ahsahta Press, Boise State University, 1978. 92p . paper,
$4 .95)
MY SEASONS, by Haniel Long. (Boise . Ahsahta Press, Boise State University, 1978.
52p. paper, $4 .95)
THE SELECTED POEMS OF H.L. DAVIS. (Boise, Ahsahta Press, Boise State
University , 1978. 57p. paper, $4 .95)
Three more fine volumes by modern poets have recently been added to a series
published by the Ahsahta Press and devoted to poetry of the American West. Women
Poets of the West: An Anthology, 1850-1950, begins with Eliza R. Snow, who, as the
wife in plural marriage to Brigham Young, rose to be leader of the Mormon women .
The volume ends with the poetry of Peggy Simson Curry. still writing and lecturing in
Wyoming. One can trace the evolution in form from the traditional poetic forms used
by Snow with their restricting emphasis on rhyme to freer rhythms of Curry. Yet
though the forms have changed, the poets share many themes in common: the
predominance of the western landscape, its strange beauty, its silence, endless space
and starkness. a landscape that often destroys, or at least embitters, its inhabitants.
"Sheep Herding." by Sharlot Hall, tells the tale of lonely shepherds, one who dies and
whose body was guarded for months by his dog in a "narrow circle : where the sheep
would not cross ... A guarding dog, too weak to lift his head, I Who licks a still hand
shriveled in the sun." In "The Stoic." by Gwen dol en Haste, a woman whose "little
hopes had fled I Down through those racking, windy , drouth-filled years," has
nevertheless met all disaster with a "wordless, rigid pride."
The theme of people who have been broken by the landscape they have tried to
possess persists in the later poetry, for example, in Nellie Burget Miller's "The
Woman in the Field." She has become a "passive scarecrow," who does not speak and
upon whose 'uncomplaining lips,' "Fate" has set a seal. Nevertheless, the later
poetry .is more concerned with the beauty and spiritually reviving quality of the western
landscape than with its destructive powers . Curry's "Driving Down from the Big
Horns"likens the experience to the lift and fall of a river wheel that "lifts a river, lifts
it up I And turns and turns it down - even as the heart I Now turns the mountains, sky
and sun in flight I To one vast arc of flowing earth and light."
Haniel Long's My Seasons has been influenced by Classical and Biblical literature
and by the New Mexican landscape with its people . Yet these influences bear on at
least one common theme: respect for life and the earth from which it sprang. In
"Achilles ' Farewell to the Daughters of Lycomedes,'' the Greek hero, who, before his
birth, "the iron gods had willed I That I should kill and be killed," wants to be
remembered as a healer, as the one who taught them "the occult writings of the leaves
I How each herb smells and feels, I And even though deadly renders each his potion I
That pacifies and heals."
In "For Tony, at Easter, " religious feeling blends with love for life and the earth.
"One of our seasons is life and one is death. I And Easter is our festival for we I Are
the earth, its mortal and immortal breath."
Compared to the poetry in the first two volumes discussed, The Selected Poems of
H.L. Davis are characterized by a quite different voice , at times almost too prosaic. Yet
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his images of nature are sharp and very quickly draw one into the landscape he is
describing. In "The Valley Harvest," for example, "The hay falls like sand falling in a
high wind I When the weeds blow and fly - but steady the sand falls I It is harvest,
harvest . honey in the horn."
For readers who don't particularly care for poetry that is dominated by political
protest . some of the later " unpublished" poems may be disappointing. A strain of
racism pervades "The Standards," a satire on the Negro, Paul Robeson, and the Jew,
Howard Fast . and their short romance with Communism. Yet some poems reveal no
loss in capacity for etching the landscape in the reader's mind. "The land 's dark except
where a light wind weaves I Threads of faint starlight in the cottonwood leaves. I The
land is silent except for the sound I Of gray lupin shutting with the cooling ground. I
The land is old . I may have laid my bed I Tonight, on somebody I once knew who is
dead."
In any event, one should read poetry for what illuminates or adds to his own
particular experience and ignore what does not. Davis has a unique voice that one
would be the poorer for not having heard.
These attractive and inexpensive editions are a welcome addition to the Western
bookshelf.
Marge Bruce, Raymond-Callison College, U.O.P.
AT THE BANKS OF THE EEL: An Early History of Grizzly Bluff, Waddington, Price
Creek and Howe Creek, by Denis P. Edeline. (Arcata, The Author, [1085 Buttermilk
Lane, CA 95521] 1978. 170p., illus ., ports ., sketch maps. paper, $7.95)
The author, an eighteen-year-old history buff and honor student holding down two
part time jobs, spent 1-112 years of his spare time researching this book as a memorial
to the Grizzly Bluff-Waddington area , its early pioneers and present day "old timers."
Interested in genealogy, his family being early settlers in the county, he spent many
hours searching in newspaper files, courthouse records , and library resources. He also
interviewed many old timers, a resource too often neglected till too late and one that
takes time, tact and caring.
This information, so painstakingly collected, is presented in a series of topical ,
geographical and biographical sketches, arranged by location. Each area also has its
own bibliography and a list of old homes with some photographs. In addition there are
chapters on the Eel River, Pioneer Families and Early Homes, the latter two with many
photographs.
Mr. Edeline not only researched and prepared the manuscript but set the type and
printed this book. He graciously thanks all those who helped with research, photos and
proof-reading. This is an outstanding example of well done local history by a
competent, industrious, dedicated amateur, one of those all too seldomly appreciated
few who make most recorded local history possible.
Virginia L. Struhsaker, Retired Public Librarian
IMAGES OF A CALIFORNIA CENTURY: A Meeting of Three Cultures, .Northern
California 1848-1876, Southern California 1848-1876. (Berkeley, University of
California, University Extension , 1978. Three cassettes, $36.00, individually $13.00
except Northern California, $15.00)
CALIFORNIA BEFORE 1846: Mission Archive Sources in California History, Tracking
Down California's Past, Computerizing California's Past, The California Syndrome,
Federal Archives . (Berkeley, University of California, University Extension, 1978.
Four cassettes, $46.00, individually $13.00; complete , 7 cassettes in album, $82.00)
Seven cassette tapes from two separate conferences held in California within the last
three years comprise this series. The collection is thus in two parts, the first, composed
of over three hours of tapes entitled "Images of a California Century," traces major
events of the history of this area from 1776-1876. The second, "Three Dimensional
Culture : California Before 1846," is an overview of sourc·es of data for this era.
As California history material on tape is rather limited for general distribution, at
least part of this collection might be worthy of purchase by those having need for data
in this form . One should be aware that all of these tapes were made in a typical
symposium situation with corresponding compromises in tonal quality due to size of
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rooms. audience noise, etc. Relative to the above, it would appear that when the tapes
were made. not much thought was given to their future use. Also, the tapes themselves
are not protected against accidental erasure, a feature that should be provided. All of
the tapes trail off at the end without any brief statement to indicate if the discussion is
continued on the other side or if it is complete. Such comments would add to smoother
transition and more convenient use.
Of the seven tapes the three entitled "Images of a California Century" are
particularly useful and offer the greatest contribution. Here professors from three
California colleges present summaries of events covering the complex era of
development from 1776-1876.
While there is no newly discovered information in these presentations . one cannot
help but admire the knowledge and ability shown in summarizing a complicated series
of events. Such summaries involve a great deal of thought and evaluation and are
useful to the novice and professional historian alike. The first of the tapes offers good.
clear summary statements about major aspects of the California Indians . Missions.
ranchos. and the beginnings of foreign (particularly U.S.) influence. This is followed by
an excellent summary of the sequence of events surrounding changes in Alta California
population and racial conflict in Northern California from 1848-1876. A final segment
comprises a similar presentation for Southern California with emphasis upon the
traditions of the Mexican period and their eventual fate.
·
"Three Dimensional Culture ; California Before 1846," consisting of four tapes. does
not have the factual/conceptual strength that justifies placing such information in
taped form. All of these cassettes deal with sources of research data on the pre -historic
as well as the Spanish and Mexican Periods. One tape offers a summary of the nature
of materials on the Missions available at the Santa Barbara Mission-Archives. but one
is led to think that such information would surely be available in printed form. Such an
observation could be applied to another tape on Federal Archives and Records centers
in Los Angeles and San Fr~ncisco; this tape is less useful as part of it is narration of
transparencies which, of course. are not available to the potential purchaser of the
tape. The two remaining tapes treat in a rather rudimentary manner computerization of
pre -1846 data obtained through archaeology and other sources. but the presentations .
while fine for those attending the symposium, do not seem worth the expense and
trouble using on tape.
A part of this section entitled "The California Syndrome" contains a presentation by
a U .C. Santa Barbara professor about why Californians traditionally do not care about
their past. Such a presentation does not stand well alone and presents a subject to
which there is definitely another side, a side that, unfortunately. no speaker was asked
to take .
On balance . the tapes are a useful record of the conferences. but except for the
"Images" their appeal will be limited.
Raymond W. Hillman, Curator of History
Pioneer Museum and Haggin Galleries, Stockton
BETWEEN THE LINES - THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN SHASTA COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA, 1853-1977, compiled by Veronica Satorius. (Redding, St. Joseph
Parish 12040 Walnut Ave .. CA 96001] 1978. 414p., illus., sketch maps. appendices,
index, $10.00. $11.60 postpaid)
This latest addition to the growing collection of California Catholic history is
basically a compilation of Shasta County newspaper articles concerning Catholic
activities in this beautiful but rugged part of northern California . lnterpersed among
them are a number of relevant items taken from other sources such as the records
kept by California's first archbishop. JosephS. Alemany. as well as several early local
baptismal registers. Quotations from early-day letters and others solicited by the
author from members of pioneer area families add still another dimension to Satorius'
important work.
Basically the entries are organized chronologically by community, with the first
section covering the entire county (except for Redding) from 1853 through 1977. The
second section is devoted to the Redding parish from 1903 to the present. Separate
sections cover the history of the Mercy Medical Center operated by the Sisters of
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Mercy. the Catholic cemeteries of the county. and the Sisters of the Holy Family in
Redding.
Over 130 fine photographs enhance the 400-plus-page book; the format is excellent
and the print is very readable .
Potential readers and / or purchasers are to be cautioned that the material is , as the
title page tells us. a "compilation" rather than a finished product. The author's
purpose was to bring to the public the source materials of her topic - and this she has
done well. No attempt was made to critically examine each bit of information, although
Satorius did note obvious errors whenever they appeared in newspaper articles .
Th e book is literally a gold mine of source materials and hard -to-come -by
information on the establishment and growth of the Catholic Church in California's
mountainous north -central country. and as such will be most useful to future
researchers. Not to be overlooked, too, is its genealogical value. particularly to the
descendants of those rugged pioneers who settled in Shasta County.
Public and college libraries. and all readers who are particularly interested in the
Catholic history of California . should purchase copies for their collections .
Robert Bonta, Editor, San Joaquin Historian
HISTORY OF THE WESTWARD MOVEMENT by Frederick Merk. (New York, Alfred
A. Knopf. 1978. 660p .. illus .. maps, bibliog. , index. $20 .00)
History of the Westward Movement is based upon the Harvard lectures of the late
Frederick Merk , whose course on the American West was dubbed "Wagon Wheels"
by his students. Merk seems to have been a teacher first, writer second. A protege of
Frederick Jackson Turner, Merk simply assumes rather than asserts the frontier thesis
of American history.
Merk's comprehensive account of the American frontier begins with the
establishment of the English colonies in the 1600's, continues with the story of the
settlement of the trans-Mississippi West and concludes with an argument for the
necessity of land-use planning. A fine narrative historian, Merk takes great pains at
practically all points of his story to illustrate the way in which the physical geography of
the various sections of the West determined the social , economic , and cultural
development of the distinct regions. His account of the Mormon settlement of the
Great Basin is perhaps the finest example of this mode of analysis . Finally, Merk has
some very substantial criticisms to make of the manner in which "civilization" was
advanced on the American frontier: "Conquest, speculation, exploitation, and violence
were all part of this crusade into the wilderness . They were the harsher realities of the
movement. and the source of some of the nation's present problems. They were a
reflection of a society, dynamic, determined in the face of resistance. rising on
successive frontiers from youth to maturity .' '
Those who would have liked to take Merk's "Wagon Wheels" course and could not
will enjoy this text; those who did will find new material to supplement the lectures
they remember.
Bart Harloe, University of the Pacific
THE AMAZING ADVENTURES OF LORD GORE: A True Saga From the Old West,
Written and illustrated by Jack Roberts . (Silverton, Colorado, Sundance
Publications. Limited, 1977. 220p. , illus. [part col.), ports., sketch maps, facsims,
bibliog .. index . $22 .50)
As handsome and intriguing as its subject, Lord Gore, this unique offbeat title began
in a very off-hand way. The author, a self-avowed painter of cowboys and saloon
characters. was commissioned in 1964 to paint a series of pictures to decorate a private
club. the Lord Gore Club at Vail. As background for this, Roberts researched available
Gore data and toured Gore country. Intrigued, he consulted a professional Gore
researcher. discovering many legends but few facts, not even one portrait and only a
sketchy physical description . Even Gore's few papers had been burnt in World War II.
When the Gore Club paintings, based on available information , had been completed
and well received, Roberts, now completely captivated by Gore, the Victorian dandy,
the class-conscious feudal superior, the comfort-loving, gourmet explorer who
successfully adopted the Indian way of life, continued his search for Gore the man, not
the legend, in books, manuscripts, journals, documents and other primary sources .
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Here he presents the results of his fourteen-year search in a fascinating picture book
rich in paintings, drawings, maps and reproductions of some of the primary source
evidence and, quoting him, "as few words as possible." Much of the story has been
built on surmise but, where historical data has been available, it has been included.
This is not a "proper" history - indeed it proclaims that it is not - but an eye
catching. fascinating presentation of a once-in-an-era personality in a period and place
where it could prevail. .. the improbable Gore and his amazing adventures.
Virginia L. Struhsaker, Retired Public Librarian
CANYON DE CHELLY: Its People and Rock Art, by Campbell Grant. (Tucson,
University of Arizona Press, 1978. 290p., photographs, illus .. maps, appendices.
index . $19.50, paper, $5.95)
One of the most difficult tasks which faces the archaeologist and anthropologist is
translating the often tedious minutiae which constitute the raw data of the discipline
into a coherent and readable format which will be intelligible to the interested layman.
Campbell Grant , himself an artist and art historian, has increasingly emerged as a
master of this genre. This book, his fifth on the rather specialized area of "rock art ." is
a beautiful example of synthesis and proof that a retelling of the past need be neither
dull nor superficial. Using the spectacular Canyon de Chelly as the locus, he weaves an
interesting and accurate portrait of the area as both a geological environment and a
setting in which a multitude of human dramas have been enacted. It is a fine
introduction to the cultural history of this relatively isolated high-desert country,
beginning with the hunting and gathering Basketmaker Cultures through the great
Pueblo-dwelling farmers and the later Athapascan (Apache and Navajo) and
European incursions. It is filled with enough chronologies. maps, and diagrams for
even the most ardent amateur archeologist, yet the narrative never becomes too
technical. His skillful handling of the complex interactions of the various Native
American groups reads more like a novel than a monograph, a particularly admirable
achievement which is most evident in his treatment of the Canyon Rock Art (Part 4).
Here he turns what most people would consider primitive doodlings into a detective
story and reveals them as a source of ethnographic data and interpretation, as he has
done before for the Chumash Indians of California and in the Coos Range and Baja
California areas.
The University of Arizona Press is to be congratulated for both their excellent layout
and production of the book, much of which depends upon clear replications of the
numerous photographs, and for keeping the price low enough that not only can most
people afford to buy it. but can (and probably will want to) give copies as gifts. For
those moved to visit Canyon de Chelly, Grant provides a survey of the canyon's rock art
sites. Visitors are not allowed in all areas described, but enough· sites are open to give
the tourist a taste of the fascination Grant feels for this unusual art form as well as the
sense of awe in which many of the contemporary Indian residents still hold these
fragile and mysterious markings from the past. For anyone with the slightest interest
in one of America's most scenic and historical areas this book is a must.
Bruce La Brack - Raymond Callison College - UOP
A COMPANION TO CALIFORNIA. by James D. Hart. (New York. Oxford University
Press , 1978. 504p., maps, chronological index, $22 .50)
James Hart, author of the Oxford Companion to American Literature, has produced
another Companion , this one a neat, one-volume encyclopedic reference book
pertaining to the Golden State. Some 3,000 entries in alphabetical order from abalone
to Adolph Zukor inform the reader through its 500-plus pages. The massive work is
cross-referenced, and a separate chronological index covering the years from 1510 to
1978 is appended. The entries are clear, concise, well written; they range in length
from several sentences to as much as a page per entry .
This book will prove to be a popular title for both quick reference and pleasure
reading. It belongs in all public and school library collections, and should be in ·every
junior-high and high school history classroom as well . Home collectors should by all
means purchase a copy, and place it on the bookshelf alongside William Abeloe's
Historic Spots in California and Erwin Gudde's California Gold Camps.
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There are several inherent problems in an undertaking of this nature and magnitude.
as Hart points out in his preface. The choice of subjects to be included (and excluded!)
and the space to be devoted to each are necessarily very subjective in nature . Not
everyone will agree with the relative importance he has given each entry. but he
certainly cannot be faulted for that. Also. the larger the work and the greater the
complexity of the subject. the greater will be the probability of error. Considering the
sheer size. diversity. and history of this huge state, he has done an excellent job of
research and organization. A spot check of San Joaquin County area entries reveals
several errors. but whatever errors have slipped into this first publication should not
detract from the overall value of the book .
All in all. A Companion to California is a first-of-its-kind on the state. and an
important contribution to its body of literature. James Hart is to be commended for
having undertaken such a formidable task. and for having brought it to a successful
completion.
Robert Bonta, author of "The Cross in the Valley"
THE ZUNIS OF CIBOLA . by C. Gregory Crampton. (Salt Lake City, 1977. 201p., ill us ..
ports .. map. bibliog .. index. $15.00)
The Zuni Indians possess a unique language. culture, and history unrelated to any
group of contemporary Americans. For over five hundred years the Zuni people have
developed their society and culture against many challenges from Indian neighbors,
from the Spanish. the Missions and the Americans. They have selected what they
wished from the other cultures but they have never lost sight of their own identity.
Well known for his studies in historical archeology in Glen Canyon, Dr. Crampton
spent thirty years studying the Zuni Indians, and The Zunis of Cibola is a lively but
scholarly book on their history. It includes the tribe's oral history version of its own
past and an exhaustive bibliography . A guide to more specialized sources is furnished
by the extensive notes.
There is a wide selection of beautiful black and white photographs. many of them
from Dr. Crampton's portfolio. Other photographs are the result of the Nineteenth
Century efforts in ethnographic photography by Hellers, Vroman, Nusbaum, Wittick
and Black.
Anyone interested in the Indian culture of the Southwest should include this book in
Martha Seffer O'Bryon, University of the Pacific
his library.
GERMAN ARTIST ON THE TEXAS FRONTIER: Friedrich Richard Petri, by William
W. Newcomb, Jr. with MaryS. Carnahan . (Austin, University of Texas Press, 1978.
240p., illus. [part col.]. map, bibliog ., index . $19.95)
In the preface of this book about Texas frontier days and the peoples involved, the
author indicates that the volume "reproduces as faithfully as possible representative
examples of his (Petri's) student works and the bulk of all the drawings and paintings
he did in America.' ' One discovers that Friedrich Richard Petri had come to Texas from
Germany in 1850. along with his close friend and brother-in-law, Hermann Lungkwitz a talented and productive landscape painter.
Petri was academically trained in art and had received a number of awards and
honors for his work while still a student. His ability to capture reality in a faithful and
sensitive manner stood him in good stead on the Texas frontier, for he was able to do
accurate portray~ls ofthe various ethnic groups. His Indian paintings and drawings are
of the "true-to-life" variety, reducing the fantasy that seemed so much a part of many
other artists' Indian renderings.
In chapter two, the authors give a studied resume of the "Texas Scene" of the
1800's. The many Indian tribes, Spanish adventurer groups, French and
Anglo-American explorers lent a wildly varied quality to the scene and life of the area .
The Indians. for the most part, suffered disastrously from diseases introduced by the
Europeans -often to near extinction for a number of tribes. Those that survived with
greater success were the ones who did not participate in mission life but chose to
continue their own ways in isolation from the "Europeans."
By the time we read chapter 5, "Richard Petri's Indians," the stage is set and the
characters established. As clearly and precisely as Petri saw his Indian subjects, he
"did not abandon the artistic conventions in which he had trained ." He organized his
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pictures with an eye to staging the presentation as appropriately as the situation
required. Many of Petri's pictures are described and discussed from several points of
view. The writing carries the reader along with a well documented historical panorama.
An interesting innovation puts footnotes into the margins of the pages where their
positions are convenient to the reference number in the body of the text.
This book is not the coffee-table decoration so often given as a gift; it is a solidly
put-together. no-nonsense study about a fine German artist on the Texas frontier.
Richard Reynolds, College of the Pacific, U.O.P.
MONTANA: Images of the Past. by William E. Farr and K. Ross Toole. (Boulder.
Pruett Publishing Company, 1978. 280p., illus ., map, index. $35.00)
Two history professors from the University of Montana have compiled this
remarkable collection of more than 300 photographs depicting virtually every aspect of
life in Montana during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The pictures,
gathered from archive and attic alike . range from works by professional photographers
to casual snapshots of family outings. As Professor Farr states in the Preface, "the
basis for selection ... was not print quality. nor artistic merit, but the historical
information the photograph(s) conveyed .··
The well -written narrative introducing each chapter provides needed historical
background on topics such as mining. the lumber industry. and homesteading. but it is
overshadowed by the appeal of the photographs. The faces of the miners. lumberjacks .
homesteaders. cowboys . Indians. and their families speak of the hardships endured
and the rewards enjoyed as Montana grew and prospered.
Montana: Images of the Past will enrich historical collections and personal libraries
equally. as well as provide hours of enjoyment for even the most amateur of Western
enthusiasts.
Deborah Westler, University of the Pacific Library
VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURE OF PORT TOWNSEND, WASHINGTON, by Allen T.
Denison and Wallace K. Huntington . (Seattle. Hancock ·House, Ltd .. 1978. 176p ..
illus .. maps , bibliog., glossary, index. $17.95)
This is a handsome. lavishly illustrated. meticulously researched photo/historical
study of one of the finest examples of a Victorian seacoast town on the west coast. Port
Townsend. by a lucky chance. escaped the fate of so many 19th century American
towns lost to the widespread and destructive post-World War II era of massive
destruction and shoddy reconstruction. It lost a few structures to fire and
modernization , but at first kind neglect and then skillful and knowledgeable
preservation and restoration saved the tangible buildings and intangible charm of this
Victorian town.
After a background chapter on the history of Port Townsend, orientation maps of the
area and town, and comments on Victorian construction and its costs, historical
sketches and photographs are presented of 21 commercial and public buildings, 2
churches. 22 residences , and 4 miscellaneous structures. Besides photos of complete·
buildings . there are numerous close-ups of architectural details and some interiors as
well as early newspaper and brochure views.
Both authors are well qualified. Huntington, a well -known Portland landscape
architect, is an established authority on Pacific Northwestern Victorian architecture,
while Denison. a Port Townsend resident since '72, has taken hundreds of photographs
of the town's architecture and researched extensively its early history via old
assessment records and deeds, fire insurance maps and period newspapers.
Victorian Architecture should delight local history buffs , inspire and guide Historic
Building Surveyors and add to our recorded and illustrated architectural' heritage.
Virginia L. Struhsaker, Retired Public Librarian
THE BIG DROPS: Ten Legendary Rapids, by Robert 0 . Collins and Roderick Nash .
Color photographs by John Blaustein . (San Francisco, Sierra Club Books, 1978.
256p., illus. [part col.], maps. bibliog., selected index. $18.50)
Can an academic dean and a history professor find happiness in rafting down rivers
which are filled with deadly possibility? Apparently, for Collins and Nash, yes.
The Big Drops is an exciting marriage of past understanding , present enjoyment and
future predictions of a country suffering from short-sighted, power hungry decisions.
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The book has delicate verbal and visual images. Obviously, the authors enjoy sharing
their excitement and deep pleasure in whitewater rafting.
Do they want to convert people to whitewater rafting? Probably not. The authors are
all too familiar with a common plague afflicting our wilderness areas - loving them to
death . But it is going to be difficult to keep people off of the rivers after they learn
something of the excitement available there . so Collins and Nash write with mixed
feelings.
They weave the past to the present with scholarly clarity and wit. They admire Major
John Wesley Powell who could read the "Rock Record' " as the scholar he was. His
judgments still stand . Historians . keenly aware of mistakes often made by pioneering
minds. appreciate Powell's accomplishments all the more.
The color plates are a credit to both the photographer and the publisher. One
wonders how many more photographs John Blaustein has which ought to be shared
with people who are all too often spectators of whitewater river rafting rather than
participants.
Although this reviewer is more of a river mouse than a river rat. he knows something
of the excitement of wondering who will win - the river or the challengers. Even with
some experience. however. I was not familiar with all of the terms used by the authors
and would have welcomed a glossary. Blaustein's photographs in the glossary would
have been pleasurable and enlightening.
As a fitting and ominous close. almost like a benediction, the authors list Big Drops
destroyed by damming the river flow to obtain hydroelectric power. Perhaps opposition
to the mindless advance of "civilization " will prevent the further destruction of
whitewater rivers . Such destruction would make this exciting book merely historically
interesting. Losing the chance to raft down the rivers would be tragic:
This book should be read by those who would like to know the affection for the ·grand
and solemn open spaces which leads to inner reflection and the excitement of knowing
that "man . not equipment" rapids lie ahead. The two emotions, affection and
excitement. are not dissimilar. If any book argues well for the need to preserve the
soul-building parts of nature . this one does. I hope the argument is heeded.

0 . Boyd Mathias, Raymond/Callison College, UOP

Lava Falls, The Grand Canyon. Photograph by John Blaustein from THE BIG DROPS:
Ten Legendary Rapids by Roderick Nash and Robert Collings. Published by Sierra
Club Books
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SHINING CLARITY: God and Man in the Works of Robinson Jeffers, by Marian
Beilke, Illustrated by Kenneth Jack and Lumir Sindelar. (Amador City, CA.
Quintessence Publications [356 Bunker Hill Rd. , CA 95601], 1977. 300 p ., illus .,
ports .. bibliog ., index . $20 .00)
That at once horrible and awesome poet Robinson Jeffers continues to be the subject
of intense investigation. In Shining Clarity one finds a paradigm of this Jeffers
Renaissance : little known poetry is rediscovered; author and friends, critics and poets,
sing of and to the god-man of word ; a major theme is skillfully unwrapped and, if not
laid bare, certainly exposed for all to see.
To understand this theme. "God and Man in the Works of Robinson J effers ," Beilke
sensibly follows a chronological scheme. This allows him to trace the poet's
development and to comment upon his increasing intensity . As Jeffers moved between
World Wars, he became increasingly alarmed at America's failure to understand the
vortex into which she was being pulled by her own doing. J effers saw a man-centered
universe with peoples and nature being used to temporarily satisfy man's
anthropocentric bent . To point up the dangers of this disease and, better, to
demonstrate the beauty of a harmonious universe in which each part realizes its
relationship to the whole, Jeffers poeticized what can only be considered propaganda.
So much did he believe that man was denying himself an honest realization of his and
nature's place that he drew metaphors from the human condition to bitterly oppose and
graphically illustrate man's misconduct . A crippled President, an incestuous family . a
seaside cove strewed with litter and spent condoms, dug-out hillsides and burned-out
forests ... whatever was beautiful and natural bore a cancer of man's making.
And the critics have loved and hated and misunderstood Jeffers while not moving
from his metaphor to his message . Jeffers sought to " wash it [one's conscience] clean
to receive the transhuman beauty ..... Beilke understands as many would but few can,
that J effers was a prophet who saw God without man's devices. His study speaks to the
difficulty of Jeffers' canon .
For the collector, Shining Clarity is beautiful; for the Jeffers scholar, it is necessary;
for the seeker, it is difficult and requires preparation . Shining Clarity was years in the
making: only time can condition man to contemplate the poet's stance .
James Shebl, University of the Pacific
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Notes from the Book Editor
Ernestine Smutny

A PERSONAL NAME INDEX TO ORTON'S "RECORDS OF CALIFORNIA MEN IN
THE WAR OF THE REBELLION, 1861 -1867", Compiled by J . Carlyle Parker.
(Detroit. Gale Research Company. 1978. 153p .. Gale Genealogy and Local History
Series Volume 5. $22.00)
It may be possible to find an error in this index of 14 ,445 names. but it will not be
easy; a random two-way search of over 100 entries did not disclose even one. It is easy.
however . to praise the tenacity and determination which saw to completion the tedious
and exacting task of listing and alphabetizing thousands of names from the small print
of the no-longer white pages of Orton's monument~! and unmanageable register.
Parker states that he has listed the names as they appear, without attempting to
identify duplications. He has also not attempted to distinguish between different men
of the same name . so that. for example, the 28 entries under John Smith include a few
not identified by place of enrollment, etc. where the entry might not be unique . He has
also indexed the names of political and military leaders mentioned in some of the
historical narratives. including the Indians whose names are recorded.
As a supplementary list and one which will be especially appreciated Parker repeats
the names and references for the 31 blacks so identified in Orton .
Obviously all libraries and individuals seeking historical or genealogical information
need this INDEX . Parker's short but excellent Introduction should be read for its
"scope notes." information on securing service records and advice on further
searching. We should also mention that Gale has just reprinted Orton, which is good
news for those who lack it.
HERBERT EUGENE BOLTON- The Historian and the Man, 1870-1953, by John
Francis Bannon. (Tucson, University of Arizona Press, 1978. 296p. , illus .. ports.,
sketch map. notes, bibliog. essay. appendices (Bolton's Published Works; Bolton's
Academic Progeny) $15.00, paper $8.95)
Only " one of Bolton's boys" could truly do justice to the career of this prolific
scholar and inspiring teacher; Bannon, one of his most distinguished students, has
prepared a fascinating biography which relates the background and many highlights of
that career. Bolton argued eloquently that the history of the United States must include
its Spanish Colonial period; through his intensive research in Mexico and Spanish
Archives augmented by careful and repeated site examinations he gained renown as
the foremost authority on the Spanish in America and what came to be called the
Spanish borderlands . Bannon is obviously fond of his old mentor, but he mentions his
faults as well as his virtues. giving us a well-rounded picture of a man who was warm,
humorous and very human as well as the most innovative, versatile and productive
historian of America.
VICTORIA'S LEGACY: Tours of San Francisco Bay Area Architecture, by Judith Lynch
Waldhorn & Sally B. Woodbridge. Drawings by Wendy Wheeler. (San Francisco,
101 Productions. 1978. 224p .. illus .. sketch maps, glossary, bibliog., index. paper,
$5.95)
Waldhorn and Woodbridge. already credited with two highly successful books on
San Francisco Bay Area architecture , combine their talents to produce walking/riding
tours to charm the growing numbers who are enchanted with "Victoria's legacy" of
delightful homes.
Illustrated with both photographs and line drawings which show full facades or
close-up details . the text briefly explains the background of the times and conditions
that allowed such joyful exuberances to flourish . Information on the architects and
builders as well as the glossary and notes on the individual houses of each tour make
this an excellent guide for the beginners as well as the more experienced anywhere
Victorians may still be found .
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THE SANSEI: SOCIAL INTERACTION AND ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION AMONG
THE THIRD GENERATION JAPANESE. by Fumiko Hosokawa. (San Francisco. R &
E Associates. 1977. 162p .. bibliog . paper, $12.00)
This study attempts to discover how ethnic identification occurs among the third
generation Japanese and what constitutes the basis for that identification. The main
thesis is that it occurs through a process of interaction - with parents, grandparents,
fellow sansei. non -sansei peers and other members of the non -Japanese majority .
Further. the nature of the contact . pleasant or unpleasant, is very important .
Hosokawa's research was conducted at UCLA, and , as a result of the surge of ethnic
consciousness on that campus in the last few years, the author warns that different
conclusions might be drawn from a survey in a different area. There is, however, a
considerable amount of generally useful information which could be of value for similar
studies.
SAN FRANCISCO'S CHINATOWN: HOW CHINESE A TOWN , by Christopher L.
Salter. (San Francisco . R & E Associates, 1978. 82p., illus .. notes, appendix ,
bibliog. paper . $8.00)
Salter's study of the San Francisco Chinatown is based on a study of its
visual -structural morphology and its functional morphology.
After a brief discussion of the reasons, nature and timing of Chinese immigration in
the American West. Salter defines eighteen criteria for judging the architecture of the
area which forms the heart of Chinatown - Powell to Kearney and Bush to Columbus.
He then considers its role in providing basic necessities, its adequacy for social and
commercial activities. and the hold it exercises on its constantly increasing population .
He also considers the growing political consciousness of its leaders and their
aspirations for its development, concluding that while Chinatown is basically, though
not fully . Chinese in character. it now faces a definite challenge - will it retain its
present character and facade or will it move to high -rise buildings with only token
Chinese architectural symbols and a corresponding change in function.
HOT SPRINGS AND SPAS OF CALIFORNIA, by Patricia Cooper and Laurel Cook.
Drawings by Fran Attaway. (San Francisco, 101 Productions, Distributed by Charles
Scribner's Sons . New York. 156p .. illus., sketch maps . paper, $3.95)
California's hot springs . used by the Indians for countless generations, were extolled
in early promotional literature and developed into baths and resorts throughout the
state. Though most of the early spas eventually closed , a recent revival of interest has
given a new lease on life to many of the original establishments and spawned a host of
new ones with new features, e.g .. the sauna and Japanese "shiatsu ."
The authors describe '' 39 places that offer the joy of soaking in water,'' ranging from
hot tubs to saunas to natural hot pools and mud or sulphur baths, and from simple,
short and inexpensive dips to week-long, highly structured programs costing over
$1200. They describe a "basic bag" of things you will find useful, and the bathing
places are fully described, including restrictions (no pets, etc.) If you have ever been
tempted to "take·the waters" this is the last word in how to do it.
THE FIRST BABY IN CAMP: A Full Account of the Scenes and Adventures During the
Pioneer Days of '49 ... by Wm. P. Bennett. (Salt Lake City, The Ranchers Publishing
Co .. 1893; reprint: A. Edwards [1016 Fresno Ave., Berkeley, CA 94707], 1978. 68p.
paper. $2 .50)
An ex-stage coach driver gathered these stories and poems of gold mining camps
and western life , several of which tell his own experiences. The original has been
reproduced exactly (except that the illustrations are omitted) and the small size, simple
format arid mustard-yellow cover exemplify the Jess-pretentious publications of its day.
Librarians and collectors will welcome this attractive little "period piece ."
WINTU TRAILS, by Helen Steadman Hogue, revised by Margaret M. Kardell, Editor .
(Redding, Shasta Historical Society [P.O. Box 277, CA 96001] 1977. 96p., illus .,
ports .. sketch map, notes, bibliog., index. paper, $4.00, $4.50 post paid)
Mrs. Kardell has revised Helen Hogue's 1948 Peaceful Now The Trails,
incorporating changes Mrs.Hogue indicated she wished to make and adding to the
documentation and footnotes.
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Wintu Trails is a collection of stories of Wintu customs and everyday life as told by
the Wintu themselves . Hogue was more than a sympathetic friend , she was an
intellige nt woman who realized that the Wintu were misunderstood and underrated .
She spent many weekends in a conscious effort to preserve the memory of their
ancestral way of life before the passing of the older generation obliterated it
completely. We may regret that Wintu Trails is not longer, but we can be grateful that
Hogue was able to find time in her busy schedule to save these stories and poems for
posterity.
? ATISHWIN: The Dream Helper in South-Central California, by Richard B. Applegate .
(Socorro. NM. Ballena Press [Box 1366, NM 87801] 1978. 98p .. appendices, bibliog.
Ballena Press Anthropological Papers No. 13. paper, $5.45)
Applegate has researched and synthesized as much material as could be discovered
on one aspect of Indian culture little known to many scholars and even less to the
layman. Through fasting . meditation, and ritual the Indian of south-central California
sought to establish a personal contact and permanent relationship with a power of the
supernatural world , a so-called dream helper , who could teach him skills and give him
power.
Although shamans and sorcerers commanded more powerful helpers, anyone could
undertake .the vision quest, and almost all who did so were able to establish contact
with a dream helper. The relationship carried obligations for both, and the helper
might abandon his protege if not shown the proper respect. There was , however,
nothing to prevent a man 's having more than one helper; this was especially true of the
shaman.
? Atishwin is an interesting account of a local variation of the guardian spirit concept,
a concept which is, of course, not confined to the natives of North America.
TEONANACATL: Hallucinogenic Mushrooms of North America. Extracts from the
Second International Conference on Hallucinogenic Mushrooms, held October
27-30. 1977. near Port Townsend . Washington, edited by Jonathan Ott and Jeremy
Bigwood. (Seattle, Madrona Publishers, Inc. [118 Madrona Place E. , W A 98112]
1978. 175p .. ill us. [part col.]. ports ., facsims ., bibliogs ., index. $14.50, paper, $8.95)
Although the conquering Spanish tried hard to eliminate the use of the "sacred
mushrooms ' · among the peoples of the new world, they left written descriptions of the
appearance and characteristics of the fungi. Papers by several authorities describe in
Teonanacatl the recent discovery of surviving areas of religious use of hallucinogenic
mushrooms . ttie various species that may be ingested, the chemical identification of
the active agent, and instructions for cultivation.
There are fascinating similarities in the use of psychoactive substances among
different peoples throughout history. and the Indian shaman may be the modern
counterpart of the ancient oracles.
··
EXPLORING WASIDNGTON ARCHAEOLOGY, by Ruth Kirk and Richard D.
Daugherty. (Seattle, University of Washington Press, 1978. 112p., ill us . [part col.],
sketch maps. index . Published in cooperation with the Washington State Office
of Archaeology and Historic Preservation. $12 .95, paper, $5.95)
Clearly written and profusely illustrated, Exploring Washington Archaeology
summarizes what is known of the prehistory of the state, its geological changes, the
procession of the ice ages, the nature of its flora and fauna and the artifacts and debris
left by its human inhabitants.
The text highlights discoveries of great cultural significance and the evidence of
adaptation to varying conditions in the plateau or coastal regions.
The authors point out that the emphasis of the book is on the archaeological
undertakings of Washington State University, but the range and meticulousness of
these excavations make it a dependable introduction to Indian prehistory.
THE DAYS OF AUGUSTA, Edited by Jean E. Speare, Photography by Robert Keziere.
(Seattle, Madrona Publishers, Inc., 1977. c.1973 . 79p., illus., ports. paper, $5 .95)
Originally published in Vancouver by J.J. Douglas, the reminiscences of Mary
Augusta (Tappage) Evans have been reprinted for distribution in the U.S. The
granddaughter of one of the metis (part French, part Indian) who went west after the
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failure of the Riel rebellion, she was born in the Cariboo country of British Columbia in
1888. and for much of her youth (from 4 to 13) she lived at St. Joseph's Mission where
the government sent her for schooling.
Speare recorded her words as she told stories learned in her childhood and spoke of
her family. the sadness of losing her loved ones. The indomitable spirit that helped her
rise above poverty and tragedy and find life good and worthwhile shows clearly in the
sensitive photographs and in her words, which Speare has at times printed as blank
verse.
Augusta is one of the fortunate few who can face life as it is, change what can be
changed and accept what cannot be without rancour or bitterness. Her story is not that
of an Indian or a Canadian but of a remarkable human spirit.
SELECTED PAPERS FROM THE 14TH GREAT BASIN ANTHROPOLOGICAL
CONFERENCE. by Richard 0 . Clemmer [eta!.], Editor: Donald R. Tuohy. (Socorro,
NM. Ballena Press [P.O. Box 1366, NM 87801]1978. 17lp .. illus .. maps, bibliog.,
notes. Ballena Press Publications in Archaeology, Ethnology and History , No. II.
paper. $8.95)
These eight papers are a small fraction (eight of seventy-six) of those presented at
the 1974 Conference in Carson City. While the studies of interpretative and physical
anthropology and linguistics will have more appeal for the specialist, those on
Indian/white and Indian/Federal relations will be of more general interest. The
program. printed after the Introduction, lists all the papers, a number of which were
issued in other publications.
DAKOTA TEXTS, by Ella C. Deloria. Edited with Introductory Notes by Agnes Picotte
and Paul N. Pavich . (Vermillion, University of South Dakota, Dakota Press, 1978.
142p. paper. $5.95)
Deloria, daughter of a missionary to the Dakota/Lakota Indians, was raised on the
Standing Rock Reservation in South Dakota. Always concerned with helping others,
she studied the language and culture of the Indians with whom she lived. These
stories. first published in 1932, were gathered while she was doing studies in Dakota
linguistics for Franz Boas, her teacher at Columbia University. That edition contained
the original texts and literal translations (as well as a free rendering) for some· of the
stories; these are omitted here and only the free translations, with notes, are given.
Many of the stories were regarded as sheer entertainment, others were believed to
have happened long ago, and still others recount recent history. Most, however,
include mythological beings and some element of the supernatural.
TALES FROM THE OREGON OUTBACK, True Events from the Early History of
Eastern & Central Oregon, by David Braly. (Prineville, Ore., American Media Co.
[Box 631, OR 97754]1978 . 40p., illus., sketch maps . paper, $2.95)
This is Braly's third collection of Oregoniana (see Pacific Historian Winter, '77 and
Summer '78) and the first to be printed rather than mimeographed. Most of the stories
are of local historical interest though a few deal with men or events whose importance
transcends state boundaries.
MEN OF THE SADDLE: Working Cowboys of North America, by Ted Grant and Andy
Russell. (Toronto, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1978. 192p., illus., [part col.]. $19.95)
In text and photographs Russell and Grant capture the look and the life of the real
cowboy. Russell himself grew up on a ranch in the Canadian West, and the stories he
tells- factual, amusing, or tragic- are clearly authentic. Grant's magnificent pictures,
which fill pages 97-192, form a portfolio of cowboy life from the back-breaking labor of
branding, trailing and chores to the excitement of the rodeo and relaxation at the
bunkhouse. The story and the pictures form a permanent record of a way of life that till
recently had changed little over the years.
THE SCRIMSHANDER: The Nautical Ivory Worker and His Art of Scrimshaw,
Historical and Contemporary. A New Edition with Many Revisions, by William
Gilkerson . with Introduction by Karl Kortum. (San Francisco, Troubador Press,
1978. 120p .. illus., facsims., index. paper, $8.95)
There are a number of changes in text and in illustrations in this new edition of The
Scrimshander. updating the material on endangered species legislation and adding an
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"A Young Woman of the Sandwich (Hawaiian) Islands," engraving by John Webber,
from MA STER MARINER by Daniel Conner and Lorraine Miller. University of
Washington Press. $16.95. Pub. date: January 29, 1979
appendix on specific federal and state ·laws. As in the 1975 edition (Pacific Historian,
Winter '75) roughly the first third ofthe text discusses the history of scrimshaw and its
current practice, while the later pages show many examples of the author's work
interspersed with a discussion of subjects and techniques. Gilkerson writes well, he is
knowledgeable in the field , his art is outstanding and the combination makes The
Scrimshander an outstanding book.
ISSUES IN ALASKA DEVELOPMENT, by David T. Kresge, Thomas A. Morehouse
and George W. Rogers. Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of
Alaska. (Seattle, University of Washington Press, 1977. 223p., sketch maps, tables,
diags .. notes. index. $17 .50)
In this study, part of the "Man in the Arctic Program" at the University of Alaska,
the authors assume that Alaska will unquestionably grow , and for a time grow rapidly.
The question is to what extent this growth should be controlled. After gathering
extensive information about Alaska's history, geography, resources , and industries ,
they devised alternative methods of growth for the petroleum reserves. By using
computer simulation models they were able to delineate the economic and
demographic implications of each of the alternatives. It seems clear that the policy
decisions of the state will determine the pace and direction of the development.
ESKIMO ARTIFACTS DESIGNED FOR USE , by Paul and Mary Thiry. (Seattle,
Superior Publishing Company , 1977. 344p., chiefly illus . [part col.]. A Salisbury
Press Book . $24.95)
The Thirys have long collected Eskimo artifacts , both for their intrinsic interest and
to preserve them from destruction. This volume allows many of their treasures to be
viewed by those who otherwise would have no opportunity to sense the beauty of
design and craftmanship which can enhance even the most utilitarian objects.
Magnificent, usually full-size and usually black and white , photographs by Hugh
Stratford succeed to a remarkable degree in reproducing not only the look but the
texture and "hand" of the originals. When full size is not practical there is added a
full-size photograph of part of the object. There are two broad divisions : the first part is
devoted to personal and domestic appurtenances, the second to survival , hunting and
fishing implements. Tables of contents for each section serve as an index at the back.
This lovely. oversize (10-114 x 12-114 in.) volume would grace any coffee table. It is
not intended for the anthropologist or the expert; it is frankly and expressly dedicated
to the artist, the lover of handicrafts and to those who might not otherwise have the
opportunity to know that such art could exist in the frozen Arctic.
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A REVISED, ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE CHUMASH AND THEIR
PREDECESSORS. Comp iled by Eugene N. Anderson. Jr. (Socorro. NM. Ballena
Press . 1978. 82p .. Ballena Press Anthropological Papers No. II. paper . $5.95)
Anderson's earlier bibliography, published in the mid-sixties, was obviously in need
of this revision in light of the extraordinary growth ofChumash studies.
While the main part of the text was completed in late i976 . an addenda section
brings it up to date as of March 1978. Anderson cautions the user that the coverage is
utilitarian rather than exhaustive . and he lists the types of materials omitted . primarily
general or unpublished material.
The references are divided into six categories: Archaeology. Petroglyphs and
Pictographs . Ethnology. History . Linguistics and Physical Anthropology.
It seems clear that the Chumash were as "culturally rich and complex as any group
of hunters and gatherers in the world." with an established social system . diversified
population and a high level of achievement in art. For the sake of Chumash studies let
us hope that Anderson will continue to supply these good working bibliographies for an
important and growing field .
MASTER MARINER: CAPT. JAMES COOK AND THE PEOPLES OF THE PACIFIC.
by Daniel Conner and Lorraine Miller. (Seattle. University of Washington Press.
published in collaboration with the Vancouver Museum and Planetarium
Association . 1979. 164p .. illus. [part col.]. ports .. maps, facsims. bibliog. $16.95)
Cook has often been called the greatest explorer of all time . and certainly his
cartographic skills and epic voyages gave a clearer and truer picture of the great
half-globe of unknown seas and lands than any other. The authors of Master Mariner
however. are primarily concerned with another aspect of Cook's voyages : the fact that
he and the men under his command "through their journals and sketches . recorded
and commented upon the cultures they encountered.·· While there is a brief summary
of Cook 's career and all three ofthe Pacific voyages are discussed. the major emphasis
is on the third voyage. As the authors relate the progress of the voyage they
intersperse quotations from Cook's journals and from those of his officers and men .
often pointing out how their observations revealed their own preconceptions and
interpretations. Nevertheless, a vast body of anthropological data was collected , Cook
in particular making detailed observations on the daily life, economy, government and
religious ceremonies of the various islands . sometimes participating in those
ceremonies.
The drawings made by John Webber, the official artist of the expedition. are
reproduced in full. and add their own charm to this handsome volume.
THE HORSE SOLDIER. 1776-1943. Volume III: The Last of the Indian Wars, the
Spanish-American War, the Brink of the Great War 1881 -1916. by Randy Steffen.
lllustrations by Randy Steffen. (Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1978. 268p ..
ill us . Ipart col.j. $25.00)
Steffen 's monumental work on the "full story of the American cavalryman's
uniforms. arms. and equipment" is carried up to 1916 in this volume. One hundred
sixty-four black and white drawings and two color plates illustrate in clear detail the
minute descriptions of and instructions for the use of clothing. arms and equipment.
While numerous changes were made in this period , the most significant were in arms
and equipment. for example, the Krag repeating rifle was introduced.
Steffen's labor of love will greatly simplify the task of locating information on any
phase of the clothing and equipment of the American cavalryman for researcher or
illustrator.
BORDER PATROL: With the U.S. Immigration Service On the Mexican Boundary
1910-54. by Clifford Alan Perkins assisted by Nancy Dickey. Edited with an
Introduction by C.L. Sonnichsen . (El Paso, Texas Western Press . the University of
Texas at El Paso, 1978. 130p., illus., ports., index. $10.00)
Perkins' career in the Immigration Service spanned the years from 1911, when he
became Chinese Inspector at Tucson, to 1953, when he retired as Officer in Charge of
the Port of Entry at San Ysidro.
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Sonnichsen has excerpted from Perkins ' complete memoirs a fast-paced and
fascinating account of his years on the Texas/ Arizona border and his experiences in
apprehending illegal immigrants and/or smugglers. Since he early became proficient
in " Border Spanish," he was able to make many friends on both sides of the border,
working closely with his Mexican counterparts to ensure good relations between the
countries.
This selection omits the years in California, but perhaps that story will be told in a
sequel.
THE UNITED STATES MARSHALS OF NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA TERRITORIES, 1846-1912, by Larry D. Ball. (Albuquerque, University of New Mexico
Press. 1978. 315p .. ports. , notes, bibliog .. index. $12.50)
Here is the complete picture of the U.S. Marshal in the West, told from official
documents and the daily press as well as from its glamorous reflections in popular
fiction .
Ball shows that the political and partisan nature of the marshalcy appointments
could result in the choice of weak or even venal officers, and that the parsimony of
Congress and its failure to recognize that conditions in the West were far different from
the urbanized East made it extremely difficult for even an able and honest marshal to
fulfill his obligations with any degree of efficiency. That, on balance. the marshals
were able to serve the Federal Courts, protect the civilian population , police (at least to
some degree) the national forests and Indian reservations and still pursue train robbers
and murderers is a tribute to the men who held the post.
Ball's study is an exhaustive but readable study of an important phase of western
law enforcement.
TEXAS ANNEXATION AND THE MEXICAN WAR: A Political Study of the Old
Northwest. by Norman E. Tutorow. (Palo Alto, CA, Chadwick House [200 California
Ave .. Suite 207, CA 94306] , 1978. 320p .. sketch maps, tables, appendices, bibliog ..
index. $12.95)
Tutorow points out that although the Mexican War has been called a dress rehearsal
for the Civil War. no one at the time was aware that such a conflict was to come. What
this exhaustive study makes clear, using the Old Northwest as a microcosm of the
whole country . is that the roots of civil conflict were indeed nourished and multiplied
by the conflict with Mexico . It seems clear that although "Manifest Destiny" and
expansionism were generally favored, the invasion of Mexico was viewed by many as
an unjust and immoral act, while the question of whether any annexed territory would
be slave or free became a wedge which helped split the country on sectional rather than
partisan lines .
·
Tutorow has combed newspaper files , manuscript collections, government
documents. books and journals to prepare the text and the 77 pages of appendices,
which contain not only documents pertaining to the annexation of Texas but also
detailed information on the demographic composition and voting patterns of the Old
Northwest in comparison to the rest of the country. With its careful documentation ,
close reasoning and excellent bibliography, Texas Annexation is a must for the study of
American history in the nineteenth century.
THE EAGLE AND THE SERPENT: The Spanish and American Invasions of Mexico,
1519 and 1846, by John Selby. (New York , Hippocrene Books, Inc. [171 Madison, NY
10016] 1978. 163p .. illus. , ports. , facsims ., sketch maps, bibliog. , appendices , index.
$12 .95)
The history of Mexico has been a stormy succession of conquests and the
assimilation of cultures. Selby concentrates on the two most recent and best
documented. that of the Spanish in the sixteenth century and that of the Americans
three and a quarter centuries later which stripped Mexico of a large segment of its ·
lands .
It is interesting to note that apparently almost all , if not all, of the territory claimed
by Mexico and occupied by the Americans had been added after the Spanish c.onquest,
and represe nted the sparsely occupied and largely semi-desert area separating Mexico
from the nomadic and more loosely organized societies of the north or from the
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encroachments of other European powers.
THE PARADOX OF PANCHO VILLA, by Haldeen Braddy. (El Paso, Texas Western
Press. 1978. 95p., illus., notes, bibliog., index. $10.00)
Nineteen seventy-eight is the centenary of Villa's birth, as the commemorative
Mexican stamp affixed to the title page of this book attests . But, as Braddy points out,
even the existence of a Durango birth certificate has not prevented other birth dates,
places and parents being credited to this most paradoxical of men . Rebel ,
revolutionary, and charismatic leader he undoubtedly was, but he was also a violent
robber and murderer who often tortured and mutilated his victims, including unarmed
men as well as women and children.
Braddy, probably the foremost authority on Villa and the author of four books and
numerous articles dealing with his life and legends, tries here to clarify the impact of
Villa on the United States and the hatred Villa felt for all non-Mexicans and to explain,
at least partially . the enigmatic inconsistencies of his behavior. It is obvious, however,
that in spite of overwhelming evidence to discredit him , Pancho Villa will live in
cleaned up and prettied up myth as a great and noble patriot.
AGRARIAN RADICALISM IN VERACRUZ 1920-30, by Heather Fowler Salamini.
(University of Nebraska Press, 1978. 239p. , notes, bibliog., index. $15.00)
Salamini threads her way expertly through the tangled and troubled roots of the
Mexican Revolution to trace the growth of the Veracruz peasant movement from its
beginning through the height of its power. This coincided with the second
gubernatorial term (1928-32) of Adalberto Tejeda, the radical revolutionary whose
socialist programs were designed to aid rural and urban lower classes.
This in-depth analysis of peasant movements at the state level is the result of
combining archival research with personal interviews, and it shows clearly that many
more such analyses are needed.
GHOST TOWNS OF CALIFORNIA, by Donald C. Miller. (Boulder, CO, Pruett
Publishing Company, 1978. 202p ., illus., ports. , sketch map , bibliog., notes, index.
$18.95)
Profusely illustrated with contemporary photographs, Ghost Towns runs the gamut
of the alphabet from Academy to Yukon, with entries that range from two lines (e .g .,
Gold Camp) to two pages or more (e .g. , Weaverville).
Miller's fifth book of ghost towns (e .g., see Pacific Historian Winter '78) will find
ready acceptance by the armchair browser, coffee-table collector and avid amateur
historian / explorer.
YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK: A Natural History Guide to Yosemite and Its Trails, by
Jeffrey P. Schaffer. (Berkeley, Wilderness Press, 1978. 296p., illus., maps, bibliog.,
index. paper, $8.95)
There are a hundred hikes mapped and described in this handy volume, but you will
be pleasantly surprised by the historical background and the chapters of interesting
information on geology, flora and fauna and of advice for campers.
Virtually every trail in Yosemite is included, and the chatty, leisurely descriptions
make good reading at home even if you are not able to read them ''in situ.'' Schaffer is
knowledgeable in biology, geography and geology, and he has hiked extensively in
Yosemite. The trips range from a 2-hour long easy hike to a 6-day strenuous one, with
all shades in between. Armchair travelers, novice or seasoned hiker alike, will want
this well-written and informative book.
ONCE UPON A DESERT: A Bicentennial Project. Patricia Jernigan Keeling, Editor.
(Barstow, Mojave River Valley Museum Association [Box 1282, CA 92311] 1976.
260p .. illus., ports., sketch maps, facsims, bibliog ., index of authors and stories,
index to photographs. $17.76 + $2.00 mail order)
Volunteers. members of the Museum Association , collected and edited the hundreds
of excerpts gathered here to document the history of the Mojave Desert. Culled from
diaries, journals, newspapers, letters, government publications, maps and interv'iews,
the material is divided into broad general chapters, e.g., "Footpaths to Freeways,"
"Working the Land," "The Lure of Riches," etc.
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The first printing sold out completely, but a second printing ensures that copies are
still available, at least for those who act promptly.
THE ANZA-BORREGO DESERT REGION, by Lowell and Diana Lindsay. Berkeley,
Wilderness Press [2440 Bancroft Way, CA 94707]1978. 165p., illus., maps, [1 fold .],
bibliog., index . paper, $5.95
.
This popular area, the nation's largest state park, has until now Jacked a
comprehensive guide . The Lindsays, with generous help from the California
Department of Parks and Recreation, the Anza-Borrego Desert Natural History
Association and the Riverside District Office of the U.S. Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management, have provided a concise, complete and well-written
guide which manages to include much interesting historical, geological and biological
information to add to the pleasure of your stay.
The Lindsays stress the importance of adequate preparation and adequate
equipment for any desert venturing, warning the inexperienced not to underestimate
the very real dangers that they may face. But, with care and common sense, desert
camping can be a unique and joyous pastime.
COACHELLA VALLEY'S GOLDEN YEARS, History of the Coachella Valley County
Water District. Second edition. Compiled and Written by Ole J . Nordland.
(Coachella, the District. [Box 1058, CA 92236] 1978. 128p., illus., ports., sketch
maps. paper, $2.50)
The first edition of this collection of Coachella history was published in 1968 on the
District fiftieth anniversary, and this appears to be a reprinting with corrections. It is a
fascinating hodge-podge of water history and social development - stories of pioneers
and date palms, railroads and place names, schools and ghost towns are tucked among
those of wells and floods, conduits and irrigated farms.
There are not many publications dealing with the Coachella Valley, so that the
reappearance of this attractive volume is especially welcome.
THE MISSION BY THE SEA: A Documentary History of San Buenaventura Mission,
Compiled and Edited by Msgr. Francis J . Weber. (Los Angeles, the Author ,
distributed by Dawson's Book Shop, 1978. 223p. $10.00)
Seventy-three selections from documents ranging from 1769 to 1977 trace highlights
in the history of San Buena ventura Mission, the ninth and last of Fray Junipero Serra's
mission chain. and "the only one near enough to the Pacific to challenge ship's bells."
Published as a starting point for those interested in pursuing further the history of
this lovely mission, The Mission By The Sea is the third in the series Msgr . Weber
hopes to complete on the California Missions.
CALIFORNIA MISSION POETRY: A Select Compilation by Msgr. Francis J. Weber
with illustrations by Bernhardt Wall. (Los Angeles, distributed by Dawson's Book
Shop. 1978. 240p., ill us. paper, $12.00)
Poetry seems to spring from the Californian's pen as the flowers spring from the
California soil, and many are the poems devoted to its Catholic heritage. Over the years
Msgr. Weber has collected a fat volume of verses composed to honor the California
Missions . their founders, and the Franciscans . There is also a chapter on the Camino
Real, the road of the Missions, and a final chapter that sings of the bells. Among the
135 poems there are many which will be new to most, and the anthology is a welcome
step in preserving our history.
CALIFORNIA SHIPWRECKS: Footsteps in the Sea, by Don B. Marshall. (Seattle,
Superior Publishing Company, 1978. 197p., illus ., ports., bibliog., index . $14.95)
Unfortunately, many of the men who went down to the sea in ships also went down in
the sea with them, and the rugged coast of California has had more than its share of
disasters. At least a rough estimate of the numbers of entries in the index, which is
almost entirely a list of wrecked vessels, yields an astonishing total of some fourteen
hundred and fifty lost ships.
Marshall divides the coast into twelve chapters (surely there should have been
thirteen ?) Each chapter begins with an account ofthe most famous or unusual wrecks
of its area , followed by a description of the coast and a list of known wrecks. A large
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number of excellent contemporary photographs graphically underscores the power of
the sea .
THE CITY OF THE ANGELS and THE CITY OF THE SAINTS or, A Trip to Los
Angeles and San Bernardino in 1856, by Edward O.C. Ord, Captain, 3rd U.S.
Artillery. Edited by Neal Harlow. (San Marino, the Huntington Library, 1978. 56p.,
illus., port., facsims., bibliog .. index. paper, $7.50)
This handsomely printed little volume presents something new on the Western
scene ; a newly discovered manuscript giving an unofficial account of the official trip to
Southern California which Ord made to survey sites and determine need for a possible
Army post to curb Indian depredations.
Lively and humorous, the narrative of Ord's personal observations and impressions
adds a new dimension to his official report, which is printed at the back. The
manuscript is incomplete; the editor has also added entries from Ord's diary to
complete the story . As one would expect, the editing is meticulous and the extensive
notes add immeasurably to the understanding of the text.
PIO PICO MISCELLANY, by Martin Cole. (Whittier, Governor Pico Mansion Society
114216 Neargrove Rd .. La Mirada, CA 90638] 1978. 107p., illus., port. $5 donation)
During the years Cole served as curator of the Pio Pico State Historical Monument he
collected many bits of Pico lore. The most extensive was published in the Journal of the
West. the others in the Society's Newsletter.
This volume reproduces the "Pio Pico Mansion. Fact, Fiction and Supposition" from
the Journal of the West , and twenty-one shorter items from the Newsletter, reprinting
a fraction of the total available there . Cole has made some revisions to correct errors
and add new information; the selections retain the marks of his personality. The
illustrations . reproduced from the paintings Herbert Hahn made for the Society. add
visual pleasure to a useful compilation.
PALOVERDE. A Novel by Jacqueline Briskin, (New York, McGraw-Hill Book
Company. 1978. 517p. $10.95)
Briskin has written an epic novel of Los Angeles history, spanning the generations
from 1884 to 1917. The fortunes of the Van Vliets are set against a background of rail
and oil. of a woman two brothers loved and the tangled fate of the children they sired.
Paloverde is almost as big. as sprawling and as fascinating as the city that grew on its
fabled acres .
MUDDLING TOWARD FRUGALITY. by Warren Johnson (San Francisco, Sierra Club
Books, 1978. 252p., bibliog ., notes, index. $6.95)
The American experience. says Johnson, is a unique chapter in recorded history.
The discovery of an almost virgin continent filled with untapped natural resources as
man was beginning to develop the tools of the Industrial Revolution Jed to a headlong
exploitation of those resources. Advances in technology and medicine allowed a
remarkably high standard of living for the few lucky ones in the new world, but as our
technology demands more and more of the world's energy and raw materials, and as
medical advances allow more and more people to live without a significant drop in birth
rates . we are rapidly approaching the point where our way of life becomes impossible
instead of just unwise.
Johnson argues convincingly for a return to a simple way of life while there is still
time, and this thought-provoking book suggests how it may gradually be accomplished.
It will hurt. he says. but better a voluntary and gradual change than a major revolution
or a world -wide catastrophe. After all, the good old days do have many virtues to
recommend them, and we can re-discover the benefits of smaller town, self-sufficient
life once more.
THE DARK RANGE: A Naturalist's Night Notebook, by David Rains Wallace ,
Illustrated by Roger Bayless . (San Francisco, Sierra Club Books, 1978. 13lp., illus.,
bibliog., index of plants and animals. $15.00, paper $8.95)
Wallace takes us to the Yolla Bolly Wilderness Area (west of Red Bluff) to spend
three nights · really the same composite night spent in each of the three life zones: the
foothills, the Transition zone and the Canadian zone .
Wallace observed the creatures of the night over a period of five years, identifying
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their characteristic movements. mating and parenting patterns and feeding habits,
matter-of-factly chronicling the eat-and-be-eaten world of nature. It is hard not to
ascribe human emotions and motives to these instinctive and impersonal creatures. but
if we recognize that if they do not love we realize that they also do not hate . and while
they are primarily concerned with their own survival they normally kill only to feed
themselves and their young. Sympathetically and sensitively written, The Dark Range
is hard to put aside.
DIRECTORY OF HISTORICAL SOCIETIES AND AGENCIES IN THE UNITED
STATES AND CANADA. Eleventh Edition . Compiled and Edited by Donna
McDonald. (Nashville. American Association for State and Local History, 1978.
474p .. illus ., indexes . leather-like cover, $24.00; $18.00 to AASLH members)
Authoritative and easy to use. the AASLH Directory has long been an indispensable
reference tool for anyone needing historical information at the local level.
This eleventh edition includes a listing of all Federal Archives and Records Centers
in the U.S. and a guide to National Historic Sites administered by the National Park
Service.
As before. the main list is geographical. supplemented by an alphabetical listing and
a special -interest index of eleven subject areas.
REGISTRATION METHODS FOR THE SMALL MUSEUM: A Guide for Historical
Collections, by Daniel B. Reibel. (Nashville, American Association for State and
Local History. 1978. 160p., illus ., facsims., appendices, index . paper, $6.75; $5.00 to
AASLH members)
Reibel has drawn on his extensive knowledge of museum practice to formulate this
manual on museum registration systems. Believing that the current publications on the
subject usually present only the practice at the author's institution - what we may
facetiously call the " how I run my museum good" approach - he attempts to provide
the means whereby any museum -especially the small museum , can develop a good
registration system which will be suited to its needs even though it lacks a professional
registrar.
Each step is clearly described and samples of registration forms, two sample
registrar 's manuals (one very simple and one more advanced) are included. The
author's lively and lucid style makes this how-to-do-it book a pleasant as well as
profitable experience.
TALL SHIPS ON PUGET SOUND: The Marine Photographs of Wilhelm Hester, by
Robert A. Weinstein . (Seattle, University of Washington Press, 1978. 114p. , [chiefly
illus . J, sketch map, facsims., notes on the photographs. $14.95)
One hundred and four pictures on one hundred and fourteen pages would not seem
to leave much room for text, but Weinstein has included an astonishing amount of
information about the maritime industries of the Northwest and the tall ships that
carried their products. To the few facts known about Hester he adds many observations
based on the evidence of the surviving photographs, re-creating the life of a "working
photographer," a man who, for a dozen years or so, braved wind , fog and cold to
photograph the men and ships of the waterfront.
Technically a fine photographer, Hester showed remarkable ability in composition
and in lighting, which, given the uncertain climate of the Puget Sound, was especially
difficult. Also remarkable was his ability to put his subjects at ease, so that even formal
crew pictures seem less stiff than most others of the type.
His photographs of the captain, often with his wife, in the shipmaster's quarters,
allow a glimpse into an area otherwise almost undocumented , just as the many pictures
of the work-a-day world of the maritime industries enrich our knowledge of a vanished
past.
Weinstein 's excellent selection and commentary is fully complemented by the
excellent reproductions, attractive printing and handsome binding of the University of
Washington Press. Tall Ships will delight the eye as well as help preserve the record of
an era.
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TRACKING DOWN OREGON, by Ralph Friedman, Photographs by Phoebe Friedman.
(Caldwell, Idaho, Caxton Printers, 1978. 306p ., illus., ports., facsims ., index. paper,
$5.95)
Friedman is an inveterate and indefatigable tracker of Oregon lore, a one-man local
history project dedicated to saving as many bits of Oregon history, folk -history and
folklore as he can glean from the surviving old timers or their descendants. Not that he
neglects his research; sometimes the brief record of a place or a person sends him to
search for a story and a site, sometimes vice versa, and fifty -eight of the sixty-two
chapters in Tracking Down Oregon share with the reader the location of a bit of Oregon
history. a personalized and sympathetic glimpse of the way it was. Directions and
possible restrictions are added to assist the potential visitor. Traveler or not, any
Oregon history buff will want Friedman's book for enjoyment and for reference.
THE FRONTIER IN LATIN AMERICAN illSTORY, by Alistair Hennessy.
(Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press. 1978. 202p., sketch maps, notes,
bibliog . essay, glossary, index. Histories of the American Frontier Series, $12 .50 ,
paper. $6.50)
With the publication of this volume the Histories of the American Frontier Series
moves to a new publisher, the University of New Mexico Press, and simultaneously
expands its scope to encompass "seminal books explaining new approaches to frontier
studies." Hennessy's work is certainly an outstanding choice for this series, for it
presents a challenging- almost mind-boggling - view of a topic most Norteamericanos
have considered only in relation to the American West - the problem of territorial space
and its conquest. He notes that Herbert Bolton's 1932 plea for a broader treatment of
new world history had gone largely unheeded and expresses the hope that the
comparative study of the varying frontier experiences of that new world might be an
inducement to traditional Americanists as well as to Latin Americanists.
Intended to challenge and stimulate as well as to present an astonishing number of
facts in a gracefully written and lucid style, the text covers the Turner thesis and Latin
America . the patterns of Spanish settlement, the varying types offrontiers, society and
culture on the frontier, the effects of frontier closure and a comparison of various
frontiers in different parts of the world. For layman or scholar, The Frontier In Latin
American History is a rewarding experience.
FLAVORS OF MEXICO: Authentic Recipes from South of the Border, by Angeles de Ia
Rose and C. Gandia de Fernandez. Drawings by Veronica di Rosa. (San Francisco,
100 Productions. 1978. 167p., illus., index. paper, $4.95)
PASTA INTERNATIONAL, by Gertrude Harris . Illustrated by Vernon Koski. (San
Francisco, 101 Productions, 1978. 192p., illus., index. paper, $4 .95)
Two more delightful books have been added to the Western cookbook shelf by 101.
Flavors of Mexico is based on two Mexican cookbooks adapted for Norteamericanos
and translated by Stephen Fredman. Many of its nearly two hundred recipes are new to
most of us . The authors add ample text to give the history and techniques of Mexican
cooking. so that Flavors of Mexico offers good reading as well as good eating.
Pasta International presents several hundred recipies for "more than 40 types of
commercial pasta and six types of Oriental noodles." Harris calls pasta the tlrst
convenience food, present in almost every cuisine of the world and obviously well
known in the Mediterranean area long before Marco Polo went to fabled Cathay.
Following the chapters on the history and making of pasta there are chapters on sauces
and recipes using all manner of eggs, cheese, vegetables, meats and sea foods, with a
final chapter donated to couscous . Harris has collected and tested recipes from all over
the world; she adds not dnly helpful hints on preparing them but also interesting
anecdotes of their history and her first acquaintance with them .
LITHUANIANS IN THE UNITED STATES: SELECTED STUDIES. Leo J. Alilunas,
Editor. (San Francisco, R & E Research Associates, 1978. 185p., bibliog ., tables,
footnotes. paper, $10.00)
Although the Lithuanians in the U.S. number about one and one third million and
comprise a politically significant group in several major cities, they usually receive
little or no mention in ethnic studies. Alilunas, himself Lithuanian, has attempted to
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gather as many sources as possible which deal with their experiences in this country .
The first part deals with the history of the land and its people, giving the character
and psychology of the people. The second part describes the general characteristics of
the pre-World War II immigrants and their experiences and degrees of success in
adapting to or resisting Americanization, while the third part discusses immigration
after World War II and the adjustment of the refugees.
Each chapter is an excerpt, with the full citation and an "overview" preceding the
selection. All pertinent footnotes are included, and these are usually bibliographic, so
that Alilunas has provided in this volume a guide to the major works, published and
unpublished , of Lithuanian studies.
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION AGAINST NEITHER-WHITE-NOR-BLACK AMERICAN
MINORITIES: Native Americans, Chinese Americans, Japanese Americans,
Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans and East Indian Americans); Kananur V.
Chandras. Editor . (San Francisco, R & E Associates, 1978. 96p., tables,
"References." paper, $11.00)
Our largest single minority group is that of the Blacks; Chandras is concerned with
pointing up the problems of the other minority groups and the contributions they have
made to America. Following an introduction there is a chapter on Native Americans,
Chinese Americans, Japanese Americans, Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans on the
Mainland and East Indian Americans, each with a good bibliography for those who
wish to read more on any group.
The human animal does not have an enviable record of dealing fairly with other
members of his species, and it is even worse when the other member is darker of skin
or has eyes with the epicanthic fold. Prejudice is ugly, and discrimination bred of
prejudice mocks the basic principles of our so-called democracy. Perhaps mutual
tolerance will bring mutual understanding to all our varied peoples.
ELLEN C. SABIN: Proponent of Higher Education for Women, a Social History by
Estelle Pau on Lau. (Washington, University Press of America [4710 Auth Pl., S.E.,
D.C . 20023]1978. 124p., notes, bibliog., index . paper, $7.95)
Sabin, one of the early proponents for education, especially higher education, for
women. began her teaching career in the mid -West and furthered it by teaching and
administrative duties in Oregon. After serving as a principal in Portland she was called
to the presidency of Downer College, and when Milwaukee and Downer merged she
headed the new school. Energetic and capable, she sought American and European
precedents and ideas to enrich the offerings of her school. She was a true pioneer in
American education.
PENN STATION: Its Tunnels and Side Rodders, by Fred Westing. (Seattle, Superior
Publishing Company, 1978. 183p., ill us. , ports., diagrs. , tables, index . $14. 95)
The first half of Penn Station is a facsimile, with some additions, of the 1912 History
of the Engineering Constructing and Equipment of the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company's New York Terminal and Approaches. The second part, by Westing,
describes in well-illustrated detail the side rod driven eledric locomotives which were
in such large measure responsible for the success of the project.
Railroads. especially the Pennsy, and locomotives, especially Baldwins, have been
Westing's careers and hobbies. Railfans will welcome this, his fifth book on his favorite
subjects.
EVERYTHING'S GREAT IN '78: Further Adventures of Cecil C- Addle and Dipstick
Duck, by Ray Collins. (Seattle, Madrona Publishers [2116 Western Ave. , WA
98121[. 1978. 90p. [chiefly illus.] paper, $3.95)
The wry comment on the cover of this gently satiric strip indicates its spirit - as Cecil
happily proclaims "Everything's Great in '78! " Dipstick adds parenthetically " ... that
we know about.''
These two innocents wander through a number of adventures, adding zanily sane
commentary on our topsy-turvy civilization. Looking at a remaining grove of trees
beyond the recently clean cut "picnic" ground they had hoped to use, they head for it,
only to see it disappear with a "BRAN G." Says Dipstick, "Must be a new housing
development in Yokohama." When they have a close encounter with a UFO, the alien
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visitor remarks that the people of Earth have a very valuable piece of property. Dipstick
notes. ·'When people think of it as real estate. they take better care of it.'' Obviously
Collins cares very much about our planet and what we are doing to it - and his concern
is contagious.
EAST TIMOR, Nationalism & Colonialism , by Jill Jolliffe . St. Lucia , University of
Queensland Press, distributed by Technical Impex Corp. [5 So . Union, Lawrence,
MA 018431 1978. 362p .. illus., sketch maps . notes , glossary, appendices, index.
$21.75)
After more than 400 years of Portuguese rule the small territory of East Timor saw
its brief and turbulent period of independence ended by the Indonesian invasion of
I 975 . Although Indonesia claims that the invaders came at the request of the Timorese
and that the Timorese wish annexation. it has so far refu sed to allow a UN supervised
vote of self-determ ination, and a Catholic relief source reports that the Indonesians
control only about 20o/o of the territory and some 150.000 of the 650,000 population.
Resistance to the Indonesians has continued and Timorese of a range of political
groupings have united in opposing a common enemy.
The world has paid little attention as yet to the wholesale, almost genocidal,
slaughter of the Timorese or to their demand for the right of self-determination.
CITIZEN TO SOLDIER: Australia Before the Great War; Recollections of Members of
the First A.LF . . by J.N .I. Dawes and L.L. Robson. Carleton, University of
Melbourne Press . distributed by ISBS [Box 555, Forest Grove, OR 971 16] 1977.
216p .. appendix. $17.50)
Most of the material summarized here was collected in the sixties when an effort was
made to have World War I veterans write why they had enlisted and how they felt
about the conflict.
The editors have divided the material in three ways: the background of the
volunteers . their reason for enlisting, and their personal characteristics. In the
accounts the veterans are allowed to speak for themselves, and their view of Australia
and the Australian supplements and, in part at least , corrects the official War history.
PATRIARCH AND PATRIOT: William Grant Broughton, 1788-1853, Colonial
Statesman and Ecclesiastic, by G.P. Shaw. (Brisbane, Melbourne University Press.
distributed by JSB S [Box 555 . Forest Grove. OR 97116] 1978. 347p .. illus., ports ..
facsims .. notes. bibliog. $26.00)
As the first Bishop and later Metropolitan of Australia, Broughton played as
important a role in the political as in the religious development of the Colony. Educated
and art iculate , he gave nearly a quarter century of devoted and effective service to the
church and to what he believed to be the best interests of the State . Shaw's thoroughly
researched and lucid account adds a vital chapter to the story of the Church in Australia
(see also Samuel Marsdon, Pacific Historian , Spring 1978).
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BRUNO DE HECETA
THE FIRST EUROPEAN DISCOVERER OF THE COLUMBIA RIVER
by
Eric Beerman

The name of Bruno de Heceta was recorded in history as the first
European to discover the Columbia River in 1775. The Spaniards
initially called this great river the Entrada de Heceta, before Captain
Gray changed it to the Columbia River, named after his ship,
the Columbia .
Bruno de Heceta y Fontecha was born in 1743 at the Basque city of
Bilbao in northern Spain . His father was Juan de Heceta Dudagoitia,
from the tiny village of Gorocica near Guernica. Heceta's mother was
Elena Fontecha, born at Ordufia, 20 miles south of Bilbao. His
paternal grandparents were Mateo de Heceta Dudagoitia, from the
village of Yurrita, and Maria Ochoa de Sagasti, born at Gorocica.
Heceta's maternal grandparents were Pedro de Fontecha Salazar,
alcalde (mayor) of Ordutia, and Maria Jacinta de Bozo, both of
Ordu.iia . His paternal great-grandparents (grandfather's line) were
Juan de Heceta Dudagoitia y Zabala and Maria de Artunduaga y de
Arteche. Heceta's maternal great-grandparents (grandfather's line)
were Pedro de Fontecha y Nograro and Maria de Astules y Salazar.
His paternal great-great-grandparents (grandfather's line) were
Domingo de Heceta Dudagoitia II and Maria Ibanez de Zabala.'
Heceta grew up in the Basque country and like many of its sons Juan Sebastian Elcano, Andres de Urdaneta, Legazpi, et al - he
followed a naval career and entered the Guardia Marina (Coast
Guard) in January, 1758.
His brother, Vicente Antonio, entered the Guardia Marina a month
after Bruno and also had a distinguished maritime career. Another
brother, Domingo, served with the colonial service in the Americas.
Heceta's first ship was the navfo Castilla, commanded by capitan de
fragata Pedro Castejon, at which time Heceta was but fifteen years of
age . The mission was the chase of the ubiquitous Moorish corsairs in
the Mediterranean Sea. In March, 1759, he was allowed a short shore
leave before being assigned in May to the navfo Europa, under the
command of capitan de navio marquis of Casinas, for five months sea
duty in the Atlantic Ocean. In October, Heceta was reassigned to the
frigate Venus for a month's transport duty, commanded by capitan de
fragata count of Sumalla. '
After a relatively short reign, King Ferdinand VI of Spain died
without a son . His brother, then king of Naples, succeeded to the
Spanish throne as Charles III. In November, 1759, Heceta received
the honored assignment to serve on the navfo Atlante, under capitan
de navfo Francisco Tilly, to go to Italy and escort the new Spanish
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monarch to Barcelona, Spain .3
Heceta then served on various ships for the next thirteen years
combatting Moorish pirates in the Mediterranean. These corsairs
were a serious problem for Spanish shipping, as well as the
coastal areas .
Commencing on the first day of 1760, he served for twenty months
on board the jabeque (small ship) Garzote, commanded by teniente
de navfo Antonio Domonte . While on this vessel in June, 1761,
Heceta graduated from the Guardia Marina and received his first
naval promotion as alferez de fragata . At the end of 1761, he was
assigned for eight months on the jabeque Cuervo, commanded by
teniente de navfo Manuel Sanguineto and later by Antonio de
Barcelo , who would gain great fame in the Spanish navy. With three
months shore leave in Spain, in November, 1762, Heceta received
orders to report on board the jabeque Gavilan, commanded by
teniente de navfo Jose Urrutia and then by Pedro Sierra, which lasted
for fifteen months. For a short three month period he served on the
frigate Astrea, under capitan de fragata Geronimo Argomedo. In
May, 1764, Heceta was assigned to the jabeque Atrevido,
commanded by Antonio de Barcelo, then a capitan de fragata, serving
for nine months in the Mediterranean. Then for a similar period,
Heceta was on the same rype vessel, the lbisenco , under the
command of teniente de navio Domingo Perler. For the next fifteen
months, he served on board the Catalan, commanded by teniente de
navio Pedro Casasola and later by Francisco de Borja, until April,
176 7. Heceta was reassigned to the galeota (galliot) Golondrina,
under teniente de fragata Manuel Miranda.
During this four month duty, Heceta was promoted to alferez de
navfo , as he had been highly recommended by his superiors. In
October, 1768, he was on board the frigate Garzota for neariy twenty
months in the Mediterranean, commanded by capitan de fragata
Manuel de Bedoya and later by Justo Salafranca of the same rank .
After this long period at sea, Heceta was ordered to report on board,
without shore leave, thejabeque Caballo Blanco, under the command
of teniente de fragata Joaquin Zayas. During this time, Heceta
received his next promotion to the rank of teniente de fragata. Again
without any leave, he spent the next thirteen months in the
Mediterranean on board the jabeque Atrevido , commanded by
teniente de fragata Jose Barcelo until March, 1772. In September
Barcelo was reassigned to command the jabeque San Antonio and
asked for Heceta to accompany him in this new command. This sea
duty lasted for eight months until May, 1773. Heceta had then spent
more than fourteen years in the Mediterranean Sea combatting the
corsairs , including ten major sea battles . This long apprenticeship at
sea would prove invaluable in his next assignment in the
Pacific Northwest. •
In 1741, the great Russian explorer Vitus Jonassen Bering made an
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expedition to Alaska. Soon the Russians were obtaining sizable
quantities of furs which were bringing top price in the great market
of China.
The Russians continued to explore well down into California. Spain
considered these lands in the north within the viceroyship of New
Spain (Mexico), so it looked with trepidation on this Russian
encroachment . King Charles III of Spain was seriously concerned
about the undefended and the unpopulated northern frontier of New
Spain . In 1766, he instructed the viceroy in Mexico City, marquis of
Croix, to establish and to maintain Spanish territorial integrity in
California. Three years later, friar Junlpero Serra, established the
first of twenty-one California missions at San Diego.'
One reason for Heceta's assignment to Mexico was the result of a
secret report circulating in the Spanish court in 1773, which contained
detailed information regarding Russian expeditions from the
peninsula of Kamchatka at the eastern end of Siberia, to Alaska and
further south . One such mission was commanded by a Russian naval
officer, Peter Chirikof. When he returned to present his diary of the
two year expedition to the Russian court at St . Petersburg, the
officialdom was surprised at the ease of the expedition in the rigors of
the north, having anticipated many more obstacles. This encouraged
the Russians to continue the establishment of fur trading operations
in that area. The Spaniards were concerned about this expansion, and
in April, 1773, the minister ofthe Indies Julian de Arriaga instructed
the viceroy Croix to monitor Russian expeditions by use of
naval reconnaisance.
In his reply the viceroy stated that the best Spanish vessel to
undertake the above mission in the north was the frigate Santiago,
then at the Mexican port of San Bias on the Pacific Coast.'
The following August, Heceta was notified of his first post in the
Americas at San Bias, preparing for expeditions up the Pacific Coast
to observe Russian activities. He would operate out of San Bias from
1774-1780. The minister of the Indies, Arriaga, was in a hurry for
Heceta to commence his expedition and instructed him and his
shipmate, Juan Francisco de la Bodega y Cuadra, then both at the
Spanish naval base at Cartagenas to take the first ship to Havana,
Cuba, or to Veracruz, Mexico? Heceta wrote Arriaga in September
requesting the necessary instruments to do the cartography of the
Pacific Northwest.•
Before departing Spain Heceta was delighted to receive word of his
promotion in April, 1774, to teniente de navfo, which rank he would
hold the following year while discovering the Columbia River. On
June 13, 1774, he departed Spain, where he would not return until
many years later in 1787. He arrived in Mexico City in October, 1774,
and after meeting with the viceroy Antonio Marla Bucareli, Heceta
and Bodega proceeded to San Bias and prepared for the expedition .
At San Bias, Heceta introduced many changes as commander of the
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Apostadero (Naval' Station), departure point for many expeditions
in the Pacific.
He established the arsenal, ordinances, ship registration, militia,
ship training, ship rigging factory and changed the wood of the masts
to cedar, all of which cut costs by one third for the transportation of
men and material to the presidios in Alta California!
On March 16, 1775, three ships under the overall command of
Heceta departed San Bias for the exploration mission up the Pacific
Coast. Heceta's flagship was the frigate Santiago, with the
second-in-command Juan Perez and the 2nd pilot Cristobal Revilla.
The goleta (schooner) Sonora was commanded by teniente de fragata
Juan de Ayala, and the s'econd-in-command was teni.ente de fragata
Bodega y Cuadra, with the 2nd pilot Francisco Mourelle . The third
vessel, the paquebot (packet boat) San Carlos, would not accompany
the other two ships, but would explore and chart San Francisco Bay in
California. The San Carlos was commanded by Miguel Manrique. As
the Santiago sailed out at midnight, there were on board two
Franciscans, friars Miguel de Campa Cos and Benito de la Sierra,
from the College of San Fernando in Mexico City, as well as a
surgeon, Jose Davila.••
The following day the Santiago and the Sonora were five leagues at
sea. During the evening of the 18th, Heceta discovered that the
skipper of (he San Carlos was out of his mind.
Heceta ordered Manrique returned to San Bias by the small launch
of the Santiago . Ayala was named to replace Manrique in command
of the San Carlos, and Bodega was promoted as skipper of the
Sonora, with Mourelle the second-in-command. At nightfall of the
23rd, Heceta sighted the islands of the Tres Marias, one hundred
miles west of San Bias. Heceta continued sailing west and on the
29th, he viewed the island of Socorro, four hundred miles west of San
Bias. This island was also known as Santo. Tomas, first named by
Hernando Grijalva in 1532, departing from the southern Mexican port
of Tehuantepec as ordered by Hernan Cortes."
Turning north, the two Spanish ships set a course for the cape of
San Lucas at the southern tip of the peninsula of Baja California. The
temperature became cooler and there was less humidity which was a
welcome change as the Heceta expedition continued north along the
coast of Baja California. The crew was delighted with the many
bird-like ducks around the ships during the month of April, as well as
a healthy supply of fish, making many a succulent meal for
the mariners .
On May 11th, the Santiago was sailing well out at sea, west of San
Diego Bay in California. The following 21st, the two ships were at sea
off Monterey Bay. A shipboard conference was held on the Santiago.
Water and supplies were running low and the two crews
were complaining.
Perez and Revilla of the Santiago wanted to turn east and put in at
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Monterey. On the other hand, Bodega and Mourelle of the Sonora
wanted to continue north to the river San Martfn de Aguilar (42° 25'
Latitude North), named after Sebastian Vizcaino's commander of the
Tres Reyes in 1602. Heceta sided with the Sonora and gave orders to
continue north with the hope of finding a new port. He reasoned that
they could always turn south in case of emergency to Monterey Bay.
On June 1st, one of the sailors imbibed in too much aguardiente (a
highly intoxicating drink), resulting in his death.12
As the expedition went north, Heceta noted the snow capped peaks
on shore, which were like those on the maps of the great cartographer
Bellin , Carte Reduite (1766), taken from the work done in 1758 by the
Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg. The men desperately required a
rest, and Heceta sailed east looking for a port. As the ships neared
land, at noon on June 9th, Heceta saw three Indian canoes
approaching the Santiago . The Indians wore no clothes but carried
furs and after hard bargaining, the furs were exchanged for some
trinkets which the crew had brought from Mexico. The following
afternoon the expedition came upon a closed port which formed a
small peninsula above Cape Mendocino.
On the 11th, Heceta went ashore with some officers and armed
sailors, though some presents seemed to win over the Indians . As the
day was the Santisima Trinidad, this bay was named Trinidad (Trinity
Bay). That evening Heceta returned to the Santiago . The next
morning, the Spaniards prepared the ceremony for taking possession
of Trinidad . With a cross placed on the beach, friar Miguel de Ia
Campa said mass, followed by a volley of musket fire on the beach
and a three gun salute from the Santiago and the Sonora at anchor in
the bay and concluded by all hands shouting, "Viva el Rey!" The
Indians told the Spaniards that they had never bef9re seen a~y ships
similar to those of the Spaniards. Heceta seemed pleased that
Russian ships had not yet penetrated the bay at Trinidad. The
Spaniards raved of the local shellfish and were content with the
hospitality of the Indians . Heceta was at Trinidad for more than a
week and did not depart until the 19th, but fog and winds hindered
progress towards the north. 13
On July 6th, while heading north, the Santiago and the Sonora
passed to the west of the present Columbia River, though seas were
rough and visibility poor, so it would be another month before
Heceta' s discovery of the great river on his return trip south. The two
vessels ran into a heavy storm but continued on a northern course .
The following 14th, Heceta sighted a fine harbor at 47° 32' . The
ships anchored and the men went ashore and took possession in a
mass by friar Benito de Ia Sierra, naming it in honor of the viceroy in
Mexico, Rada de Bucareli (just below Point Grenville, Washington) .
There was another shipboard conference on the 19th. Perez had
written a memorandum to Heceta stating opposition to the projected
destination of 58° Latitude North, reasoning that climate and crew
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exhaustion would not permit it. At the conference Perez said that it
would take a month alone to reach s oc. On the 24th, the rest of the
officers and crew of the Santiago backed their second-in-command
Perez, but Heceta stood his ground and gave orders to continue the
expedition to the north. On August 1st the Santiago and the Sonora
sailed out of Rada de Bucareli, though the two ships split up and
Bodega set the Sonora on course for 58c as ordered by the viceroy.
After heavy seas, on August lOth Heceta sighted land at s oc, which
was the northern-most penetration of the Santiago on this expedition,
which was near the present Cape Cook on Vancouver Island, seeing
the beautiful Santa Cruz Mountains in the interior. The following day
the pilot Revilla told Heceta it was impossible to go on further north
as the crew was in dreadful shape. Heceta then gave word to
head south."
Within a week in the afternoon of August 17th, Heceta sighted
what he mistakenly thought was an immense bay. As the Santiago
neared shore, Heceta named the northern cape - Cabo de San Roque
(Cape Disappointment) after the Saint's Day of the 16th, much
celebrated in Heceta's birthplace of Bilbao. The southern cape was
named Cabo de Frondoso.
As the Santiago sailed between the two capes, Heceta noticed an
extremely strong current and for the first time began to suspect that
this body of water might not be a bay but a great river . Heceta named
it the Bahia de Nuestra Senora de Ia Asuncion (Columbia River), in
honor of the Saint's Day celebrated that year on August 15th. As he
viewed the terrain, Heceta noted that he would have guessed he was
in the great straits mentioned by Juan de Fuca in 1592, had not he
known the latitude . He wanted to explore on shore, though the
Asuncion had poor anchorage. Perez and Revilla were most insistent
in not anchoring. Heceta decided to sail out as it was becoming dark,
though it was necessary for fourteen men in the launch to move the
Santiago into the rapid southwest current to the sea. The vessel
passed the night off shore . The following morning the Santiago
attempted to sail back into Asuncion , but the incredibly strong
current and wind made entrance impossible . Heceta gave orders to
sail on . For a number of years the Spaniards referred to this body of
water as the Entrada de Heceta, where Heceta went down in history
as the first European discoverer of the Columbia River ."
The Santiago continued south, noticing the low mountainous
terrain and few trees . During the morning a cape came into view,
which Heceta named Falcon, which still carries the same name.
Heceta had planned to stop at San Francisco Bay on the return trip
and try and make contact with Juan de Ayala and review the charting
progress of the bay by the San Carlos, but the rest on board the
Santiago wanted to get to Monterey Bay as rapidly as possible. The
weather became more benign as the Santiago journeyed south. On
August 29th, the ship entered Monterey Bay with an exhausted crew.
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Thirty-five men were sent for immediate medical treatment. For one
sailor it was not in time, and Antonio Esteban died soon after arrival.
Good medical care, a long rest, and fine food were just the tonic
required for the members of the Santiago . All were pleased with the
gracious hospitality of the Monterey Presidio and the San
Carlos Mission .'•
On September 14th, Heceta departed Monterey Bay for San
Francisco, with an escort of ten soldiers being assigned to the San
Francisco Presidio. Heceta arrived at San Francisco Bay on the 21st
but discovered that Ayala had already charted the bay and had left for
Mexico. Heceta was happy that the Ayala mission was completed and
returned to Monterey on October 1st.
In six days Heceta was delighted to see the Sonora's arrival in the
bay. Bodega and Mourelle seemed to be in good shape but their crew
was not . Bodega related his adventures of the expedition up to the
58° after the Santiago and the Sonora separated. Heceta told of his
own voyage to the 50° and of his discovery of the Entrada de Heceta.
The Sonora needed repairs, and the crew required a good rest .
Heceta ordered the Santiago to stand by until the Sonora was ready to
sail. On November 1st, all was in readiness as the Santiago and the
Sonora prepared to leave Monterey after thanking the personnel in
the presidio and the Franciscan missionaries at San Carlos Mission
for all their kindness . They set a due course south for San Bias and
with favorable winds they passed Cape San Lucas at the tip of Baja
California on the 16th. On November 20, 1775 , the two ships entered
the port of San Bias after an expedition of eight months, during which
Bruno de Heceta discovered the Columbia River."
Viceroy Bucareli was most satisfied with Heceta's command ofthe
expetlition and so informed the minister of the Indies Arriaga'~ One of
the instructions from Bucareli to Heceta before departure was to
make maps and charts of unexplored points in the Pacific Northwest.
There were four maps included in Heceta's log, one of which was of
the Entrada de Heceta (Columbia River) ."
/ In Mexico, Heceta told of having faced fierce Indians on the
voyage . Many Spaniards died, including nine of his own crew."'
Because of the success of his mission to the Pacific Northwest, the
king promoted Heceta to capitan de fragata in February, 1776, after
less than two years at his prior grade."
The American Revolution commenced the same year as the Heceta
expedition. While Spain did not initially declare war on its eternal
rival Great Britain, it did supply men, munitions, money and material
to the often embattled American colonists through the Spanish port of
New Orleans, Louisiana, under the command of General Bernardo de
Galvez . In 1779, Spain actively entered the conflict, declaring war,
and in a series of brilliant campaigns, Galvez defeated the British
above New Orleans, at Mobile and at Pensacola. Had not King
George III's soldiers been forced to fight a two-front war on the
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American continent, the American Revolution might well have had a
different outcome."
The viceroyship in Mexico sent troop reinforcements to Galvez .
Meanwhile, on the west coast of Mexico, in 1780 Heceta was sent
from San Bias to relieve the Spanish bastion in the Philippine Islands,
threatened by the British fleet. Heceta told of his ships being in poor
sailing condition and were overloaded with men and supplies, though
they managed to reach Manila Bay.
There he prepared seventeen ships which then went into action
against British shipping in Asian waters. Heceta spent much money
out of his own pocket as this venture lacked official backing, though at
the end of the conflict the Philippines were secure in Spanish hands.
For superior duty performance, in September, 1781, he was
promoted to capitan de navfo. However, as a result of battles, travels
on land and sea, and a debilitating tropical climate , Heceta's health
was badly broken and he was ordered to return to Mexico. On his
return from Manila to Acapulco, instead of sailing between 32° and
36°, which had been the standard navigation route for nearly three
centuries, Heceta went above 40°, which saved one third the sailing
time and became the new route from the Philippines to Mexico?'
Heceta was in Mexico for a short time when he was ordered to
report to Havana for a new assignment, departing Veracruz, Mexico
on August 1, 1785 on the navfo Astuto and arriving at Havana on the
18th.,. After so many years at sea, it was not surprising that Heceta
was in bad shape and required a change . Sailors even in those days
enjoyed the diversions of shore leave at a good port. Havana was such
a port. No sooner had Heceta arrived , when he plunged into all the
noted diversions which the city had to offer. The port captain,
Francisco
de
Morales,
was
seriously
concerned
with
Heceta's behavior.
Heceta seemed to find Havana exactly the tonic required to recover
his health and petitioned Morales to stay in Havana until his health
was good. Morales agreed to this as long as Heceta did not collect his
salary which the Havana budget would not permit. Morales noted
that Heceta did not live like a typical Spanish naval officer. Heceta
moved out of the naval district into a barrio (district) Cristo de Ia
Salud , outside the walled-city of Havana and apparently began
savouring the renowned good life of Havana. He met Maria Lauriana
del Rosario Zenea y Rodriguez, and the sailor fell madly in love. She
was sixteen years of age and was the sole support of her ill , widowed,
mulatto mother. In February, 1786, Heceta's physical health
appeared to be much improved as he was given his first command the frigate Guadalupe. Though, according to Morales, Heceta paid
little attention to maritime affairs and seemed more interested in
what the land had to offer. In October, Heceta asked for Maria ' s hand
in matrimony . It was standard military regulation that officers must
receive royal approval to marry. At that time also in Havana was
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Heceta's brother, Domingo, an accountant with the Spanish colonial
service, who had power-of-attorney to present this marriage request.
On receiving these papers, Morales was surprised. According to the
procedure, Morales made an investigation of the prospective bride.
He did not seem favorably impressed with the findings and noted
that Heceta spent all day with the girl and her mother, not attending
to naval duties on the Guadalupe. Morales forwarded his report to
Madrid. Royal Order of February 17, 1787 ruled against this proposed
match, which was received by Heceta in Havana the following April
20th. It also stated that he should return to Spain on the first ship.
Maria and her brother, Jose Marla, protested this decision but to no
avail. Heceta left Havana Bay on board the navfo Conde de Regia,
arriving at Cadiz on August 9th after an absence of thirteen years."
Heceta's star had temporarily fallen as he was assigned to the
naval base at Cadiz without command . In a series of petitions, Heceta
asked royal permission to go to Madrid and pay his respects after
many years of overseas naval duty, but initially they were not
favorably received ." In March, 1791, Heceta was granted his petition
and was received by the court in Madrid . While there he requested
command of the naval base at Tarragona, or any other assignment
which would meet with approval of the authorities. Noting that he had
been in grade as capitan de navfo for the past ten years, Heceta also
asked for a promotion to brigadier in the navy."
Apparently back in the good graces of royal officials, Heceta was
named to replace the deceased skipper of the unarmed navfo San
Jose, Jacobo Pallavicini." During this time he also commanded the
unarmed navfo Africa which apparently did not meet with Heceta's
complete approval as he stated he was a fighting sailor."' On his
return to Spain, Heceta had put in a claim for money spent out of his
pocket in the Pacific Northwest and in the Philippines on official
duties. Ministry of Hacienda (Treasurer) denied reimbursement, but
would further study the case if additional documentation
was presented."'
In February, 1793, Heceta was put in command of a fighting ship
- navfo San Julian - where he served until the outbreak of
hostilities that year between Spain and France. Heceta was assigned
as commander of the strategic naval base at Rosas, on the northeast
coast of Spain, close to the French frontier. The French attacked,
hoping to capture Rosas in a lightening move from the rear . Heceta
commanded the land forces which stopped the French column of
4,000 men with far fewer troops, though the invaders diverted south
and captured the Spanish coastal village of Llansa, just south of Port
Bou . At the height of the battle, Heceta was promoted to the rank of
brigadier in February, 1794, after more than twelve years at his
prior grade.
With the fall of Llansa on the Mediterranean, Heceta's force of two
frigates, 750 armed sailors and 200 army infantrymen were cut off
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from the rest of Spain . It was a precarious situation though the
Spaniards resisted in the fort at Port Vendres until November, 1794.
Further resistance was useless after the long siege, and Heceta gave
orders to abandon the position and to attempt to reach the Spanish
lines by sea. Heceta found an unarmed goleta on shore and took one
hundred exhausted and wounded men and put out to sea, turning
south. They managed to reach the Spanish base at Rosas, then itself
under siege. At Rosas Heceta was chagrined when he was relieved of
command for the loss ofthe bases in the north . Nevertheless, he went
to the Spanish commander of Rosas, almirante Federico Carlos
Gravina, and requested the opportunity to serve at whatever
capacity . All hands were needed during the French siege and Gravina
granted the petition, assigning Heceta to command the launches and
naval artillery at Rosas. He served with distinction during the
seventy-two day siege and at the conclusion, Heceta was returned to
command and pardoned for the loss of the fort at Port Vendres,
receiving also a promotion to jefe de esquadra after less than two
years at his previous grade."
A peace treaty was signed between Spain and France in 1795. Two
years later a conflict broke out between Spain and England .
In April, 1797, Heceta was named the commander of the important
naval base at Algeciras, facing the British bastion of Gibraltar. By the
time he arrived, Algeciras had already suffered forty-two British
attacks?' Heceta bolstered the defenses. Heavy assaults came in
March, 1798 and in January, 1799, though Heceta held the fort
at Algeciras.''
At the end of the war, age and ill health forced Heceta to request
retirement. Madrid denied this request as the services of this
valuable naval officer were still required, though they granted him
leave to recover his broken health .34 In October, 1802, Heceta was
promoted to teniente general in the Spanish navy." The following year
he was on leave in Madrid and requested royal permission to marry
Cayetana Santivaiiez. This marriage request of the sixty-year-old
bachelor received rapid royal approval."'
Heceta continued on leave in 1804, when he was ordered to return
to his post at Algeciras . Departing Madrid in January, he first went to
Cadiz, and then resumed command at Algeciras in June. In January,
1806, his health deteriorating, Heceta was relieved of command and
went to the nearby sea resort of Malaga to pass his last days, where
he died on August 16, 1807.37
The little-known Spanish sailor Bruno de Heceta merits more
recognition in history . He was the discoverer of the Columbia River .
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Clues Needed - This undated photo was found tucked inside a book purchased by
t1nne Vandenhoff. All three men appear to be wearing Masonic or Odd Fellows lapel
pins. Can anyone help Mrs. Vandenhoff identify this trio? If so, call her at
416-885-3602. The book was a 1933 edition of "The Adventures of the Black Girl in Her
Search For God," written by George Bernard Shaw; the name "Thomas P. Ayer" is
written inside .
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